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Station.
S.S.
S.S.

Call
Signal.
BDI

Patrician
City of Birmingham
BDS
S.S. Bardic ,
BEM
S.S. Rona
BIQ
S.S. Discoverer
EIF
S.S. Olan Morrison EIR
S.S. Clan Ra'lmld ' EIT
EJD
S.S. Benavon
S.S. Queen Alexandria '
ELN
S.S. Langton Hall ELS
EL W
S.S. Saa:ilby
ENV
S.S. Waitemata
EPF
S!S. Grelstone
S.S. Port Augusta EPN
EQJ
S.S. Zinal
S.S. Scottish MonERS
arch
ERZ
S.S. Erroll
S.S. Atlantic City ETY
S.S. Geddington
Court
EUN
S.S. Clarissa Rad- ·
cUffe
EwF
S.S. Norwich City EXB
EZT
S.S. Hampstead
s.v. Chateau d'If FED
s.v. Colonel De
Villebois Mareuil ·
FBF
s.v. Marechal de
Turenne
FBO
s.v. Marechal Suchet
FBP
s.v. Amill-al Cecille FDD
s.v. Bouchamp FDH
s.v. Bonneveine FDJ
s.v. Bossitet
FDK
s.v. Des a ix
FEA
s.v. Diiquesne
FEB
s.v. Ed.mond Rostand
FED
S.V. Eugene
Schneider
FEI
S.V. General
de
Negrier
FEM
S.V. Genevieve
Mollinos
s.v. Germaine
FEW
s.v. Joinville
s.v. General Foy FHP
FHQ
s.v. Crillon
s.v. Andre TheoFLY
dore

;:~

Call
Signal.
Station.
FOB
S.V. St. Loui.s
FOC
S.V. Suzanne
FOi
S.V. Vincennes
FVP
S.V. Pampa
FZP
S.V. Cornil-Bart
FZY
S.V. Bretagne
S.S. City of Naples GEO
S.S. Roseric
GLY
GMJ
S.S. Muttra
S.S. Portiiguese
Prince
GRS
GSO
S.S. Titan
s.i,;: Otarama (ex
Ajana)
GTI

Station.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S,S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.

s.s~

man
Macqu(Lrie
GVL
GZJ
S:S. Stockwell
S.S. Brockfields
(ex Crostafels)
GBDX
S.S. Eastminster
· Abbey
(ex
Heilbronn>° GBFD

S.S.

Trewinnard
· (ex Ammon) GBPZ

S.S.

City of Batavia
(ex
Ganelon)
GBRP

s.v.

Vendee
HRJ
S.S. St. Antoine HVW
s.v. France
HWF
S.S. Piave
IEL
S.S. Lepanto
IEX
S.S. MarinCt
IMO
S.S. Monte BiCtnca ILD
S.S. Adda
IPG
S.S. Vittoria
IWY
S.S. RCtcconigi
IZJ
S.S. Yamato Maru JBW
S.S. iWitsitki M Ctrit JDB
S.S. Tofnku MCtru JDD
S.S. Singapore
Maru
JSP
S.S. HokkaiMaru JYP
S.S. West Wind KJH
S.S. West
Hepburn
KINP
S.S. City of Syd-

S.V.
S.S.
S.S.

ney
J10 h n
Wells
HClVO

RindCt

KKEI

w.
KOCR
LDC
LEU

S.S.

Call
Signal.
LEW
LFC
' LFD
LFF
LFX

i:frrnla
Atna
Rena
Tysla
Bonna
Clan Macfadyen
Cl.a n Murray
Ben Lomond
City of Winchester
Maihar
JJ![anaar

LSG
LSR
LTC
LUC
LUQ
LUR

City of Chester
MAG
Baron
Jedburg
MGD

S.S. Cassis
S.S. Kansas
S.S. Pembrokeshire
Invento1·
Natica
Ranella

S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S . . Clan Mathe-

MPO
MRW
MUT
MVY
MZN
MZP

MZQ
Moora
OCA
Mahratta
OCM
Anna1n
OZN
Chile
OZV
Bandoeng
PEW
Medan
PGA
Mena.do
PGB
BCttjan
PGV
BaweCtn
PHJ
Bengkalis
PHZ
Tosari
PIO
Ombilion
PMA
Batoe
PYQ
Walcheren
PZH
Sydic
SGF
Yeddo
SHF
G.D. Kennedy SGV
Bolmen
SHA
Sloterdijk
TVE
DieppedCtlle
UBJ
son

S.S.
S.S.
M .S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S .S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.V.
S.S.
S.S.
S.V.
S.V . Amiral Hal-

zan
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.

ucz

KCtngCtroo
VHM
South Africa VNS
CCtlulu
VZV
ECtsterner WGEA
Morrfatown WGAI

Station.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S .S.
S.S.
S.S:
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.
S.S.

Call
Signal.
XEM

Tregli.sson
Canadian
Ranger
XFF
Naldera
XIN
Narkunda
XIO
Clan Macbean XJD
Glenapp
XKF
Port Sydney XLU
Woodburn
XMA
Polshannon XUK
Benwood
YCA
Willaston
YCP
Glensloy
YDF
Bq,ron Minto YEK
Glenmoray
YEP
Redbridge
YHp
Clan Suther,,
land
Yfff'
Benlawers
YJS
Astyanax
YKF
Ferngarth
YKR
Atlantic
YLJ
Benarty
YLT
Portsea
. YQH
Eitrybates
YRH
Australia
YSN
Priam
YTO
Clan B .u YVZ
.cha.nan
Clan Mackinlay
YXC
iW o o r i sh
Prince
YYK
Knowsley
Hall
YYW
Cyrena
ZAW
SagamaRiver ZEK
Tregarthen
ZDE
Yoseric
ZFN
City of Man.
chester
ZGG
Rhesus
ZII
Telamon
ZKA
'Polladern
ZMH
Port Lyttelton
ZPD
Cornish Point ZPE
Clan Stuart
ZPN
Grelcaldy
ZUW
Qneen Alexandria
ZWB
Hartlepool
ZWS
Doonholm
ZXM
Normanstar ZXR
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OF THE

EW of us can contemplate the passing
of the Old Year and the dawning of
a New, without allowing our minds to
d~ell on mingled thoughts of past happenings, present realities and future possibilities. It is part of human nature to make
comparisons between the past, of which
we know, and the future, in which we hope ;
and if in doing so we are better enabled
to steer clear of the pitfalls ahead, who will
say that this annual communing with ourselves does not serve a useful purpose! As
individuals and units of a promising
young nation we 'vould lay ourselves open
to the charge of undue pessimism if we
looked forward with feelings of aught but
confident hope and cheerful determination to the possibilities confronting us in
the year on which we are just entering.
Australia has successfully weathered
many troublous periods during the past
few years, and that she has come through
in flying colours is perhaps due more to
her wonderful natural resources than to
the business-like manner in which they have
been exploited and advertised. Possibly
I

there are occasions when the foolish
optimist is as great a menace as the gloomy
pessimist, but there can be no question that
the motive behind the former feeling is
the one which invariably leads to success.
To ponder over the mistakes or failures
of the past should not, to an ordinary
strong-minded individual, act as other than
an incentive to do' better things in the
future. The time is fast approaching when
success will belong solely to those who are
prepared to mould their future activities
upon the confident belief that nothing
which an ordinary, balanced individual will
conceive as being for the betterment of
mankind, is impossible of accomplishment.
One does not need to delve very far beneath the surface to realise how true this
assertion is, nor does it require a very wide
vision to estimate the increased national
prosperity which will inevitably follow
greater individual effort and enterprise.
In the larger field of world affairs we
may expect much of 1922. Problems which
eminent men of past generations regarded
as incapable of solution are to~day being
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~January

tackled in a practical, determined manner, elusiveness lies hope for those who are
which substantially spells success. 'rhe numbered amongst the world's failures. If
great Disarmament Conference at Wash- our natures were the unalterable things
ington is evidence of what lofty ideals and they are popularly supposed to be there
practical determination can accomplish. It would be little virtue in seeking to improve
may be too early yet to claim that the the social conditions of this sad old world.
solution of such ancient problems as the Heredity would then be the governing inabolition of war, and the establishment of fluence of our lives, and the pessimist
mutual goodwill between the nations of the would reign supreme. But happily these
earth has been achieved, but it at least gloomy thoughts have ceased to hold sway
can be said that many things which over the lives of men, and there is hope
thoughtful men regarded as impossible for every individual, no matter how great
even a few months ago, can now be counted his past record of mistakes or failures, who
upon as realities. Happenings such as is prepared to take unto himself an ideal,
these should inspire us with confidence in and work hard to accomplish it. It is beour individual ability to play a worthy part cause we are convinced it is so that we
in whatever; sphere of life our lot may be see in the New Year the beginning of an
cast during the coming year. Human era of great prosperity for this young Com·
nature is an elusive thing, but in its very monwealth.

1, 1922.]
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THROUGH AUSTRALIAN WILDS
A

PEN-PICTURE OF LIFE IN THE "GREAT OUTBACK."
By FRANCIS BIRTLES
(Special to "Sea, Land and Air.''

All rights reserved.)

Few men, if any, know Australia better than the writer of this story,
Francis Birtles. He has travelled the continent from one end to the
other many times; he has crossed it by bicycle, motor car and aeroplane,
and always he has diverted from the easy, comfortable paths by which
men are wont to travel, to explore the regions where there are no roadsonly impenetrable forests, rugged mountains and dreary deserts. Mr.
Birtles knows of the hardships of life outback; of the awful pp;ngs of
hunger and thirst, and the indescribable horror of finding himsel{ without
means of transport, other than those with which Nature end"owed him,
hundreds of miles from the nearest habitation. Can it be wondered
then that a man who has successfully accomplished such undertakings
can write a story-true in every detail-of real Australian life which
will thri;i every reader?
In the following article, Mr. Birtles teUs of his experiences and
observations on the memorable motor car trip across the continent.-ED.

I

I

FUTURE OF AVIATION
---·---

A

PPARENTLY those who hold the
future of commercial aviation in Australia in their hands do not subscribe
to the doctrine that "if a thing is worth
doing at all it is worth doing well.'' The
unfortunate happening which occurred at
the inauguration of our first ·aerial mail
service between Geraldton and Derby is
proof that no matter how safe or reliable
a project may be those responsible for the
arrangements should leave nothing to
chance.
When the contract between the Defence
Department and the successful tenderer,
Major Brearley, for the conduct of an
aerial mail service in the west was signed,
it imposed necessary obligations on both
parties. Apart from the practical utility
of the undertaking, it possessed .features
which made it the subje'ct of nation-wide
interest. A big Government subsidy was
being sunk in a venture possessing great
potentialities, but requiring careful handling to ensure success.
It would be a thousand . pities if the
charge made against the Defence Department, . that the landing grounds . were insufficiently prepared, proved to be true.
The Civil Aviation _Branch of the Depart-

ment repudiates the suggestion that the
Government failed to fulfil its part of the
contract, and there for the moment the
matter rests. It is essential, however, if
public confidence in commercial aviation· is
to be retained that in all future undertakings the opportunity for either party t.o
level charges at the other shall be entirely
obviated. For a time at least it will be
necessary for the Government and private
enterprise to co-operate ih exploiting the
possibilities of the aviation industry. The
arrangement of mail services is essentially
a matter for the Government, but it is
clearly doing the right thing in giving private enterprise the opportunity of showing
what it can do in the direction of bringing
Australian transport services into line with
other parts of the world. Public opinion
is behind the compact up to this stage, but
the people of Australia will rightly demand that the success of the undertaking
shall not be endangered by lack of attention to details which count so much in a
matter of this kind. Accidents, it is admitted, are inevitable, and so long as they
are not due to carelessness on one side or
the other, they are invariably accepted as
part of the uncertain game of life. When,
\

1

r.

T was in a twenty horsepower car hills. Comfort and shelter would be there,
equipI?ed with p~rsonal luggage, photo- . here there would be floodwaters, bogs and
graphIC outfit, b10scope, :firearms, fifty mosquitoes. I wanted to reach that goal
gallons of water and a supply of benzine before the storm burst. Already I felt the
that I set out from Sydney on the long first splashes of rain, and qpening up the
overland trip to Adelaide via Melbourne. throttle I commenced to race ,the oncoming
My only companion was a bull-dog, tempest, .Bellowing winds whirled up
'' W owser,'' who shared my many trying clouds of yellow dust, through which chain
experiences in the days that followed.
lightning flashed vividly. In the murk of
The third day out the green grass was the swirling dust, the car ran into a mob
left behind, and a drought-stricken c_o untry of emus which were also sprinting for the
entered upon. With the · exception of sandhills. 'l'hey kept on their way ignor.another car some distance ahead.
I
ing the mechanical monster in their midst .
had the road to myself, and made good With long, . sweeping strides they lrnpt
progress. The glare of the setting sun was abreast for miles at a ·speed of thirty miles
half screened from my eyes by the dust an hour, finally disappearing in an extra
-clouds of the car in front. For about ten heavy squall of dust.
miles the road remained fairly good, but
~ogged in a Bush Creek.
as night came on the plain was left behind,
Now
the
heavens emptied upon the
.and rough country entered upon. Switchparched
regions,
and the track became as
ing on the electric ligh,t, the powerfol
gleam disclosed thousands of rabbits along- slippery as a schoolboy's slide. I kept on
side the track, most of them chewing at my zig-zag, slithering way for a few miles
the bark and roots of the half-dead tim- more, when suddenly, without warning I
bers. Gaunt grey kangaroos stood upright found the car buried to the axles in a saltin my path, and emus lying down in the bush creek. In a sizzling hiss of rain I
powdery dust made no effort to rise. On set to work with shovel and jack. Ends of
the banks of a muddy waterhole I made petrol cases were quickly laid, and before
long the car was on the track again. Thi:-;
...
camp.
pro.cess was repeated several times until
A Race With the Tempest.
finally I began to knock up. At last, with
In the yellow haze of a stifling dawn I the wheels of my chariot like unto a steamwas once more under way. A thunderstorm roller, packed with sticky earth and dried
was looming on the horizon. Twenty miles grass, I reached the edge of the sandhills
away across the black-soil plains, in a danc- just as t.he last traces of daylight disaping .s himmer of heat lay a belt of sand- peared. Crawling under a mulga bush I
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rolled myself in . a waterproof sheet and
went to sleep, forgetting the pangs of
hunger. .That night the rain fell continuously, and it was bitterly cold. When I
awoke it was still raining. True to bush
custom I tapped my boots sharply against
the ground, at the same time emptying out
any undesirable occupants. A six-inch
long centipede fell out.

Across the Darling.
That day I crossed the Darling River
and reached Wilcannia. Owing to the
drought, provisions were expensive. This
tin-built hamlet obtains its stores by
medium of small steamers drawing flatbottomed boats in their wake. When the
river is up, the price of goods is down,
when the waters are down, up goes the
price of supplies. So runs the local legend.

[January 1, 192Z.

which made him turn several somersaults.
He quickly recovered from the rebuff and,
getting back on all fours, engaged in a
· fierce encounter with the ''ship of the
desert.'' The Afghans yelled loudly, and
the remainder of the camels broke their
·nose lines and scattered over the desert.
The last I saw of them was as they disa.ppeared over the skyline, followed by baggytrousered, cursing '' 'Ghans. '' I did not
wait to see the home-coming, but a trail of
cast-off pack-saddles and stores, also a new
shirt fluttering from a mulga bush some
fifteen miles out, and a powerful odour of
camel told me that they were still going
strong.

January 1, 1922.]
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these would have to pe semi-deflated when gravelly hillsides were alive with rabbits.
crossing desert sandhills, I equipped a This was all changed now, and from a
second set of security bolts to prevent the drought-stricken land "bunny" had dis.covers from creeping. Of personal com- appeared, having either perished or miforts I took nothing. lVIy medicine chest grated to more hospitable surroundings.
contained alum (for purifying and settling The Australian rabbit is a born explorer,
·deposits in water), pot. permanganate (for and has established his pioneer colonies in
insect and snake bite), chlorodyne, quinine regions where white men never venture.
and ointment. Flour, sugar and· tea were He is a creature of great adaptability, and
my mainstays in the food line, and I de- will find supplies either above or below
pended on my rifle for meat. Cameras, ground In the mulga district he is often
· pick, shovel, and compass were also carried, to be seen twenty feet up amongst the

The Start from Adelaide.
Passing through Broken Hill and its
famous mines, I continued my journey to

The writer of this story, Francis Birtles, taking a cinematograph picture in the wilds of Australia.

Occasionally, in flood time, a boat will take
the wrong channel and become caught on
a snag or mud bank. Then when the waters
recede the little vessel is left stranded, a
strange and unexpected sight to the visitor
who comes across it in the middle of an
apparently parched desert.

Afghans and Camels.
Following a sandy route down the Darling I at length arrived at Menindie, whence
the Burke and Wills expedition set out
upon its ill-fated journey. In front of the
store some fifty pack camels were lying
fully loaded for the · track. "Wowser,"
ever a keen student of Nature, proceeded
to investigate. One camel standing up
promptly gave him a solid left to the jaw

Adelaide, where. I had decided to fit out
this expedition for the rough journey
across the continent to the shores of the
Gulf of Carpentaria, some two thousand
five hundred miles north. Stripping the
bodywork, running boards and mudguards,
I had a light platform bolted to the chassis,
with detachable flooring, which could be
taken off and laid down under the wheels
when bogged, or in heavy sand. Empty
benzine cases were strapped down to carry
my equipment, these being preferable to
heavier boxes, as I could thus easily handle
everything without undue strain. Space
was reserved for eight cases of petrol, oil,
and five eight-gallon drums of water. I
had already fitted oversized tyres, and as

for

[Francis Birtles Photo,

In Central Australia the camel is utilised largely
transport work. This photograph shows a
"ship of the desert" loaded with benzine about to start on a long journey.

.and a rope and bar for a Spanish windlass to haul the car up steep creek beds.
Big crowds gathered to witness my departure from Adelaide on lVIarch 13, and
a procession of motor cars came out for
some miles to speed me on my way.

scrubby branches, feeding from the leaves
and bark, or lying at full · length on a
swaying limb sound asleep in the warmth
of the morning sun. At the sound of the
oncoming car, bunny leaps nimbly to the
ground, and disappears into the limestone
burrows. He . does not remain there for
The Passing of the Rabbit.
long, however, as these retreats get very
_ On the second day out from Adelaide I hot under a glaring sun. For his moisture
Teached Wilmington Pass. On previous the rabbit gets sustenance from the roots
trips . th,rough this country the steep, · of mallee and sugar gum, . and he . often

lff
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Beyond Port Augusta, especially to the·
west, giant outcrops of granite rock are a
feature of th,is country. Here the overlander gets his supply of drinking water.
Curious post holes are formed by some
queer, unexplained natural method, and
rain waters drift into these six-foot deep·
pits. Aborigines place flat rocks over the·
mouth of 'the holes to keep out dingoes and
Under the Desert Moon.
emus, which have a habit of using these
When the rabbits were plentiful in these as a foot-bath, the opening generally being
lands it was interesting to watch the scene too small to admit of a complete dip. The ·
at a desert rock-hole on a moonlit night. purest and coolest waters are to be obThe pool would .be surrounded by hundreds tained from the rarer ' 'Gnamma '' holes,.
of rabbits-two and three deep-waiting a crevice in a giant boulder, the w'ater
their turn to drink, and making a strange supply being either a spring, soakage, or·
sipping noise as they lapped up the luke- an accumulation of liquid ''sweated'' out
warm liquid. Suddenly the line breaks of the rocks by extreme changes of day and
away at one end and three dingoes come night temperatures. For a distance of
trotting down with a lordly air. 'fhese nearly two thousand miles these were the
greedily drink a few mouthfuls, and then only surface waters, there being no creeks,
jump into the pool, still drinking as they lakes, or rivers. The map shows lakes, but
swim abot1t. The motor smell evidently these are only dry salt pans. In regions.
overcomes the scent of man, as presently where there were no natives, the rock-hole:
they came out to investigate.
With waters were in a vile condition. Rabbits.
peculiar sharp, svverving trots they circle and small birds jump in and cannot get
around my camp. From my ''bunk'' on out. I have had to drink water out of a'
the hard ground I make a sudden cat-call five-gallon rock-hole averaging one stale·
and hiss. The leader bounds several feet rabbit per gallon of water. Scramble over
into the air, and stumbles backwards over a hundred feet high mound with a qua.rt
his companions. These latter half slew billy-can in your hand, and a forty horse.c
round, showing their white fangs and power thirst. Get to leeward, sniff, and
snarling, with hairy bristles standing up you will find what you are looking for .
qn their backs, and bushy tails bent side- Boil the water, strain through ashes and
vvays. 'l'hey appear to blame their leader reboil. Then put plenty of leaves in~
for not recognising danger ahead. Sud- sweeten it well, hold your nose tightly with
denly they dash away for the skyline, and the left hand and lift the pannikin to your
as suddenly changing their minds again, mouth with your right. Gulp quickly bereturn. 'l'his time they appear close at fore the flavour has time to impress itself'
4and, taking whatever scanty shelter the upon your palate. Then, if night has fallen,.
surroundings offer.
Presently a long- go to sleep and dream of long, ice-cool
drawn-out wail sounds from far away. I1'or drinks in a city cafe. You will probably
a moment they stand at attention" ears . wake to take another sip and find that the
erect and wonderfully alert. Then giving black ants have tried to alter the flavour
the dingo call in .reply, they turn and trot by committing suicide in the ''refreshing''
silently away into the mysterious desert beverage. 'l'his is but a brief glimpse of
a pioneer's life in a desert.
scrubs.
thrives for months fifty miles away from
water. Nevertheless, he is very partial to
liquid refreshment when it is obtainable,
and it is advisable not to leave one 's waterbag lying unattended on the ground. Buck
rabbits have sharp teeth, and the new-chum
will find himself waterless and stranded
through lack. of this little bit of knowledge.

''
':

Trans-Australian Railway.
1'

The country along this line is probably
the most dreary in Australia. To the passenger it is quite devoid of scenic beauty.
One must live in this land to appreciate its
peculiar charm. As to its commercial value
time will tell. Scores of miles of unexplored plains and hundreds of miles of
mountains stretch away to the north and
west, and it is possible that some day opal,
gold and copper will be discovered there.

At Farina township in South Australia
I loaded up the car with supplies of benzine. The once-a-fortnight train bound for
Oodnadatta gave me a parting cock-adoodle-do whistle, the passengers leaning
out of the carriage windows cheered, as
in the sunset glow we headed out into the
sandy waste bound for Birdsville, hundreds
of miles away. The old pioneers vowed
that the car would never get through.
'l'earns of donkeys were on the wa.y to the

..
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railway siding, the waggons axle deep on
drift sands. I kept going nearly all night;
it would have been impossible to halt as
the wind-blown sandhills would have submerged the car. In the daylight I sighted
-0ne of the peculiar six-foot long monitor
lizards, somewhat of a cross between an
iguana and a crocodile. Although these
reptiles never see enough water to swim
in, they are semi web-footed. This fellow
was circling round and round a three-foot
mound of chopped sticks-the home of the
desert rat. A howling sandstorm had now

and following the "drainage lay" of the
country, I .sighted for a moment a windlass-Box Tree Flat-and well.

Theorising in the Desert.
As I rested that night at Box Tree ]'lat
oasis I notic_ed, more particularly, a phenomenon which had often struck me as interesting. The atmosphere was heavily
charged with electricity. As I . ran my
fingers through my hair it made a crackling
sound. I stroked old ' ' W owser, '' and the
result was a miniature fireworks display.

"Chums" in the "Great Outback."
.~tarted.

Sometimes I could not see the
radiator cap. The torrents of grit chafed
the flesh of my face and arms as I struggled
to keep the car head on to the gale. I
.swung her along to be ready at any moment
to charge through drift or sandhill. Down
.a steep, sandy slope at twenty-five miles
per hour, half way up the bank on the
other side and the engine stalled. Recognising that I was trapped, I tried, to go
down the dry creek and found tha.t the
eddies of wind ha.cl swept the bed clean
down to the firm gypsum aIJ.d lime~tone
underueath. The banks now fl~ttened out;
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Lying out there listening to the wind howling its wild passage across the sandy
waste, I commenced to theorise on the
foundation of electrical energy, and would
commend the theory evolved to our scienc
tine professors. I have frequently noticed
that over areas where great friction is
generated by violent gales of wind electrical discharges are common, be it either •,
in desert lands or Antarctic reg.ions. '.l'o ·
give a few illustrations of what is meant.
On Sturt 's Stony Desert of Central Australia there are mariy scor(:Js. of m1les of
boulders abqut the s.h~pe :;tnd size of a fo<;>t7
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ball, packed tightly together; These are
worn into shape and highly poli.s hed by the
continu'a l drifts of sand moving rapidly
over their surface. The effect of billions
and billions of grains of sand flying along
before a fifty-mile gale, must be to create
an enormous amount of friction, which
makes a storehouse for electric power. 'rhe
same thing occurs in Polar regions, and
wherever mighty winds blow across great
open country. rs .it not probable that the
winds create this mysterious power, which
is also closely akin to animal magnetism?
While on this subject it is interesting to
note that the ''water diviner'' is only able
to locate running water, and a green forked
stick is part of the necessary equipment.
Running water creates friction, and on this
theory friction creates electric current. A
green stick contains moisture, and moisture
conducts electricity. The human body to a
greater or lesser degree also acts as a conductor, hence the more marked success of
some individuals. A number of trees,
especially the willow, bend to the waters,
owing maybe, to electrical attraction.
Desert trees do not act thus; with the exception of the Kurrajong they turn upwards.

Across the Strezlecki.
Early next morning I left Box Flat.
Heading away into the left I came on to
the Strezlecki River-waterless, sandy and
forbidding. For over a mile I tramped
across the sandy channels of the river bed,
on the opposite side of which ~andhills,
scores of feet high, had been bmlt up by
the southerly ''busters. '' I returned to
the car and followed the river of sand
upward~ for some miles until I came to a
spot at which by char?'ing dow~ th~ steep
incline racing the engme and shppmg the
clutch 'into low gear, I just managed to
get over. Here, on a little dried-up salt
pan I. discovered t~at sc~res of thousands
of rabbits had penshed 111 the shelter of
the stunted salt bushes. The stench was
vile and mobs of half-starved dingoes were
wa~dering round seeking for tit-bits, or
crouching in the scanty shade of the small
shrubs. They took no notice
the ~ar,
and I hurriedly left the evil-smell111g
)locality.

• I
! !

o!

The ''Scalded Plains.''

•

I pursued my .WllY over miles of
'·scalded'' plains, so called because the hot
sun scalds up all sign of vegetable life. A
few hundred yards away I sighted a mob
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of dingoes. Putting the engine at full speed
I dashed into the middle of them, causing
a general scatter. Selecting one particularly healthy-looking dog, I put the car at
him. 'l'he yellow "cuss" scampered away
in a cloud of dust, his· ears laid well back,
and his teeth showing in a semi-sardonicgrin. Putting all his lieart into it, he
headed for the far-distant sandhills, with
the car, at twenty-five miles an hour, in hot
pursuit. Suddenly the old bush outlaw
slewed round, made a frantic spring at the
car, missed, and was promptly bowled over ..
f,,ooking back, I saw him "all emt" returning over our track~. At that I let him go,.
in spite of "Wowser 's" reproachful
glances.

The Elusive Shade.
It is now dinner time. There are some
fine big shady trees about six miles ahead,,
and I decide that there I shall have a spell.
Alas ! for the land o' my dreams ! I run
half a mile and find the beautiful ''shady
trees'' have become three-foot high scraggy
bushes, with perhaps thirty green leaves on
the lot. I sit in the shade of the car eating
my .lunch. Near by the dingoes waiJ.
mournfully. Presently the wailing ceases,
and they start to dig out a small bunny
warren. A young rabbit rushes out and
into one of the small bushes. Two of the
hunters give silent chase. One pounces.
with two fore paws on to the scrub, then•
with ears pricked up, listens for any movement. A scramble and a squeal foll9w
and bunny is greedily swallowed . wh?le.
.F 'ifty yards a.way the edge of a ghttermg
fresh-water lake, probably of unknown
depth, stretches away to the s~ylin~. The
surface is dotted with clumpy httle islands .
A cool drink and a swim would be ideal.
Alas 'tis but the desert mocking me, for
the lake is only a mirage which has lured
many a thirst-tortured man on to m.adness,.
and the cruellest of deaths. The w111d has;
now dropped. The heat becomes intense
and I ]av down and fall into a deep sleep.
"Wowse~"' growls and awakens me. In the·
distance I see some human beings-niggers ..
As they approach I count seven of them.
One old gin is carrying a '' coolamon' ,.
(wooden dish) very carefully under her
arm. This contains water. A lubra has.
a ·p iccaninny perched on her ski~ny
shoulders its little chubby :fingers grabbmg
her long' woolly hair. This young lady
canies the day's rations-a starved, half
dead iguana, which she drags long with its:
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tail in her claw-like hand, the reptile's
head, with gasping mouth, trailing in the
dust. A yo1:1ng buck, with careless, jaunty
strut w'.'1-lks 111 front of her, carying naught
but_ a hght wo.o den kangaroo spear. Some
white-headed and .white-whiskered old aborigines form the rest of the party. One of
the old fellows has white clay in his beard
and hair, by which sign I know that the
group is in mourning. I greet them with
two uplifted fingers. From behind the old
gin a shy little youngster, finger in mouth,
reluctantly appears. I give them all some
boiled lollies, the, two "ladies" of the
party receiving their allowance from · the
dignified and oldest member. Seeing that
I have observed native etiquette and manners according to their customs they become more friendly. The ''buck\' becomes
inquisitive, and starts ·to examine the car.
'' W owser'' underneath, makes a pounce
'.'1-nd. a grab, but I caught hold of him 'just
111 time.
The niggers cackled with mirth and
.
caut10usly
peer under the car at the' bulldog, who is now chained up. The lubra
t:ies to make 3: face with the sam~ express10n. Meanwhile, the native mongrels ap. pear on the scene, grab the iguana and take
all the little life that is left in it. OurRes

and wails arise. I start the engine and
call out, "all aboard. " This is "Wowser 's"
signal to mount guard on top. The niggers
yell, and away we go out on to the Great
San~y Desert. Here poor King, the sole
s~rvivor of the Burke and ·wills expedition, wandered around, half perished and
exhausted, until the wild aborigines found
and adopted him as an honoured member
of their nomadic tribe.
'

,Sturt's Stony Desert.
I

Leaving the haunts of these aborigine
wanderers I headed nor- 'east for Inna. mincka. On the way I encountered heavy
sandstorms and gales of great violence.
. 'l'hrough the yellow torrents of dust the
sun showed a blood-red disc of fire. ' All
the, exJ>osed parts of my face and hands
bl.ed from the never-ceasing friction of
wmd-blown g~avel. In this dry atmosphere
my finger nails became brittle, my lips
cracked, and the woodwork of my cameras
shrank and split . . Tired and knocked up
a · week later I came out on to the great
stony plains-Sturt 's Stony Desert. Bloodred was the predominating colour below·
overhead, there was a brassy blue sky'
flecked with wind-blown clouds.
'
(To be continited.)

AMERICAN FLYING CRUISER'S
. The r~turn of the giant Aeromarine flymg crmser Santa Maria at Key West
marks the completion of the most remark~
able performance in the history of aviation
~rites an American correspondent. 'l'h~
Journey was a continuous demonstration
flight of six thousand miles from Key West
along the Atlantic sea-board, over the
waterways of New York State, along the
Great Lakes, down the Mississippi River
Valley to New Orleans and thence along
the Gulf back to Key West.
To this remarkable record must be added
approximately two thousand seven hundred
an~ twent!-~ve m,iles flying which the giant
flymg crmser has done at each of the cities
she visited during· the historical flight.
Her log shows that from the time she
was launched by Governor Edward I. Edwards, of New Jersey, in June, 1920 the
Sa1ita 1l'laria has flown upwards of tw~nty-
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five thousand miles and carried thousands
of passengers. · No other commercial
passenger flying craft in the country
has ever attained such a record as this
and so far as is known her achievement~
are unsurpassed by any ·foreign craft.
In commenting on this flight, 0. F. Redden, President of the Aeromarine Airways
remarked: ''How wonderful the flight of
the S11;nta 1rlaria really is can be judged
from a comparison with the performances
of ot~er forms. of transportation. During
her flight the Santa Maria has never been
inside a hangar; she has spent every night
of her trip at anchor on the surface of
some body of water, either the sea, a lake,
or a river. A railroad locomotive has ·to
be taken into it8. roundhouse and overhauled at the end of each trip; an automobile receives similar attention in its
garage.
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SOLVING TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
DETAILS OF A CREA T UNDERTAKING
HOW SYDNEY WILL BE CONVERTED INTO A MODERN CITY
By J. J. C. BRADFIELD, M.E., M.Inst.C.E.,
Chief Engineer, 1Wetrop0Titan Railway Construction Branch, New South Wales

(Special to "Sea, Li!!nd and Air."

All rights reserved.)
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The Town Hall Station will be one of the busiest centres in Sydney when the city railway is built.
The entrances to the underground station are shown opposite the Town Hall, and on the left and
right hand sides. Note the improvement effected by removing the iron railings.

C

ENTRAL Station, the Alpha and
Omega of the railway system of New
South Wales was opened for traffic
in 1855.
As Sydney grew in population and importance, the city proper, a peninsula two
aucl a quarter miles long by half a mile
wide, gradually became too valuable for
residential purposes, developing instead
into the commercial. amusement and
monetary centre we see to-day. 'l'he residential population proper has almost disappeared, although it is still in evidence
along Macquarie Street and on the . Rocks
area; but for the most part it consists of
travellers at hotels and the hotel staff, civic
officials, caretakers at various mercantile
buildings and the occupants of fiats. There
is a concentrated daily influx of popula-

One of the many picturesque spots for which New South Wales is
fal)'lous.

WORDS OF WISDOM
If you wish your boy or pupil to be a
gentleman, treat him as one and be one
yourself.

*

*

*

*

-- ~

*

*

*

*

*

*

life !

The busy man has few idle visitors; tq
the boiling pot the flies come not.,-Benjamin Franklin.

· The fellow who ca~ be late when his own
interests are at stake is pretty sure to be
Jate when yours are.

Never make a decision when, you are
down-hearted. Never let the weak'side of
your nature take control.

Happiness is not the
Character is.

--

*

Aggressive fighting for the l'ight is the
greatest sport in the wol'ld.--H.oosevelt.

-

end

*

of
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tion from the suburbs for one and a half
to two hours each morning, and a similar
efflux each evening, whilst during the remainder of the day until past midnight
th~re is a less concentrated but steady
traffic.
The development of any area 'is best indicated by the increase in its unimproved
capital value. In 1901 the unimproved
capital value of the City of Sydney was.
£20,207,812, in 1911 £23,940,030, and in
1921, notwithstanding the war, £35,887,376.
r'~or the last ten years the unimproved
capital· value has increased at the rate of
4.19 per cent. per annum. The thought
arises, can these unimproved capital values
continue to increase, or has property
reached its maximum in the city? The invention of the tall steel frame building has
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made it possible for the.land values to co~1tinue to increase, and for owners to obtam
an increased return for their property. 'l'he
credit of inventing the steel frame building
belongs to Paxton of England. The fir~t
to be erected was the Crystal Palace Exhibition Building of 1851, a steel cage with
outer walls of glass, hence its name.
The commercial value of this type of
building is revealed by taking as an example a block of land in George Street,
fiftv feet frontage and one hundred feet
deep, costing £800 per foot,. or ~40,000 in
all. If a ten-storied buildmg is erected
thereon instead of a four-storied one, which
is about the present average height of
buildings in Sydney, the cost per floor for
land is reduced from £10,000 to £4,000,
whilst a twenty-storied building reduces
the cost for land to £2,000 per floor.
The steel frame building has another advantage. It is a steel cage with ~hin c~r
tain walls instead of the regulat10n thick
brick or masonry walls, hence in a ten-floor
building twenty additional offices, about
fourteen feet by twelve feet, can be o?tained owing to the thinner walls, ~1~d m
a twenty-floor building forty additional
offices.
'
The same commercial revolution, due to
the erection of tall modern buildings, which
has taken place in other cities, will, and
is now, taking place in Sydney. Land
rnlues will continue to increase as must also
the day population to inh1l;bi~ these buildings. To-day nearly one 1111ll10n people are
settled between Botany Bay and Brok~n
Bay-thirty years hence this number will
have almost trebled.
Central Station, the present stub_ terminal of the .New South Wales rai!way
system a"'"'regating on June 30, 1921, some
five th~u:a~d and forty-three miles of railway, is situated about. a mile from the
business centre of the city, and one and a
half miles from the water-front at Circu~ar
Quay, where a very extensive ferry service
is accommodated.
.
The tram traffic on .the streets has riow
reached a stage where it is impossible ~o
accommodate all who wish to travel. This
applies particularly between the Q_uay and
Central Railway Station, and as time goes
on the position will be intensified. ·
The suburban railways now terminating
at Central Station; four up and four down
tracks,.serve an area embracing the western,
north-western, south-western and southern
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suburbs. During the evening rush period
sixty trains, mostly of ten cars, depart
from this station, the traffic being handled
at twenty-one platforms. To improve the
traffic facilities, these existing suburban
railways are to be electrified, and extended
into and around the city, forming a city
loop, from which railways will lead to the
eastern and western suburbs at present
served by surface cars only. The Milson 's
Point to Hornsby line, now terminating at
Milson 's Point on the nor thern side of the
Harbour, will be connected to the city loop
at Wynyard Square by means of a cantileve~ b;·idge spanning the Harbour in one
clear span of one thousand six hundred
feet, and accommodating railway, vehicular, automobile and pedestrian traffic.
When the scheme is completed, the
suburban steam railways now terminating ·
at Central Station on the city side and ·
l\'Iilson 's Point Station on the northern :
side will be electrified, and the passengers !
brought into the city and distributed ov~r ·
four underground and two open-an·
stations on the city loop. In addition; :
much of the traffic at present conveyed into :
the city from the eastern and westeru
suburbs by street cars, will be handled by
electric trains having direct communication
with the city loop, and it. will be possible
for passel'1gers from all these suburbs to
reach the heart of the city without changing trains.
Rapid transit electric railways, whether
above or below ground, are expensive to construct, maintain and operate. The real
measure of efficiency is the number of
trains per hour which cai;i operate on ~he
railway during the mormng and eve~nng
rush hour p~riods. The average cost of the
city railway, as located, will approxim~te
£300,000 per mile of single track, whilst
the cost of the wholly underground location as recommended by the Royal Commission in 1909 would have been £400,000
per mile, both based on pres~:mt day _estimates. On the railway, as designed, thirtysix trains per hour can traverse the city,
the maximum station stop being taken at
forty seconds; whilst with ~he who~ly
underground location only thirty tram_s
per hour could have operated, so the efficiency of the one over the other is mani~est.
rrhe easier grades, and fly-over crossm~s
everywhere, will enable this greater efficiency to be obtained.
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Having determined the grades and final rapid transit electric railways, however it
..
.
'
location, the train capacity of the railway is unsmtable owing to the distance which
is then fixed by three principal independent passengers in the middle of the car have
factors:
to travel to the doors, and the fact that
(1) The length of station stop; (2) the pastheir progress is frequently hindered by
senger capacity of trains; (3) the speed of trains,
others standing in the narrow aisle.
which determines the number that can operate
along a single track in a given time, though
One of the most recent rapid transit cars
under certain circumstances the speed is not inis that on the New York Municipal Raildependent of the station stop.
ways with a normal seating capacity of
The station stop is controlled by the ninetJ:'. This car possesses large seating
design of the car and platforms; the ar- capacity, easy access to doors of great
rangement of stairways, passages or other width, and ample standing room. Condimeans of access to and from the platforms, tions in New York are very different to
the ticket barriers, and the facilities for those in Sydney, and the overcrowding that
obtaining information regarding the des- takes place in the trains of the .New York
tination of trains arriving at anq departing subway would not be tolerated here. These
from the station. The principal effect of ca.rs, now in .service in New York, are
car design, on limiting duration of station actually carrying more than the two hunstop, is due to the arrangement of doors. dred and seventy passengers for which
For rapid movement of passengers, the they were designed.
platforms must be constructed so that
The car adopted for Sydney has a simitravellers can enter, or alight from, cars lar seating capacity with less standing
without more than ordinary need for room than the New York car, but with very
caution, which prohibits the use of steps easy access to doors. With the climatic
or any undue space between the car and conditions prevailing in Sydney, it would
the platform edge. The platfor1ns must be be impossible to allow of crowding such as
free from obstructions as far as possible, the New York car is definitely designed
.and the stairways and passages so con- to cater for . The number .of cars per maxistructed and lighted as to facilitate the mum train, with multiple unit stock, 1 is
free, safe and rapid movements of those only limited by the length of station platusing them.
forms. Modern practice has been to proIn addition to stairs and ramped pas- vide a platform length of about five hunsages, lifts and escalators have been ex- dred to five hundred and fifty feet .
tensively adopted in other countries to The length of the metropolitan railway
facilitate rapid movement of passengers in . platforms has been fixed at five hundred
stations. The escalator or moving stair- and twenty feet, which provides for sevencase is comparatively new, but is rapidly ear trains.
displacing lifts owing to its greater
Speed, the .third factor determining the
capacity and efficiency. The escalators at capacity of a rapid transit railway, operOxford Circus, London, have a vertical ates in a very complex manner. Contrary
rise of sixty feet, and are the deepest in to general belief, an increase in running
the world.
speed usually results in a decrease in
An estimate of the duration of station capacity of the railway. The reason for
stop can only be made by observation and the apparent paradox is that for safe rundeduction after allowing for controlling ning it is necessary to limit the distance
conditions, to something in excess of the between the rear end of one train and the
at the busiest station on the city railway head end of a following train under any
under worst traffic conditions will not ex-· conditions to something in excess of the
distance required to stop the second lococeed forty seconds.
The passenger capacity of .trains Q.epends motive.
on the design ·of cars and the maximum
Under modern rapid transit conditions
train length. For steam traffic or under it is not sufficient to place a signal beside
conditions where the station stop need not the track, arrange for that signal to be
be limited, a car of the type now in general at danger under certain co:riditions, and
use for suburban traffic in New South assume that a driver would always obey
Wales, with a platform and door at each . the signal and stop before reaching it. To
€nd, a centre aisle, and seats arranged each obviate the risk of collision through a
for two . persons is a good vehicle. For driver passing a signal, the automa.tic
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train-stop has been evolved, and is in use
on most rapid transit railways. It is a
device controlled by the track signalling
circuits, arranged so that when the signal
adjacent to it is protecting a train in advance, a tripper arm is raised to engage
and open a cock on the brake pipe of the
train, should it pass the signal, thus causing an emergency application of the brakes,
and also cutting off current from the
motors.
:B~rom
Wells Street, Redfern, the
eight existing tracks will be continued
citywards as the main line railway,
whilst four tracks will branch off to
Central Station to handle the long-distance
steam trains. The main line tracks will
continue to a new open-air station on the
eastern side of the existing terminal station,
having its passenger and baggage facilities
inter-connected with the main terminal.
Between Wells Street and the new Central Station the trains will be routed. The
four up and four down lines laid single
track up and down alternately, will by
means of fly-overs be grouped into four
pairs of up and down tracks laid alternately in pairs; whilst on the city side of this
station, the tracks of one up and one down
pair will run together, and thence onwards
six lines will be continued citywards, side
by side, two up, two down, one up, one
down, until Goulburn Street is reached.
Here they diverge, two up and two down
tracks, in pairs, being taken along the
western side of the city to a station under
George Street in front of the Town Hall.
Beyond the 'l'own Hall Station one up
and one down line will rise, whilst the
other two ,,,ill fall until Wynyard . Square
is reached. Here there is a two-level underground station-the upper· level serving
traffic to and from North Sydney; th.e
lower level traffic on the city railway and
from the eastern and western suburbs.
Arrangements will be made to terminate
<iertain traffic from either direction at both
levels, and separate arrival and departure
platforms are provided for, as at the
Church Street terminal of the Hudson and
Manhattan railroad, New York.
From Wynyard Square the two upper
level tracks and two additional tracks terminating at this station, will continue via
the cantilever bridge of one thousand six
hundred feet span to North Sydney and
connect with the existing railway system
there. The two low~level tracks curve to
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the eastward, where the surface contours
permit of their emergence as an overhead
construction, and continue .east on bridge
and viaduct to a combined railway and
ferry station at Circular Quay at the present ferry terminus. Between Wynyard
Square and Circular Quay Stations the
connection to the western suburbs is made
by fly-overs, the railway passing under
Darling Harbour to Balmain in a subway
providing a minimum depth of water for
shipping of fifty-five feet at low tide
above the top of the subway.
Continuing east from Circular Quay
Station on viaduct for six and a half chains,
advantage is taken of a thirty-one-foot rise
in surface level to again enter a tunnel
under Macquarie Street, the tracks curving then to the south under the Botanical
.Gardens and Macquarie Street to St.
James 's Station and to Liverpool Street
Station, between which two the connection
to eastern suburbs is made by means of
fly-overs. From Liverpool Street Station
the two tracks curve to the west and tn
Campbell Street, where they join the two
easternmost of the six parallel tracks before mentioned,· and thus complete the twotrack city loop.
The stations at \Vynyard Square and St.
James 's provide for terminating trains as
well as through t raffic. The six stations on
the city railway. are approximately fifty
chains apart, and separate entrances and
exits have been provided so that .the incoming and 0~1tgoing passengers never
meet. The ramps and passages have been
designed on the experience of New York to
provide for thirty to thirty-five passengers
per foot of width per minute without overc
crowding; stairways, twenty · passengers
up, and eighteen down per foot of width
per minute, and escalators ten thousand
eight hundred passengers per hour.
To facilitate the exchange of passengers
at Central and Town Hall Stations each
island platform is served by a pair of
tracks carrying traffic in the same direction.
Central Station provicl:ing for suburban
electric trains only, will be a new structure
above ground, east of the existing terminal,
and will have four island platforms with a
minimum capacity of two hundred and
sixteen trains per hour. 'rhe assembly platform and ticket offices will be at street
level in concourse subways at the northern
and southern ends of the platforms, access.
to which will be by stairways.
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Town Hall Station, located under George
To minimise the inevitable dust the
the busiest thoroughfare in Sydney, track will not be ballasted where u~der
will have two island platforms and a ground. '!'he sleepers will be laid on
cap_acity of one . hundred and forty-four th~ concrete floor of the tunnel, a. drain
trams per hour. Access from the streets bemg formed in the concrete along the
will be by stairs and subways. The foot- centre of each line under the sleepers as
path on the eastern side of George Street shown. The elasticity and resilience of' the
will be widened and the principal en- sleeper~ will make the running easy, as
trances located on the widened footpath they will not be bedded for their entire
as shown by the picture.
length on the rigid concrete floor and the
Wynyard Square Station under Wyn- drain will enable the r;;ubways to 'be hosed
yard Square Park is near the centre of
the banking and wholesale business district, and being the junction for the North
Sydney traffic will be a two-level station
having a concourse floor between the two
levels. Each level will have three island
and two side platforms, the capacitv of
the station being two hundred and t~enty
trains per hour, including terminating
Showing the arrangement . of the sleepers
underground to provide for easy riding and
lines. The station will be reached by three
to enable the subways to be hosed down and
subways from adjoining streets, the main
dust washed away.
entrance being thirty feet wide.
Circular Quay Station is a combined
ferry and railway station. It will have d?wn and the dust washed away. 'l'his hosing
two side ·platforms and a capacity of will reduce the dust and cool the subways.
.seventy-two trains per hour. Access to Where above ground the railways will, of
, platforms, twenty-eight feet above street course, be ballasted. Rails weighing one
level, will be by stairs and escalators. At hundred pounds per yard will be laid
the street level provision will be made for throughout, and all curves will have double
handling the traffic from the four main guard rails.
Electricity to operate the trains (direct
Harbour ferries, in addition to which space
will be provided for housing the v'arious current at one thousand five hundred
ferry offices, parcels office, shops,· and a volts) will be supplied to the train pantolarge restaurant, two hundred feet by graphs from overhead construction.
seventy feet with a ii1ezzanine gallery and
The _soil from the railway will be used
roof garden, the rental value of which to fill m the head of Darling Harbour as
will be about £10,000 per annum. This far as Bathurst Street, and twenty-three
building will be founded on iron and con- acres of land so reclaimed will be added
.crete caissons, sunk to rock, the depth to the railway goods yard. Bathurst Street
varying from twenty to fifty-five feet be- will be continued across the reclamation
low street surface.
ninety feet wide, and will connect ·with
The two remaining stations, St. ,James's Pyrmont Bridge Road and Johnston's Bay.
and Liverpool Street, will also be equipped When the reclamation is completed Pvrto handle traffic as expeditiously as possible. mont Bridge will be removed, and the
Where the city railway passes under pri- wharves in the vicinity rearranged.
vate property, the steel frame construction
Work was commenced in June 1916
and roof of the subway will be designed to · being carried out by contract under th~
provide for warehouse buildings one hun- con_trol _of the writer. On January 1, 1917,
dred and fifty feet high being erected any- leg!slat10n was passed constituting the
where over the railway in the future. This Railway Commissioners the constructing
is the maximum height allowed by the city authority for all railways. Work probuilding regulations, so there will be no ceeded until June, 1918, when the then
blot on the title deeds of any property as Government suspended operations, and
to the height of . the building which may most of the plant was dismantled and sold.
be erected thereon, owing to th() railway The estimated cost of the work is now
£4,500,000.
passing beneath.
S~reet,
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TAMING THE HEAD-HUNTERS
EXCITING EXPERIENCES IN BRITISH NORTH BORNEO
By A. R. DUNLOP*

.
·
Dunlo
who occupied the position of magistrate
.
In this art1cleLM:~k and PSugut district, British North Borneo, tells
m cJ_Iarge .o~ the a . nces when leading an expedition into the rugged
~~u1::~r;xi~h~ ~~i:;:zr to punish a tribe of head-hunting Dyaks.-Eo.

L

I

I

ATE one evening about three .~onth s
after I had taken up the posit10n of
Magistrate a Sulu arrived a~ the
village with the information .that while. he
and four companions were on a tradmg
expedition into the interior, two of the
party while rafting rattans down stream,
had been set upon by a mob of SuhnOne was killed and the other
D aks
Y ·
d 1 d th t
Severely Wounded. The Su_lu ec _are. . a
llf 1
there had been no quarrellmg 0 ~ i : ee mg
. between the two parties to Justify the
attack-it . appeared that t~~ Dyaks were
on a head-hunting expe?it10n, and the
Sulu 's party had the misfo~tune to be
~hosen as the victims. Quest10ned reg'.lrding the wounded man, the Sulu explamed
that he was too ill to bring alo~g. ~e had
only escaped death by throwmg himself
into the river.
.
·
I sat up late that night takmg d?wn .m
writing the Sulu '~ sta~ement, ~akmg m quiries and gathermg mformat10n rega~dirig the village and people who, a~cordmg
to the Sulu, had committed the crime.
H aving prepared ~y !'eport I proceeded
to Sandakan and laid it before the ~overnor, with the result that I wa~ given
orders to effect .the arrest of the ch~~i a;d
punish the people wh_o_ were responsi e or
the outrage. Ten military pohce were detailed to accompany me, the me~ selected
being Dyaks from the neighbou~i~gS S~~te
of Sarawak. They were armed w~t
m . er
carbines, ten rounds of ball cartridge bemg
issued to each man.
With this small force I returned to the
Sugut.
F r the journey up-river I secured a
lar()'~ native-built ' trading boat. It was
made from the hollowed-out trupk of a
great forest tree, s~me forty feet m length
and cunningly bmlt up from planks, a

*

In '1.'hc ·wide ·world.

P alm-leaf awning stretching from stem to

stef~~

boat was propelled by oars work~ns
in rattan rings fastened to the awnmg
stanchions. The Dyak police form~d the
crew. Two sat in the stern and did the·
steering, one with a rou~h rudder lashed to
the side, the other usmg a long-bladed
paddle. In front of them was the part
d 11 th
reserved for the passenger,
·. e
. cl b an
th a
forward . part was occupier Y. _e crew.
Corporal Balang,' the N.C.O. m charge,.
was unusually tall and muscular for a
Dyak, and .the men were all sturdy fellows,.
ver y likeable, always cheer y,, and ready t_o·
make the best of any situat10n. I n a.ddition to the police I had engaged a Sarawak
Malay who had been trading for many
years in the interior and_ could sp!3ak ~he
different dialects, to act as mter-preter. With
my Malay servant and myself we made a
party of thirteen- an unlucky number,
but I do not think the fact occurred t<Y
me at the time. I was young and v~ry
proud of my mission, looking for~a:~ with
pleasant anticipation to the possibility of
adventure as well as t o the interest of
seeing . and exploring new .country.
It was anticipated that it would t~ke u s
nine days to reach the Suhn-Dyak villa~e,
provided that we were not delayed by r am
and flooded rivers.
All the preparations having been completed we niade an early ~tart fr?m '~ru
san and with the help of a flowmg t id e,
made g~od progress, stopping the fir st
night at a tobacco estate.
. Next day we had little tide to help _us,
but also little current to conte~d with .
About four in the afternoon we tied up to·
the bank and the men got to work preparing a camp for the night.
We resumed our journey _at an ea!ly
hour next morning, the river flowmg
through flat, uninteresting country, the
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only b~eak . in the monotony being occasional shots at crocodiles basking on the
banks. About midday one of the Dyaks
went down with a sharp attack of fever.
As we did not find a good place to camp
on the river bank that evening we all had
to sleep in the boat.
It must have been the small hours of the
morning when I was awakened by the wild
rocking of the boat and the angry cries of
the men in the forepart, who seemed to be
indulg-ing in a free fight
It was pitch dark. I scrambled out of
my mosquito curtain and stumbled forward, striking a match as I did so. The
moment the match flared/ I was sprung
upon and seized by the throat. I had just
time, before the match went out, to see
that my assailant was the sick Dyak. I
grappled with him, and, the other Dyaks
assisting, we got him down. His body was
burning hot and he was in a raging delirium; it took four men all their time
to hold him down. Having lighted a lantern I mixed a strong dose of Eno 's F'ruit
Salts, into which I squeezed the juice of
a fresh lime, and after some difficulty got
him to swallow it. By the morning he appeared to have quite recovered, had his
breakfast, and bathed in .the river with th.e
rest of us. While he was bathing I noticed
that his back was covered with small vividred spots.
About midday the Dyak again developed
a temperature, so, as we were passing the
last of the tobacco plantations, I stopped
and arranged with the Dutch manager to
take him into his hospital, and allowed the
police to have their midday meal before
proceeding on our journey.
That afternoon the country began ,_,
change and the flat plains gave way to
undulating hills. About four in the afternoon we came to the first kara.ngan, or
rapid, on both sides of which were broad
banks of shingle, on one of which we made
our · camp for the night.
A short way above the karangan was a
small native village, the first we had seen
since leaving Trusan. The old chief came
down to see me and was soon followed by
all the villagers, bringing fruit, sugar-cane,
sweet potatoes, and water melons, which
they exchanged with the police for matches,
tobacco, and salt.
These people were known as the Orang
Sungei, ·or river people, and . are to be
found f)n all the North Borneo nvers, occu-
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pying the part that lies between the sea and
the mountains. They are essentially lazy,
their morals are slack, and all are hope·
lessly in debt to the traders; yet, in spite
of it all, they are always cheerful and free
from care.
A short journey the next day brought us
to the largest and most important village
on the river. It was situated at the junction of a tributary with the Sugut, and was
the principal settlement of the river people.
The chief took me up to his house, quite a
large and well-built one. I found him a
very interesting old fellow, his darker skin
and greater stature showing that he was
not a native of the country. As we were
approaching a part of the river that was
much broken up by rapids and cataracts it
became necessary to leave our heavy
traders' boat here and do the next stage in
smaller craft.
The large boat having been hauled up on
the bank out of the reach of floods, our
possessions were transferred to four small
dug-outs, each capable of holding three
men and a small amount of cargo. In these
we once more set forth. The aspect of the
country had now changed and there was
always something to catch our interest.
That day we passed many clearings, with
native houses perched on the river banks.
On the second day the clearings came to
an end and we were back again in wild
country covered with dense virgin forest.
Great hills rose on either side, rapids be-·
came more frequent and cataracts often
barred our way, necessitating the unloading and hauling of our boats over or around
them.
By carrying on until late in the evening
we came, on the third day, to a large clearing situated -below where the Sugut
divided into two streams of about equal
size. The clearing was occupied by a number of shacks which 1Vere inhabited by a
colony of traders-Chinese, Malays, and
Sulus-while large stacks 0f rattan and
other jungle produce proclaimed the
nature of the settlement.
Our arrival created quite a sensation, the
traders swarming down to meet us. They
had evidently been suffering from a bad
attack of nerves-seeing head-hunters in
e:ver:y shadow- and made ' no attempt to
conceal their relief at' tne sight of the
armed police.
I took possession of the largest shack,
sitting up late that night and spending the
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g:r;eater par't o~ the ne~t day listeni1;ig to
their tale(> 11µd co111planits. The Chmese,
I found, '.were quite h.f1nest ~raders, ~e".ot
ing themselves tc,i thell' b~smess, ayoidn~g
disputes, an.d accommo~atmg. themselves m
a wonderful way to their envll'omnent. The
.\\[alays wererµuch the same, excep~ that
they were indined to devote more time to
the fair sex than to their trade. . The .Sul1;1s
were different; looking down with disdam
upon the simple native, they were both
bullving and quarrelsome. They clamoured
loudly for: revenge upon the Suhn-Dyaks
for the ·death of their comra~e-the
wounded n1an it appeared, had died the
day after their messenger had left for t~e
coast. I sympathised with them in this,
but when they showed . t~at they were
mostly concerned in obtammg loot .r made
it quite clear to them that the pumshment
of the Suhn-Dyaks, whether severe 9r
otherwise, would depend ·upon the treatment they had received from the traders.
The last part of our journey had to be
made on foot; so our boats were hauled up
on the bank beyond flood level, an~ . our
possessions, which were very f~w, divi~ed
up into loads, which the police earned
strapped on their backs.
It was a great relief to get away from
the boats. and to be able to stretch our
legs again:. We made the usua~ early st'.lrt,
and after about six hours. of stiff marchmg,
during which we had to cr~ss and :recross
the river about seventeen tnnes, wit~ the
water breast deep, we reached the vil~age
of rraO'upil the last settlement. of the river
peopl;, Beyond this was the country of
the Dusans, or, as they were local~y called,
the Suhn-Dyaks; and now the serious part
of the expedition commenced.
Tagupil was a very .picturesque village
situated in a valley, with the Sugut, now
a stream which could be forded at almost
any point, flowing throng~ the centre, 11;nd
the great mountain of Kmabal~1 towermg
in the near distance. The chief was a
middle-aged man, very courteous and
.anxious to do all in his power for our c?m~
fort as well as to assist us in every possible
way. Living on the outskirts. of the SuhnDyak country: and ;many of his peopl'e ha"."ing intermarried with thern, ~e kneV\ t~em
intimately. From him . I gamed the first
really reliable information,.
.
The Suhn-Dyaks, he told me: :vere m a
state. of great un:r;est; they .aµtrnip~ted an
attack from the traders as a repnsal for
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the death of the Sulu. rrhey ha~ stopped
all trading, and on several occasions sm~ll
parties in full :var-dress had beeu seen m
the vicinity, evidently on the look-ou~ f~r
any hostile movement. I a~ke~ the ~.hief if
he could get into commumcation with the
Sulm-Dyaks and persuade them to ~and
over the men who had actually com~mtted
the crime. He assured me. it ~as m1posc
sible; the whole ;;illage was _n~iphcated. It
was not a large one, contamn1:g not m?re
than forty fighting men. He. did not thm}{
they vrnuld offer armed resist~nce to ~s,
but would probably take to the Jungle. wi~h
their women and children and rernam m
hiding until we had returi;ed to t~e coas.t .
The village was an easy six hours m~rch
from here, and our presence would s.o.on
be known and a close. watch kept on om·
movements.
.
It was apparent that no time must be
lost, and through the chief a vil~a~er was
obtained to act as guide, on condition ~hat
when in the vicinity of the Suhn-Dyak
clearing he would be allowed t~ retul(Il ..
I decided to move out that mght, till1;mg
our departure so as to arr~ve at our destmation not later than sunrise next da7.
That evening I had a pow-wow wi\h my
men, impressing upo1:1 them ~he necessity ?~
self-restraint and strict obedience to orde1s.
After the pow-wow I told Corporal J?alang
what the orders were.
Great care was taken not to arouse any
suspicion. The evening meal .was P!epared
as usual, except that sufficient nee was
cooked to supply us with a cold feed next
morning. About 9 p.rn. I called up .the
chief and told him that I wanted the guide.
When the latter appeared he. showed a
strong disinclination to leave his comfor~
able hut but once he had made up his
mind th~t he was in for it he behaved very
well. Warning the chief that he mus.t not
allow any of his people to leave the village
until I returned, we set out. at. 9.3~ p.m.
and in a few minutes were buried m the
inky darkness of the jungle.
.
We had to follow a track that :r;iece~sic
tated marching in single file. E:ven at mi?c
day in a tropical forest the:e is a certam
amount of gloom, and at mght the dark~
ness is intense.
A native path is really. a tunn~l cut
through the thick veget.at~on, an.d is continually bending and twistmg as ~t tb.xefldS
its way among the ~!eat t:i;ees, th.e roots of
which spread across it and necessitate c.are~
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ful walking, even when it is possible to see
them. · In the dark, progress was slow and
painful-a constant tripping over roots,
slipping down steep inclines, struggling up
steep banks, and stumbling among slippery
boulders- in the manv small creeks that
crossed our path. We were quite unable
to see where to place our feet, the only
guide to direction being the noise of the
man moving in front. By midnight I was
tired; weary, and sore, and every moment
the going was becoming more difficult. The
guide was afraid that the path, as it approached the head-hunters' village, might
be guarded or protected by traps, so he
left it, and we had now to force our way
through the trackless tangle of-the jungle.
Only those who have experienced it can
imagine what that means! lVIy face and
hands were soon covered with scratches, my
shins barked and bruised. rrhe care that
had to be exercised, the caution with which
every move had to be made, the endeavour
to protect one's face and eyes from invisible obstacles, the unending disentangling
of oneself from thorn-covered creepers, put
a strain on every fibre of the body.
·
Hour after hour we struggled on. The
night seemed unending. I became thoroughly
exhausted, and had been fighting for some
time against the feeling that I must give
in and call a halt until daylight came,
when, to my utter relief, I noticed that
slight patches of grey were discernible
overhead, and realised that it was the sky
showing through the tree trops. Day was
dawning! There is little twilight in the
tropics, and in a few minutes the darkness
had dissolved. Just 'when everything had
developed into definite shapes the guide
stopped and, holding up his hand, said
''Listen ! '' Even as he spoke, distinct and
unmistakable, we heard the crowing of a
cock. I turned to the direction from which
the sound came and then looked back at
the guide, but he had gone, only a slight
rustling in the jungle indicating the direction of his' flight.
A small stream trickled past where we
stood, and seating ourselves on its bank we
washed the perspiration from our faces,
munched some cold rice, and took long refreshing draughts of the cold, clear mountain water. We did not stay lQng, however.
Many cocks were now crowing, and soon
the village women would be up and about,
preparing the morning meal for their men.
Balang led and I followed, with the men
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trailing behind. We soon struck a large
well-used track which we followed, faking
care to keep just within the bush as a precaution agaiiist the possibility of traps hav. ing been set. In a brief quarter of an hour
we found ourselves in a fair-sized clearing,
in the middle of which stood a cluster of
about a dozen native houses.
, ·. A hurried glance was sufficie11t to show
Us that the people were not yet astir. Slipping past the outlying buildings, we made
for the one that looked most pretentious.
They were all made so that the floor waa
raised about five reet above the ground. The
one we made for had a small platform, or
verandah, built outside the main entrance.
As we drew up in front of this the flap
that answered for a door was opened, and
a frowsy-looking middle-aged woman ape
peared in the opening. Rubbing her eyes
and yawning heavily, it was several seconds
before she realised that strangers were
watching her. Then, with staring eyes and
open mouth, she gazed at us stupefied and
terror-stricken, until, reason returning, she
disappeared, slamming the door behind
her. A shod silence followed, broken by
the stamping of feet and the creaking of
the floor as the inhabitants were hurriedly
aroused. I spread my men across the front
of the house and gave orders that the
women were not to be interfered with, but
that no men were to be allowed to escape.
Suddenly the door flew open and there
burst forth a stream of women and children. Some sprang lightly to the ground,
several were pushed off and fell, and those
who could swarmed down the corner posts.
Some dragged children after them, others
carried babies in their arms. In less time
than it takes to tell all had scampered
across the clearing and taken shelter in
the surrounding bush.
Now that the women were away trouble
might be anticipated. Anxiously I waited,.
but everything remained silent.
Through the interpreter I called upon
the chief to come out, and almost immediately a sturdy old man stepped out and,
descending from the platform, came up to
me. He was naked except for a chawat,
or narrow waist cloth, the ends of which
hung down in front arnl behind; two broad
bands were tattooed up each side of his;
chest to the shoulders and then down each
arm to the wrists: His long hair was tied
up in a dark head-cloth. He wore a long
sword slung from his shoulder which Bal-
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ang unceremoniously removed, the old m_an
showing. no resentment. In a steady vo~ce
he asked what I wanted. I made the mterpreter
exp la.in that
. had
come t~
arrest the murderers
of thewe
Sulu
trad~rs, an .
as
he
had
been
accused
of
takmg
the
that
leading part, he would have to acc~mpa_ny
me back to 'ragupil, where an mqmry
would be held. The chief strongly resented
the accusation and denied all knowledge of

th~~f~~e were talking the inmates of. the

other houses had hurriedly made off mto
the bush. The chief wa~ tol~ to call out
all the men remaining m his house and
to warn them not to bring any weapons.
He did so, and a dozen lusty fello_ws,
clothed in chawats only, obeyed, lookn1:~
very sulky, and squ~tted down on th~ir
hams behind their chief. I now told him
that they must come with me and t~at I
intended starting bac_k at once. At. this th:
chief demurred, saymg th'.lt he ~as of ~
different people to the river tribes anu
could not understand w_hy he should go
to their village. I explamed that I representecl the Government, ~nd tha~ my headquarters were for the tune "bemg at Taknew
gupi·1 · He replied that
· he
Ch"
f bthe
t Sultan
f the
of Brunei as the Big
ie '
u 0 .
orang puteh (white men) he knew nothmg;
they came from the great salt water and
we~e a strange people who had no knovyledge of the mountain tribes or of their
customs.
I pointed out that the orang pu_teh had
received from the Sultan the right to
O'Overn the country.
"" ''But we are not .slaves to be given away
or sold '' he retorted.
are an. old_ man,'' I said. ''You
are chief of this village because you are
supposed to be wiser thar.i :your folloSeii~ ,
you are accused of killmg t~e
u
traders. If the Sultan were rulmg now,
what would happen? The Si:lus would nfJ
wait for the Sultan's authority, but wou

''yo~

then, looking round at my mer.i wi~h a
smile, said: ''you are armed with rifles.
What can I do?''
At this moment Balang interrupted:
"Li"sten, tuan," he said. "Don't you hear
it ? ''
In the distance I heard the rumbling of
a violently beaten gong._ For a moment _I
did not realise what it meant_, then it
dawned upon me. It was the native alarm,
a call to arms ! As we listened another
started, then another, and
from a
dozen or more different pomts the call
was being sent forth. The whole country
was being alarmed !
.
Turning to the chief, 'I ~old the ~nter
preter to impress upon him that if he
had it in his power he had .~etter t_ake
steps to prevent any act of hostility_ agamst
us, and that I intended t9 . hol~ him as a
hostage. When the interpreter,, m f?rceful
language had explained what I said, the
old man 'turned to his followe~s. and g~ve
them some orders, upon receiv!ng which
they got up and, moving off, disappeared
into the bush.
"Now "I said to the chief, "you have
got to c~me with us.''
',I ·a 111 hungry,·
I want to eat first,"
·
he told me, appealingly.
I was anxious that he should come willingly, so in s~ite o_f the fact t~at he w!'ls
evidently markmg tune I gave him perll1:is~
sion to eat, on condition that he was qu1:ck
about it. After several calls °?Y the c~ief
there trotted out into a clearmg a weird
little old woman who, looking very ~ross
and mumbling angrily · to herself, disa;ppeared into the house.
.
When the ancient dame announced that
the food was ready I accompanied the old
an into his house followed by Corporal
~alang and the int~rpreter: A huge . m_eal
of rice in which were mixed field mice,
s uirrels, and small birds, was set bef?re
t~e chief who promptly began to .demolish
.t
'
·

~oon

cou:;;yw~~~

i . The house which was about one hundred

be destroyed, many of your people- wo_uld be
k"ll d and all your property earned off.
i e ', .
teh do not allow that. . You
The o1 ang
me to Tagupil, where I
aif you have to _say and hear
· · ·
wish to brmg ''
any witnesses you
.
· ,
h"
When this had been mterpreted to im
the old man considered for a few: moments,

feet in length, was divided down.
by a broa~ pas~age. \)n on1a~~o~1: runwas a balli-balli, or raised Ph th' .d
ning the length of the ?~use; ~ e o er. si e
of the passage was divided mt? cubicle;:;,
the sleeping quarters11 of
There were no wa s a
e
b .1d.
the roof cqming' down to and
m mg,
h fl
slightly below t e oor.

collect from

e~ery part
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What most excited my curiosity was the
sight of about twenty human heads hanging from the ridge-pole in the apex of the
roof. It was obvious that the majority had
been there for many years and none were
M very recent acquisition.
The old man soon finished his food, and
was cleaning his hands by the simple
method of rubbing them on his legs when
the interpreter, who had been prying about
in the cubicles, called out in Malay, "Tuan,
.here is proof of recent head-hunting!" He
came forward, holding in his hand what
looked like a native bird-cage decorated
with stringers of dried aspidistra leaves,
and in which lay what was unquestionably part of a human skull · and fairly
fresh.
The chief suddenly became very voluble,
he and the interpreter entering upon a
heated argument. I interposed, whereupon
the indignant interpreter explained that
the chief wanted to make out that it was
part of a monkey's skull. "You can see
plenty of monkeys' skulls,'' he said, pointing' to the rafters of the sloping roof, ·.vhich
were decorated with many trophies of the
chase, "but none of them are treated like
this.''
"But why," I asked, "is there only
part of the skull when the whole head was
taken?''
·

arm protected his ·body, while he '.vaved
a spear in his right hand. Bravely he came
on for a few strides until, seeing the police
bring t~eir. carbines to their shouiclers, he
turned and darted back to the cover of the
trees. It was a critical moment. Had he
continued to advance others wonld have
almost certainly followed and a. :lght would
1ave ensued.
The interpreter, who had plenty of
pluck, begged me to kill the chief. ' 'Then
we can fight our way out,'' he added .
''Some will escape; if not it is nasib
(fate).;'
When he heard this Balang· sprang forward. ''I will shoot him,'' he cried, and,
cocking his carbine, thrust the muzzle to
within about three inches of the chief's
face. Throwing up the muzzle, I told him
to wait for orders.
The jungle was now ringing with the
cries of the warriors, who seemed to be
working themselves into a frenzy, now
darting into the open, now flying for
shelter from the pointed rifles of the polic~.
My men behaved splendidly. So long as
we remained in the open I had no . fear,
feeling that with our firearms we were more
than a match for these people, but what
I had to face was the fact that when we
left the clearing and entered t)1e forest we
should be at a tremendous disadvantage.
In the dense vegetation the natives, unseen,
would be able to approach close enough to
make deadly use of their throwing-spears.
I told the Chief that he must now come
with us and impressed. upon him that if
so much as one spear were thrown at us
when we entered the ·forest he would immediately be. shot. By way of answer
he deliberately squatted clown on· his
haunches. Calling up two police, I told
them to bring him along, at the same time
telling the others to close up on either side.
The two Dyaks seizing him by the ·. wrists,
dragged him to his feet. He commenced
to struggle violently, and the warriors in
the bush became frenzied. The noise they
made was appalling, but they still kept
close to the cover of the trees. Possibly
they were waiting for their opportunity
when we left the clearing and entered the
jungle.

"It has been divided up among all who
took part, '' explained the corporal, ''so
that ·they will be equally implicated.''
The chief, evidently recognising that the
game was up, became defiant and truculent,
and I told the corporal to arrest him. An
attempt to resist was of no avail against
the bulk and sinew of the Dy'ak, who
- quickly had him outside the house. Although trembling with rage, the old man
made a brave effort to control himself, and
asked through the interpreter if it was my
intention to kill him to do so quickly.
At this moment the corposal, his eyes
shining with excitement, called out: "Be
on your guard, tuan; the jungle is full of
armed people. '' I looked round, and, sure
enough, figures armed with spears could
be seen moving excitedly to and fro, just
inside the edge of the jungle. Even as I
looked, one warrior, with a wild cry, t;prang
out and made towards us. His head was
encased in a rattan helmet decorated with · .Had we been unencumbered it would
the tail featliers of the pheasant, 1J, fighting have been bad enough, but to have to dejacket of deerskin hung from his shoulders, fend ourselves and at the same time drag
a round shield . carried on his left fore- along a struggling prisoner gave occasion
for serious thinking. I was determined,
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old bear, they swarmed aroun~ us, shouting and howling, but always JUSt out of
sight.
:B--,or an hour or more, during w~ich time
We had proceeded about ~alf-way: to . we were able to appreciate the feelmgs of
where the path entered the .Jungle "°hen hunted animal, we continued our mar_c '
the chief in his struggles, either hurt or until we came to a small deserted cleari_ng
'd one of the Dyaks that the latter
so annoYe
·
h " ·fl
in which were the remains of two nati_ve
lost contr ol of himself. D~opi;img is r~h: houses. The sun had now commenced. its
he drew his sword and, sprmgmg upon l .
descent in the west, the heat was. te~i~,
h . f seized him by the hair and t~r~w 11 i;r1 and as a creek of clear water traverse ·
c ie ,
·
Th
ng· his
heavily to the ground.
. en, gi~i . th
clea~ing I called a halt, and at Corpo~a
D ak war-cry, he swung his swor . m
e
.Y Only just in time I grasped his arm. Balang 's request gave th_e men pern:ission
to finish their ration of nee. Squattmg on
~~~y sullenly, glaring at the prostrate the
bank of the creek they_ we;re s~o.n
chief meanwhile, he obe1ed m\· or1~Xe to munching away, the o~d c~ief m t eir
sheathe his sword and pick up is .. .
. d t and every man with his loaded carhl~:
~eady to his hand. I sat ~own close
The chief's face was a ghastl:f .grey
colour as trembling in every hmb,t" he by in the shade of one of the rottmg hou~es,
slowly ar~se from the ground. Thrus mg keeping an anxious eye ~n the s~rround~ng
out his hands with a gesture of appeal he jungle, getting an occas10nal gh~pse o . a
dark figure as it moved stealthily among
said, "I
. wi·11 come. "
the bushes.
He had gazed composedl:f down th;e
Suddenly a movement on th~ part of~~~
muzzle when a rifle was pomted at his
h d but the sudden temper of the DJ'.°ak prisoner attracted my attentl~; h: the
P~ric~man, the pain and indignity of ~ei~g risen to his feet and was ta i~~ o
thrown to the ground, and the flash o t e interpreter. The ol~ man was S!f1ilmg, a~~
heav Dyak sword, had bro~ght fear. He when the chief fimshed speakmg the ;n
had :een imminent death ii: a ~orm he terpreter also grinned, a?d toge~er t er
came up to me. The chief, reac mg ou '
. d erst oo d , and through
hrn
un
. .
f h.mmd .had
d took my wrist, turned the palm o_f myfha~d
hed a vis10n o . is severe
flas
bl
b
pro a Y
.
h
't
head being carried off by t :se s ran~e upwar d. s and rubbed a few grams o . rice
co le who had so suddenly mvaded his on it.
~ill~ge. He had .seen death and . the
''What is the meaning of this?'' I asked.
greatest disgrace his _mind could conJlffC
''All is well now,'' replied the inte:up, and he was afraid.
t r ' 'your men shared some of the:r
Trembling and subdued, he stepped out p::e e '.th the chief. he accepted it and ID
rice wi
' .
.h
y u have
with us.
turn has just shared it wit you.
o .
As we entered the bush I admonished my now eaten together, and ~e has partaken
men to keep close up but. not to get bunched of your hospitality. He will now do whattogether. The yelling hillmen were on bo~h ev~r you" want, and there will be no more
sides and unpleasantly close to us. They trouble.''
h cl seen the chief thrown down and the
''Although unable to understand· a word,
s!ord flash over his head. T~ey h~d seen
the
chief smiled and nodded. I smil~d back
blow
and
the
chief
arise
and
me st op the
. .
Th
ld at him upon which he thnw back his head
voluntarily move off with us.
ey cou
not understand it. The sud~enness of o~r and g~ve went to a series ~f long-drawn
arrival the 'Steady, self-reliant way _m
.
'l'he yelling in the Jungle slowed
cries.
,
·
out
which the police behaved, the lack of nois~ down.
Again the old man ~ v01ce rang . '
and excitement on our pa-rt, puzzled an
and soon the jungle was silent. Shoutrng
impressed them. Nothing coul~ have ~~en at the top of his voice, he h~rangued. the
easier than for them to close m on ei er
hidden warriors. Once or twice. questions
side where, from the cover of the_ veg_etawer e hurled back at him, tu ':hich ~e retion, they could have attacked u~ with httl~
plied long and forcibly. Havmg fimshed,
risk to themselves ; yet they did not, bu
like a pack of par}ah dogs round a savage he squatted down in front of me. A few

come what might, that I would take the
h . f i"th me , as it would
ciew
.dbe fatal to my
future authority if I faile .

i{

1
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minutes passed and then froni the jungle Suhi traders, which was confirmed by hotll
there emerged about a dozen natives. Their the Chinese and Malays.'
1w
fighting kit was gone and they were withFinding that there had been very great
out weapons of any kind. I recognised provocation, I ordered that, on the chief
some ·o f them as frmn the chief's house. taking an oath of allegiance to the GovernSquatting dmvn beside him, they were soon me;g.t, the village should pay a fine, each
chatting and laughing, and very evidently male inember forfeiting his fighting spear
quizzing the old man on his recent ex- as a sign of submission. The chief accepted
periences.
·
this and was a:llowed three days to preOnce more we set out on our homeward pare for ~he ceremony of taking the oath
march, but nm"'. the jungle was silent while and bringing in the fine.
the chief and his followers marched gaily
The following day another policeman
-in the middle of our party.
was down with the fever, so I determined
When within a short distance of Tagupil to send the three sick men to the coast.
one of the Dyaks sat down, saying he had Going down-stream with the current, they
fever and could go no· farther, but would should in three days reach the first tobacco
follow on when he was rested. He could plantation, where there was a hospital
not be left, so his companions, and also the where they could receive proper attention,
Silhn-Dyaks, took it in turns to help him so a good dug-out was selected, and they
along.
were made comfortable under a palm-leaf
It was evening when we reached Tagupil. awning, two mert being detailed to do the
A dip in the cool waters of the Sugut, fol- paddling and look after them.
lo~;ed by a dinner of boiled chicken and
Of the ten inert I had started out with
sweet potatoes, refreshed and fortified me only four now remained.
against . the usual discussion of native
On the morning of the third day, the
affairs which followed and lasted well ort one on which the Suhn-Dyaks were due, the
into the night. I was very weary and ready Tagupil chief rushed into my quarters.
for my rest when I was at last able to
''They are coming, tuan, '' he said; ''my
retire to the part of the house which had women ·who were collecting firewood in the
been partitioned off for my use. Entering, j1ingle have seen them. There are many;
I was astonished to find the sick Dvak they are all wearing their fighting kit and
stretched out op my sleeping mat, his feet are all carrying many spears. ''
on my pillow and his head where my feet
This was a -shock. \.Vere the Suhn-Dyaks
should have been. He was babbling in- going to be t reacherous after all? They
coherently and waving a naked sword in would, of course, know how few of us Were
one hand. I saw that he was delirious, so, now left. I told the corporal to get his
after gently taking the sword from his men together and to be prepared for any
hand, I called in the corporal and had him emergency.
removed to his own quarters, where, after
Soon the Suhn-Dyaks began to emerge
giving him a cooling drink, I left him in
from the bush. As the chief of the village
charge of his companions.
had said, they were all in war-dress and
M:y first duty next morning was to visit each had an armful of throwing spears.
the sick man. I found him much better They did not advance into the clearing, but
but very weak, and covered with spots clustered, about forty lusty warriors, close
similar to those I had seen on the man we to the bush. It looked suspicious, but at
had left at the plantation. The corporal the same time if they had intended to
reported that another man was down with attack us openly they would most certainly
a high temperature. I did what I could have adopted different tactics. What I had
for them from my limited sup.ply of to take precautions against was treachery.
medicine.
Putting my revolver in my pocket, I told
All that day I was busy going into the the interpreter to acc_o mpany me, at the
head-hunting charge against the Suhn- same time giving the corporal instructions
Dyaks: All the traders from the settle- to remain com·ealed in · the house and keep
ment down-stream were present. The Suhn- a sharp look-out, but to do nothing unless
Dyaks made no further attempt at subter- I was attacked, in which case he and his
fuge, and quite dramatically recounted men were to immediately open fire. Accomthe whole affair. They told a long tale of panied by the interpreter, I descended and
bullying and bad faith on the part of the walked over to· where· the warriors were
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bunched together on the outskirts of the
jungle. As I approached they spread out
into a long line about three deep. Choosing
the man who looked largest and fiercest, I
slapped him in a friendly way on the
shoulder ·and, pointing to his spears, made
a motion towards the ground. The · interc
preter explained my meaning. The headhunters hesitated, looking from one to
another. Trying to appear as unconcerned
as possible, I took hold of my warrior's
spears and quietly but firmly removed them
from his grasp and threw them on the
ground. One of them said something, and
next moment they were all laughing, and
chattering as they threw down their spears
into a small pile on the ground and re-moved their swords from their shoulders.
While they were disarming the old chief
made his appearance, riding a young waterbuffalo bull and followed by half-a-dozen
elderly individuals. He had no doubt been
an interested spectator of the little episode.
Had the police accompanied me and given
them the opportunity of tackling us at
close quarters they would probably ha:ve
availed themselves of it, but they are 'much
too cautious a people to take risks, and not
seeing the police or knowing what precautions had been taken, they quickly decided
that their best policy was to carry out the
pro'g ramine as arranged at the trial.
Calling up the chief of Tagupil, I lnd
all.the 'w eapons removed to his house and
prepa-rations were then commenced for the
ceremony of taking the oath. I had
arranged with the people of Tagupil to supply us with several jars of pengassi, a kind
of native beer made from fermented rice;
these I now had ostentatiously carried out
and placed in the shade of some fruit trees,
their appearance being greeted with _unrestrained exclamations of delight by the
Suhn-Dyaks.
The wretched · buffalo that had been the
old chief's steed was· thrown, and its legs
securely bound together. Two large stones
roughly rectangular .- in shape were procured from the river. .With great care a
spot was chosen in .a _prominent position
and two holes made_ just deep enough to
retain the stones in an upright position.
E verything being ready the ceremony
was proceeded with. The old chief acted
for his people, the interpreter for the Government. The chief led off. Squatting on
the ground he struck it several times with
the palm of his hand, accompanying each
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blow with a long-drawn cry. ' ' Oh, spirits
of the earth!'' he shouted. When he considered he had gained their -attention he
proceeded to explain that they were required to carry out the injunctions laid
upon them by the people. If the Govern:
ment failed in their pact with the hill
people, the spirits were to see that the Government suffered extinction, its people
would choke when eating, be drowned if
they went on the water, or be crushed by
falling trees if they entered the forest .
Snakes would poison them, wild animals
would slay them, and their women would
die in childbirth.
'When he had finished the interpreter
took it up on behalf of the Government. It
was simply a repetition of the chief 's performance, except that the spirits were told
how to deal suitably with the Suhn-Dyaks
if they did not carry out their part of
the contract that had been agreed upon .
In the meantime the throat of the buffalo
had been cut, the stones planted, and the
blood of the buffalo, still hot, sprinkled
over them. The carcass of the animal was
apportioned, one half to the Government,
the other to the Suhn-Dyaks, the cl).ief of
whom formally presented me with his half
and I gave him mine. It was then cut up
_and divided generally among all present,
and the ceremony was comP.lete.
All through that night the natives, both
river people · and Suhn-Dyaks, squatted
round small fires eating buffalo meat and
drinking - pengassi.
My xnission was now ended, but my
regular work as a District Officer kept me
a few days longer at Tagupil, arranging
for the systematic collection of poll-tax by
t'Q.e chiefs, explaining to them their powers
and -duties, -and settling a number of small
cases.
The · return journey was without · incident. Travelling with the current our small
party soon reached the river people's settlement, where we again got into our large
trader's boat. We were very short-handed,
but both my "boy" and the interpreter
took an oar, and progress was fast. On the
same day that we transferred into it,
shortly before sun-down, we reached the
plantation where, on the way up-river, we
had left the sick police~an. 1 landed and
made my way to the 'm anager's bungalow
and, when nearing it, saw him come down
the steps and hurry towards me. While
still some distance off he called out ''Stop,
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stop'"
W ond ermg
·
what could be the
·
matter, and considerably annoyed at this
un11;sual and unexpected greeting, I waited
until he came up.
'. 'Y?u must not come here " he cried in
ag1tat10n '· "you mus t- not 'let your men
1
and on the estate or go near my coolies r ''
. ''What _do you mean?'' I asked, stu;efied at this strange welcome from a man
whose hospitality had always been un
bounded. ''I want to know what has be~
come of the sick man I left with you "
"H .
.
. e IS dead, he is dead-and now my
coolies have got it ! ''
·
"Got what? "
,
"D o you mean to say you do not know?' '
he repeated. " 'Why, the man you left h~re
had small-pox! Now the estate is infected
and God knows where it will stop!''
'
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b Ik was horrified. I turned and walked
ac to my boat! ~he manager walking with
~e ~nd apolog1s_m g for his inhospitality
ut e was worried and anxious about hi~
own men-Chinese and Japanese cooliesof whom he employed several hundred He
told m~ that the sick men I had sent dowYJ.
had tried to land at his estate but 1'e had
ordered them off. He had th~ught that I
knew w~at they were suffering from.
Sto1?pmg only for meals, I pressed on all
that mght ~nd all the next day. When the
men were tr:ed and required a rest we let
the boat drift with the current.
When we arrived at Trusan I found a
Jett~r from the Principal Medical Officer
stat.mg that there was an outbreak of smallpox at Trusan,_ proclaiming it an infected
area, and ordermg_ a strict quarantine. But
that ghastly experience is " another story.' ' i
;
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OVERSEAS AVIATION

LARGEST AND SMALLEST 'PLANE IN AMERICA
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in Amer.ica.

World . "

The "Remington . Bura_nell~"

~;~s a i~~~a:!~~a~h~('~7 ~~eeet'.a~~~s~c~~~~::~:~~~' ~~o!~ ~~s:ten~;.r~.ur;:~e t~~ ~~~e~l~i~:tff;i ~:

~ single-s. eater with a wing spread of but 1h5 .e., ted the "Cootie" did so in . his stockinged feet,
.
··
ti
Bert Acosta w o p1 o
' . .
·
h t ·h'
did not wish to overweight it.
/.neet at Mineola recen Y· . .
'.
·explaining t a
e
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"l\J 0 CAN DO''

----days puts Jules Verne's eighty ~ays ', Jrip
Round the world in 480 Hours.
sadly in the shade; also th~ sixty ays
A nl~h round the world by air in !our which are reckoned for a cont111uous world
hundred and eighty hours? '.1'~ a cost of £680. journey to-day by ]a~d and sea. *
This is one of the possibilities of the near
, .,
*
future. At the grea~ '' air,~ay.'' con~ress
New Aeroplane Propeller.
now being organised in Pans, 111 conJunc- An announcement is m.ade in The Time~
tion with the Autumn Aero ~h~w, a~i effo~t
nnprove~ type o
: t be made to join up nussmg 1111ks 111 0 f the invention of an
·h
engine power
11
0
aeroplane
prope
er
'~
.
ere
.11
~~e world air chain. AirwaY_ experts are necessary for ,driving thebyaeroplane
wi
now readv to specify the mach111es and map
out the ;oute. Leaving London at 8 a.m. be lesse~ed and the vibration of the ma-

.
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..
chine will be much reduced. The. ~ew type
bn Monday morning, you are at Co:n:sta~- of propeller arises from the addition of, a.
tinople at 4 a.ill. on Tuesday, a_n d Gair\~
mber of "veins" or flanges made of.
reached at noon the same_ day .. Then wi
~~minium to the existing type. of propelle.r.
a berth booked in an air lev:iathan, )'.'Cm These "veins ?' . are' about six 111ches in
go right through to Austra~ia, reacp.~ng height, an<l. r uh parallel ~cross the surSydney at 10 a.m. the follo.wm~ . TuesdaY.- face of the propeller at a distance of a~out
After this, taking the Pacific 111 another one foot from each other. Thereare eight
great air voyage, you are at. San Fran- at the drive. side,. four ~t ea~h e~d ?f .th~
cisco at 4 p.m. on Saturday after~oon. T~e blade a11d six on the wmd side m si.milar
hext stage is by ~l'\e ~rans-A~nerican rnu e positions. It is claimed that ?Y this arto New York, which is reached at 10 P·~· rangement the air is properly. directed past
;. n
' 1\,,..on·'day i'·n· time. to . take. .another. air
.
bl d f
th the result
O
ln
t t.he propeller . a e , aces, wi · . . . . ,:.
liner to London, _where you. ~hde d~'Nn ~o that there is an avoidance of the air losses
o.
from the blade ends.
' 8 am on Thursday mornmg.
twe~ty-seven thousand miles in seventeen

A BIT OF OLD CHINA
By LOUIS

F

A.NG · LING stood in the rear of his
jewellery shop, a dimly lighted square
room lined on three sides with oldfashioned showcases, in the centre being a
?ase that contained small pieces of c~rved
Jvory.
1
From the recess of the side case Ling
could produce jade, amber beads and pieces
of Chinese wrought jewellery that would
hold the eye of an expert. He also dealt
in and repaired watches and clocks. Fang
Ling had an establ>ished reputation for reliability among the Europeans of Hong
Kong, and his shop in Queens Road, where
it merged into the native quarter, was
patronised also by the well-to-do Chinese.
His wares were genuine-that is to say,
they were not spurious. One could buy
from Ling a piece of jade of poor quality,
but it would be, nevertheless, real jade.
He had in stock beads of amber that were
speckled and cloudy-also he possessed
strings that were clear and rich in colour.
True to his blood, Ling loved to bargain.
'To have a plainly marked fixed price and
adhere to it would take the joy out . of
business for almost any Chinese, and Ling
was not the exception.
To ·barter and to bargain had to Ling all
the exhilaration of a game. He had been
brought up in its 'atmosphere. Dealing in
carved ivory, jade and amber beads was
to Ling a sport. The problem was to have
some one on the other side of the counter
with whom to play the game of ·buyer
against seller. For months there had been
no game worth mentioning-no zest to the
sport.
It was upon this clear, cool afternoon toward the end of .January, when the winter
season was nearing its height, that Fang
Ling, dressed in the conventional long gray
Chinese coat, stood in the rear of his shop
very sober and very sad, for, indeed, business, the kind he liked, was and had been
very, very bad. Ships had come and ships
had gone-from America, from the Straits,
up from Manila, from London,. even from
Australia-and if they had landed tourists
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or travellers few had opened the ,door of
his shop to make purchases.
Chang, the bean exporter, had told him
that business was bad all around the world.
His cousin Wong in Canton, who dealt in
silk, confirmed the statement and added:
''The foreign devils have spent all their ,
easy made war money. ''
Beneath his imperturbable features I.Jing
was that afternoon a depressed Chinaman.
As he stood there wondering if the good
,Joss was going to allow him to save his
face at the aproaching New Year holidays,
the door opened and in walked young
Hawkes, connected with an import and
trading company with head offices in San
Francisco. Hawkes had the breezy air and
self-assurance of an American who is successful, or at least one whose training has
taught him to appear successful. He carried
under his arm a round metal and copper
wired object that looked at a glance like
a large rat trap. He greeted the Chinaman familiarly : ''Afternoon, Ling ! ''
''Morning, Mister!'' returned Ling.
• Hawkes the previous month had paid
Ling $1.50 to repair his watch, and so felt
on terms of business familiarity.
''Have here just what you i~eed, I.Jing,
electric warmer. Attach him to light
socket so. Turn switch . . Plenty heat. No
more fooling with brazier. All number one
new. Sell him cheap-$25 Mex. ''
In his enthusiasm in trying out his
ability as salesman Hawkes had been talking fast and mixing straight with pidgin
English. Business with his firm had also
gone flat, hence the call upon Ling. To
Ling the .fact of any one, by such quick
methods, trying to sell him anything would
have been sufficient to bring a negative
reply, and this day the most subtle method
of approach would have been barren of
result. Yet he looked at Hawkes in a half
interested way, smiled, and with a to.uch
of gentleness in his voice replied:
"No can do. Everything plenty damn
bad.''
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The man, her husband of three months,
Hawkes was not in the least. set ·back.
looked to be thirty-five or so. He was
''You need him, Ling, these cool days, fairly good-looking, tall, rather thin of
Makee shop nice and warm. · Be · a sport. face, with black hair and dar'k eyes, and
What do yon say?"
wore a brown-belted overcoat and a brown
Again from Ling, with a smile, "Xo felt hat. They entered as if they were
not sure of being in the right shop, and
can do.''
both were glancing around the store when
Hawkes stepped nearer to Ling.
''You don't understand, Mister J_iing. Ling, rising from the stool, seem~d to . glide
It's a great invention. You need one to out from the shadows into the centre of the
room, where he faced them with a smile.
take the chill off the store in the morning.
I'll tell vou wh'at I'll do. I'll put this in The American spoke :
' 'We have been recommended here by
on ten days' free trial. All it will cost
Mrs.
Partridge, who says you are reliable
you is the. juice. At the end of ten da:ys
to buy jade from. No cheat, you underyou buy him for $25, less one per cent. m
stand?
Ling grinned broadly.
t.h1rty days. How's that., eh?''
"Want look see jade?"
Again from Ling, in a voice of more firm''Yes, we want. look and if you make
ness: ''No can do, please!''
cheap price we will buy.''
Hai.vkes realised he had missed fire on
"All proper price," said J_iing with a
Ling. ''All right., Ling, but. you are pass- smile as he werit behind the counter and
ing up a bargain. I'm going down the began to ·hand out from the shadowy
street to sell Qharlie Fong.'' Hawkes had corners beneath the glass several pieces of
some tailoring done by Fong. ''He some carved jade. Nan felt of two. They were
smart man. He knows a good thing. He'll cold to the touch. That was one test. Then
buy him. So long.'' Out. stepped Hawkes she examined a few closely for colour and
with this rat-trap looking affair under his excellence of carving. Ling leaned over the
arm and disappeared in the direction of counter and pointing said :
the tailor.
"See bird ? "
Ling, standing against the rear counter,
"Is this Fang Ling 's?"
looking with an expressionless coun'' 1\fe number ·one man.''
tenance toward the street, and what'' Oh, yes. Look, Tom, see the bird's
ever were his thoughts they were not upon head carved there in the corner.
electric heaters. In a few seconds he
Nan was growing enthusiastic. She had
walked behind the counter to a small table,
-and, sitting upon a low stool, gla~ced ov~r a special fondness for jade.
''How much?'' she asked Ling, holding
some accounts or memos, written in
Chinese characters, and bound crudely the piece toward him. Ling looked closely
at the characters on the tag and handing it.
together in book form.
He was sitting .thus when again the shop back replied with a smile:
''Eighty-five dollars.''
door was opened and in walked a coupl~.
To Nan it. was worth considerably "'.llore
Anvone would have guessed them Amer1ca~s an cl on · a second hazard added bride than . that, according to Fifth Avenue
and 'groom . . The girl was perhaps twenty- standards. To Tom, who did not pretend
six, good height, with hazel eyes, brown to know values in a jewellery shop, it was
hair and round, reel cheeks. Her sport worth what.ever his bride cared to pay. He
suit of deep brown gave no indication of was not. how.ever, so carried away as to
her figure. . Her short skirt readily dis- fail to r~member Mrs. Partridge's admoniclosed brown woollen hose set into a pair tion on the ·ship that one would be foolish
of well-fitting tan oxfords. But what would indeed to pay a Chinese his first asking
have caught the masculine eye was .the price. So, .although it went against his
snap with which she wore a brown sailor American spirit to haggle over the price of
straw an<l a rich furpiece around her neck, an article his wife was keen on having, he
caught snugly under the chin. She gave looked Ling directly in the eye and rather
the · impression · of being all bundled up sharply said:
without impeding an easy swing of move"Come, how cheap will you sell it 'I''
ment. She would have compelled attenLing smiled blandly and in a gentle voice
tion from anyone that has an He for youth
Raid:
and healthy beauty.
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"Hirn very fine.
Eighty-five dollars
proper price.''
Tom retorted: ''\Ve 8Xpeet to nrnk·~ otlJE,r
purchases and you must make cheap
price.'' Whereupon Nan spoke:
"Yes, we >vill probably buy other things.
Show me, please, some amber beads.''
Ling glided to another case and produced from the interior two long strings
of amber beads. As Nan took one of them
her face became animated. The heads
\\'ere clear and rich in colour.
''Oh, Tom, these are lovelv ! Look at
the colour. Ethel's don't c~mpare i.\·ith
them." To Ling, "How much~"
Ling examined the tag and again the
smile as he said: ''Forty dollars.''
Nan looked approvingly at Tom, whereupon he whispered to Nan, who nodded an
assent.
Nan, who now was radiating the happy
cheerfulness that so becomes a bride, east
a smiling glance at Tom and then, turning
to J_iing, said:
'
''Show me some ivory, please.''
Ling at once went to the centre counter.
Nan, looking through the glass, spied the
ivory rikishas. Ling placed them on the ·
· top along with paper cutters, elephants,
sampans and cigarette holders. Tom, l'Xamining a holder, inquired of Ling: ·'These
are all real ivory, of course?''
''All proper,'' replied Ling. .
At that moment the door opened •nd in
bustled a short, rather stout, middle-aged
woman, carrying a.small parcel \Vhi1>,h she
proceeded to unw1:ap as she entered~ She
created the impression of being either a
fussy person or in a hurry. Her greeting
to Ling' confirmed the latter. ·
"Afternoon, Ling. Me much~e chop
chop.''
. Ling bowed a ternporary- le~ve-taking to
his prospective customers -and walked over
to J\Iiss Tubbs, the missionary, who was
ready to hand him the clock she had unwrapped. Ling took the' clock · as if he
knew it ·was to be left for repair and
waited resignedly for the complaint. Miss
Tubbs without preliminary began:
"' Last night roo:!' top side make break.
Rain come; Coilum tick tick. ~o can tell
when make sing-song. Can fix chop chop?''
.To which Ling replied :
· ''Can fix proper three day.'' Miss Tubbs
became earnest in her speech.
' 'No tick tick, no can tell when make
sing-song. Must have chop chop. ''
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. To which Ling, smiling faintly replied:
"c an do two days. ''
'
Miss Tubbs, looking somewhat relieved,
answered: '' Maskee, '' and, turning to
leave, said audibly, talking to herself:
''I'll have to borrow a clock from someone.''
To this matter of fact drama Nan and
Torn had been listeners-also they · had
again conversed in subdued tones. Finally
Nan remarked:
''Just as you say, clear; only I would not
want to miss our chance of buying them.''
" Let's risk it," said 'l'om. "We can always come back. ''
Ling had rejoined them, and with that
same smile upon his face-a smile that only
an Oriental knows how to cultivate· a
grin that is friendly and yet means nothing. Ling stood there, silent, waiting his
patrons' pleasure, voicing no praise of his
wares nor suggesting a purchase. Tom
made the first move, and gathering together
four pieces of jade, the .two strings of
amber beads and from the centre counter
several bits of carved ivory, pushed them
toward Ling with the remark:
:''How cheap will you sell all these together?'·'
Ling. commenced to study the tags. Tom
interrupted:
''Of icourse you guarantee everything ·to
be genuine?"
,
Ling looked up: ''AU number one
chou!''
"All right, '' said Torn. "NOW make
good cheap· price.1'
.
Ling turned over the tags. Then reached
behind him for the square wooden frain:~
with round counters on rows of wooden
spindles and began clicking them up and
clown, Shortly he finished and, looking at
Torn, said :
· ''Three hundred forty dollars, proper
price."
Tom hesitated a moment,, then: · ''Make
it cheaper than that."
Ling said, with the old smile : ''No can
do. Three hundred forty dollars proper
price.,,. Nan smiled ai1 approval toward
Tom.
·
Tom was silent a moment and then said,
deliberately: ''I '11 give you three hundred
dollars for the lot. ' '
Nan suppressed a gasp.
Ling replied gently : ''No can: do. ''
Tom was becoming impatient.
He
picked up the amber beads and putting

a
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them down shoved them toward Ling, saying firmly: "I'll give you $310 for everything. That's proper price."
Again from Ling : ' 'No can do. Three
hundred forty dollars proper price.''·
Tom countered once more: ''Yes can do.
It's all I'll give."
Ling, equally firm, yet with a touch of
gentleness, repeated: ''No can do.''
''I'm sorry,'' said Tom, and then he
played his last card. He took Nan's arm,
saying boldly: ''Come, my dear, as he
won't sell at a reasonable figure we '11 go
to the other ·shop."
Nan appeared reluctant to leave, but a
silent pressure from 1'om's hand on her
arm and she started with him toward the
door. Tom called back to Ling: "'rhree
hundred ten dollars, last chance.''
There was no answer. Tom had opened
the door and they were crossing the
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threshold when from the shadows came
softly to their ears two words :
''.Can do.'' ·
Immediately they were back at the
counter, Nan all smiles and Tom looking
quite self-satisfied, while Ling, his beady
eyes glistening, displayed the same bland
smile. As the packages were handed over,
Ling, still smiling, remarked: ''Plenty
cheap.''
Outside Nan clutched Tom's arm and,
looking into his face with an expression
that belongs solely to happy brides, exclaimed:
'
''You wonderful dear!'' Tom laughed.
Inside the shop there was another laugh
up a Chinese sleeve at an easy profit made
from a foreign devil. Incense would be
burned at once to the good Joss.
Three months later in New York an expert declared that the articles would have
been reasonable at more than twice the
pnce.

ON ·rHE SOUTH COAST, N.S.W.
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SECRETS OF MARS
WHICH WILL BARE THEM-ROCKET, RADIO, OR CAMERA?·
. SCIENTISTS COMBINE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

R

OCKET, radio or camera-which will
be first to lay bare the secrets of
Mars?
Of course, it isn't at all certain that
any one of the three will prove a successful Sherlock Holmes of the skies, but
scientists, lured on by an age-old curiosity
concerning our neighbouring planet, are
pressing along all three paths.
The latest development to set the scientific world again agog over the old question of whether there was life on Mars was
the announcement from Paris of B. McAfee, American scientist, and Professor
David Todd, American astronomer, that
they purposed to snapshoot the planet by
using an abandoned mine shaft in Chile as
the barrel for a telescope.
Only a short time before Signor Marconi, of wireless fame, had put a kick
of interest in the most fantastic of scientific inquiries by suggesting that a radio
signal of 150,000 metres which he had
picked up might have come from some
Martian arn1ed with a mammoth sending
set.

Daring Individuals 'Offer to Make Trip
in Rocket.

The panoramic view from Bulli Pass and Sublime Point is regarded as one of the finest of its kind
in the world. The Pass is exceptionally favoured in its grand scenery and wealth of vegetatio11.
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But it was left to Professor Robert H.
Goddard, of Clark C9llege in Worcester,
Mass., tlo sugg:est making a:ni investigation of the moon by means of a multiple
charge, high efficiency rocket, capable of
carrying cameras of · other recording apparatus needed to explore the unknown
regions of the upper air. As the claim
was made that a rocket could be constructed of unlimited cruising power, it
has been suggested that it might be shot
up to Mars instead of the · moon, which
many scientists affirm is uninhabited. One
or two daring individuals even have volunteered to be shot up in place of a camera.
The possibility that some folk might be
wandering up and. down . the valleys of
Mars has excited the curiosity of astronomers and laymen throughout all the ages;
for Mars is the nearest planet to the earth
and the easiest to observe.

Imaginative writers took their readers
on. trips to the moon and laid the scenes
of their stories in the surroundings of
Mars, Saturn and other planets, but there
was little scientific knowledge to furnish
a basis for such fiction.
The perfecting of the., high-powered telescope and the adaptation of photography
to the uses of the astronomers quickened
their interest in the possibility of life on
another world. Mars, which was seen to
have large areas of a bluish green and
other areas of an ochre red, with patches
of white at the poles, was believed by many
astronomers to be capable of supporting
life in some form.

Schiaparelli Observed Engineering Work
on Mars.
Schiaparelli, an Italian astronomer, announced in 1871 that he had found the
surface of the planet scarred .by many
lines, which were perfectly straight, and
seemed to have some system, like vast
engineering works. He called the lines
canals, and said he believed they had been
constructed, and were not .simply cracks
in the surface of the planet.
Professor Percival Lowell erected an observatory in Flagstaff, Ariz., many years
ago, and . commenced a systematic observation of Mars. More than ten years ag<T
he startled the world by expressing his belief that Mars was inhabited by intelligent
organisms living in a civilization mlich
farther advanced than ours.
·
The canals, he said, were really big
ditches . bringing water from the poles to
irrigate the rest of the planet. The ochre
red areas on the surface of Mars, he ·asserted, were deserts or fallow fields jvhich
became bluish green as the water fl.owed
along the canals in the seasons.
Later, he said that he had watched the
bluish green area, denoting land springin~
to life with the coming of the water, spread
down the northern hemispheres along the
borders of the canals to beyond the equatorof the planet, and then gradually turn
reddish brown with the waning of the
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season. The water, he claimed, was from
ice melting on the polar caps of the planet.

Temperature of Mars Too Cold for Life,
Assert Some.
Other scientists took the opposite point
of view: Some said the canals were only
c~acks m t~e surface of the planet filled
with sand, impreg·nated with salts of various kinds, which became dark or liD'ht to
the observer according to its moistur~ content. The temperature on Mars, they said,
was too cold to support life of any kind.
Lowell retorted that his observations
showed that the average temperature was
48 degrees Fahrenheit. The irregularity
of the ca~als; their even spacing, the accuracy with which theY made a O'reat
circle, such as navigat~rs employ ~n a
curved surface thousands of miles in extent, the manner in which some of the
canals were paralleled at certain points
and .the regularity of the spots at the intersect10ns of canals all testified, he asserted,
to the artificial nature of the canals and
just~fied a beli.ef that they were made by
sentient orgamsm of high intelligence.
l\'fore than five hundred canals and oases,
as Lowell claimed the spots to be, have
been mapped out, and their names are so
well known that Harvard Observatory announced last April that snow had been observed falling at Isidis, in the district of
Syrtis Major, Mars. It was held bv somP
t~at the canals hi:td been developed
signal the earth, which must appear to the
Martians as of immense size being nine
times bigger than Mars.
'

t;

. Marconi Picks up Radio Signal Thought
to be From Planet.
With the development of wireless telegraphy several attempts have been made to
get into communication with Mars with
high-powered apparatus. Signor Marconi
gave encouragement to that field of research recently, when he anounced that in
the course of experimenting he had picked
up a signal with a wave length of 150 000
metres, about six times as long as any domm~rcial apparatus in use to-day. Marconi
said the letter V had been repeated several
times in international code. He suggested
that possibly the inhabitants of Mars were
.trying to get into communication with the
earth. · ·
'
.
Two engineers oj' Omaha devoted two
weeks recently to listening for signals from
:t\'Iars. They kept their apparatus tuned
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to catch such a message as Marconi described, but they heard nothing.
Controversy has run high over the bold
proposal of Messrs. B. McAfee and Todd.
A mine shaft in the Chilean Andes which
will point directly at Mars in 1924 will
provide the barrel of their telescope,' thev
announced, and a big pan of mercurv r;volving at high speed at the bottom. will
provide the mirror. The two Americans
calculate that the surface of Mars will be
magnified at least twenty-five million times
bringing it within a few miles of thei1:
cameras.
The mine shaft will be widened to fifty
feet in diameter and sheathed. The pool
of mercury at the bottom will be revolved
at such high speed that it will assume a
concave shape and become a mirror. The
depth of the fortunately placed shaft is so
great that there will be sufficient luminosity, the two scientists said, to enable them
to take snapshots instead of time exposures.
The Goddard proposal for aerial investio'ation also includes the use of cameras.
summarise his principle, the determining
factor of the efficiency of a rocket is the
velocity of the ejection of gases due to the
explosion of propelling material. By increasing thi_s velocity, through increasing
the proport10n of the propellinO' material
to ·weight of projectile, and tlirough a
greatly improved nozzle-shaped passage for
the escape of gases, Professor Goddard
claims to have raised the efficiencv of the
rocket to nearly sixty-four per ce1~t.
Many investigators are convinced that
li~e exists on Mars and expect to prove it
with the 1myel telescope. What they will
find on their photographic plates is the
object of speculation by scientific men the
world over.

.earth. The force of gravity exerted by
Mars is only three-eighths that of the earth,
while the atmospheric pressure that is
about fifteen pounds to the square inch at
sea level on our world is less than four
pounds on Mars, according to scientists.
The air is very thin and no known animal
could live on it. These conditions, however, make it possible for great weights to
be lifted with little effort.
Lowell computed that the Martians could
do seven times rnor~ work .than human

BOOSTS FRENCH CARS, USES
AMERICAN AUTO.
· .,

i

beings could accomplish, with the same
amount of effort. A human observer on
Mars, he said, would be impressed by the
slowness and flatness of his surroundings.
An elephant could 'leap like a gazelle in
such an atmosphere, he said; water would
flow like a hesitant lazy current and a stone
thrown into the air would sink with
graceful moderation to the 'g round. He
made no attempt to describe how the
Martians. themselves might appear to
worldlings, but he said they would not resemble human beings.

f

WILLIS ISLAND.

The wireless messag.e from Captain J .
K. Davis, who is spend'ing· five months on
the storm-warning station at Willis Island,
indicates the value to. the Commonwealth
of that little outpost i~ the Pacific. · Now
that Queensland 's cyclone season is approachi:ng, it is satisfactory to learn that
this "new atom of the Empire" is able to
report the aproach of South Pacific hurricanes twenty-four hours before they strike
the Queensland coast. It was an intrepid
task to establish the wireless station on the
Willis Island, for that island is so small
and so low that a big wave might break
. clean over it, with disastrous results. But
when the project was first mooted by the
Australian National Research Council,
Captain Davis, ·who had gained ... worldwide fume as the commander of various
Antarctic explorations, volunteered to
carry out the whole job at his own risk.
This offer was gladly accepted by the
~ Federal Minister for Home and Terri· tories, and about £4,000 was made available for the special apparatus in connection with it. In the past coastal shipping
DRIVER-LESS CAR.
The ' first radio-controlled motor car has and agricultural interests have suffered
appeared in the streets of Dayton, Ohio, severely from cyclones that have burst
according to the New York Herald. No upon them without due warning, but now
one was in the car-to all appearances a that the 'Willis Island station and other
conventional one, eight feet long-yet it wireless sentinels are being established off
made its way through the main streets, Australia's eastern seaboard that menace
obeying the traffic signals, taking the turns, should at least be speedily reduced. Beand blowing its own horn at careless pedes- sides watching out for the ". approach of
trians. The car was driven by its in- storms, the party at Willis Island has its
ventor, Captain R. E. Vaughan, from daily routine of meteorological observaanother car following it as a distance of tions, which are periodically wirelessed to
Melbourne and Brisbane.
about seventeen yards.

Paris does not know ·whether to laugh or
be indignant over an incident connected
with the opening of the automobile show in
the French capital.
·
According to the despatch sent out by
the Philadelphia Public Ledge news service, the show was formally opened by an
.address by M. Dior, Minister of Commerce.
1\iI. Doir, in a lengthy address, declared that
the French manufacturers are the leaders
in the automobile industry, declaring that
the salon was a triumph for French in·dustry, that French cars had been proven
the best in the world, and that all must
work to maintain tP.e leaders11ip over
foreign products.
.
Much applause followed and all would
have been ·well, but as the Paris papers
noted next day, and as. vyas stated in the
Ledger despatch, the Mu1:ister then ~al~ed
out of t~e salon. and with gr~at d1~mty
entered his Amencan-made Cadillac limou.sine and was driven away.

Lowell Says Surface of Mars is Level
and Uninteresting.
Lowell has said that Mars is level and
with no mountains and only
a few dned-up beds of shallow seas to
diversify its topography. .!\fore than onehalf of it is desert land and the rest is
only green when the canals are bringing .
water from the polar ice caps. Dust
storms, which blot .out hundreds of square
miles of the planet's surface from the view
of scientific observers, sweep over its eouatorial section.
The physical conditions of Mars are entirely different from ·those we know on
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KOSCIUSKO, AUSTRALIA'S PLAYGROUND

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FLYING
WHY THE BEST AIRMEN ARE ARTISTS
By CLARENCE WINCHESTER, Author of "Complete Ae'r onautics"

·pEOPJ_,E, who love the beauties of
~a~~re and have artistic susceptib11It1es should never fly. If they
.
must, they should fly only at the edge of
the evening, and should glide into the blue
magic of the dusk.''
Thus an ex-Royal Air Force observer,
who claims that the flattening of the earth
kills its beauty, and that in the air one
-does not experience the joy of going round
a corner or of climbing to the crest of a
hill to find fresh visions and capture new
scenes.
Yet, in spite of this claim, which partly
corresponds with my own experience, I
will come right to the point by statii1g that
artists, and artists alone, are the people
who stand any chance of excelling as air
pilots. A revolutionary and somewhat bold
statement this may be, but it is based on a
very careful study of many pupils who have
passed through my hands, pnpils of all
ages and nationalities.

The Sense of Touch.
Kosciusk~ is an all-year-round reso~t dear to the heart of ever.y Australian.
Summer is one Ion~ round of o~tdoor sport, whilst winter makes poss.ible all
the sn(!w revelry hitherto associated only with Norway a.nd the European Alps.

ROAD TO SUCCESS
Tact must be used; as a matter of fact
the fine art of getting in money is a vital
part of salesmanship requiring much study,
and no salesman can consider himself a
complete success till he has mastered it.

*

*

*

·. The use of the word ''tact'' recalls a
good story. A certain :fi:rm, when accounts
became overdue, used a small sticker bearing the following: ''Man is dust. Dust
settles. Be a man. ' '

If youhave seriously made up your mind
to. make a success in life, there are many
stiff fights before you; heavy drafts will be
m:ide on your faith and enthusiasm; you
will have to scorn delights and live
laborious days. But at the end - of it all
you will have more than has been earned
in coin of the realm: you will · have the
joy and satisfaction of having done sound
work, beneficial to yourself, your house and
the community at large.

A few days ago a Royal Air Force major
happened to remark to me that he considered far too much attention is paid to
physiology and far too little to psychology
when it is a question of the admittance or
exclusion of a candidate for flying. Here,
for once, an officer confessed to a liking for
the finer side of men as opposed to their
capabilities in the realms of brute force. In
short, he preferred the Carpentier type to
the Beckett. This has an important bearing on the present argument.
It will be readily acknowledged that the
main qualification for an air pilot is a
highly developed ''sense of touch,'' or, in
other words, the ability to ''feel'' what he
is doing in the air. This aspect brings
me down to the question of art. I will
:admit that there is a dividing line between
the poet, the painter, the musician, and the
air pilot ..

A Fleeting Song.
The first three are artists in two senses.
They are constructive and expressive. The
air pilot is merely expressive, his instrument of expression being an aeroplane. He
does not necessarily construct his own instrument of expnission. But the poet does;
and the painter, and the musician. They
construct sentences, arranged in approved
form, or pictures, or notes .of music on
paper. Their work takes on a concrete form
-and lives if it is sufficiently deserving.
But the air pilot_:_his is more · like the
singer who expresses her soul in a fleeting
song. Her notes are borne away and remain only in the memory-just as the
· artist-pilot's beautiful flying lingers in the
memory of those who are attuned to it.
· A strange theory this may sound, but
close experience of pilots and piloting during the last ten years has taught me tliat it
is a theory worthy of investigation. Few
people have not seen a_really masterly display of aeroplane piloting. Those who have
could surely appreciate the graceful outlines described in the air by a master pilot
who has a soul and a knowledge of symmetry. A man without a soul can never
hope to fly, any more than he can hope to
climb Parnassus and sport with Apollo.
To see more closely the air pilot's connection with art it is only neQessary to cite one
or two examples of outstanding ''aerial
individuality.'' That it is possible to express one's individuality . in the air I will
challenge anyone to deny. The late Gustave Hamel was, to my mind, the supreme
aerial artist. His very walk revealed his
sensitive temperament. I could always pick
out Hamel in the air, even though I might
not know in which particular machine he
sat at the controls. His piloting was the
astounding pre-war example of aerial
artistry.
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Case of Captain Ball.

Other examples have since -arisen, chief
among them being :Q'Annunzio and the late
Captain Ball. Of the latter I once wrote:
' 'The secret of his success was a nervous
sensitiveness usually found in artists, musicians, and painters. To possess 'hands'to feel part of an aeroplane that really has
a temperament of its own-is very important so far as actual flying is concerned.''
Of D 'Annunzio 's normal art we know.
His aerial art is also outstanding, and I am
told that as a pilot of the ''decorative''
variety he stands very high.
To see
D 'Annunzio 's personality revealed in his
aerial antics must be a treat indeed, and
one that would, as I have said, linger iong
in the memory.

The Ecs.t asy of the ''Loop.''
The heavy, sluggish, unimaginative type
of man is never an artist in temperament.
And he is never an accomplished air pilot.
He could not feel, as I and many -other
pilots have felt, that wonderful moment of
ecstasy that follows a perfect ''loop'' or
other evolution. There is then a thrill of
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having accomplished a perfect design. The
.wonderful feeling of having described a
beautiful "loop" is,indescribable. It may
be a form of madness. If so, it is a very
pleasant form, and all true artist-aviators
know what it is.
The temperament of the poet and painter
is essentially the same as that of the air
pilot, each being highly sensitive to internal
(or emotional) and external impressions.
That is why many pilots belong to the
''nervy'' or hypersensitive school-which
is a surprise sometimes to the uninitiated,
who are apt to expect someone on the lines
of a ''superman with nerves of iron, a. long
aquiline nose, hawk-like eyes, and a firm
chin," a type invented by the ever-ready
newspaper reporter.
I would point out, finally, that my remarks apply mainly to pilotS who are ac.customed to fly small, sensitive machines
that ret1uire very light handling. The
larger and heavier aeroplanes, such as the
Vickers-Vimy or the Handley-Page, are not
those on which one would endeavour to express overmuch of one's individuality.
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PORTABLE STATION ERECTED AT SCENE BRINGS PROMPT
AID TO CITIZENS OF HATCH, NEW MEXICO
By R. W . GODDARD

. ,

A

BOUT six o'clock in the evening
of August 17 a cloudburst broke
over the mountams to .the southwest of the Rincon Valley, in New
Mexico. 'rhe next day rumours drifted
down the valley that it had caused a destructive flood, washing away to_wns, fa!m
houses, crops and stock. Immediate action
was taken by the Las Cruces Chamber of
Commerce. A meeting was called and a
committee appointed to go up the valley
and ascertain the extent of the damage
and render any necessary aid. A large
fund was raised on the spot to carry out
this work.
The writer -was appointed a member of
the committee and proposed the utilisation
of the portable wireless stations 5FY .and
5FZ of the New Mexico College of Agnculture and Mechanic Arts in connection with
his own station 5ZJ as a means of rapid
communication between the flooded area
and the Chamber headquarters at Las
Cruces. The idea met with immediate
favour. By rapid work with the local
telephone, 'E. Kiernan, a student at t~e
college and member of the college !ad~o
club, was reached, who agreed to assist m
the work. In an hour and a half, the two
stations were packed in a trailer and rolling
behind the writer's ''Henry Ford'' toward
the stricken area. Two hours later we arrived at Rincon forty-one miles up the
valley, on the edge of the flooded section .

NEW ENGINEERING DEVICE
of the adaptation of the clutch, which made
the automobile practicable, coupled with
gears which enable the propeller and engines_to operate at maximum efficiency.
The engines and giant propeller were
m_ounted on a test stand twenty"five feet
high and operation with one, two or three
units was demonstrated. The propeller
was turned at eight hundred revolutions
per minute and the engines at one thousand eight hundred, which has long been
sought as one of the missing elements necessary to practical commercial flying. In
the famous flight of the N.C.4 across the
Atlantic, which was the best performance
hitherto made with Liberties, both engines
and propellers were run at about one thousand five hundred revolutions per minute,
which meant a loss of speed and power.
The nacelle housing the engines is so constructed that in flight it actually adds the
· equivalent two hundred horse-power to the
one thousand twelve hundred naturally o_b·
tained.
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WIRELESS AMATEURS AID FLOOD VICTIMS

COMMERCIAL AVIATION
Stlccessful completion of a new power
unit for large airplanes, which assures nonstop flights from New York to Liverpool,
or San Francisco to Hawaii, in twenty
hours_ or. less, at rates competing with firstclass steamers, has been announced by the
GaUaudet Aircraft Corporation, East
Greenwich, R.I., where three four hundred
horse-power Liberty engines, geared to one
eighteen-foot . propeller, were put through
final tests.
'
. The military importance of this development is declared to be of as great significance as the commercial, as an airplane of
three or more units, representing a total
of four thousand horse-power, will have a
cruising range sufficient to command the
ocean, carrying in its flight twelve tons of
bombs -or torpedoes.
The engineering development is declared
by visiting scientists to be the most important step in aeronautics since the application of the improved internal combustion engine to flight. It is known as the
'' Gallaudet Multiple Drive,'' and consists
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The rest of the day was spent in going
about observing the extent of the damage
and determining the number an~needs of
the homeles people. The next morning one
of the portable stations, 5FY, _was set _up
at Rincon and all necessary mformat10n
radioed to 5ZJ at Mesilla Park, and from
· there telephoned to Las Cruces. Actin~ on
the advice given by radio, food, clothmg,
blankets tents and cots were sent up by
truck. The Salvation Army and. the Red
Cross of El Paso, Texas, also sent woi;kers
to the scene, all combining forces m a

general relief committee so that there
·would be no duplication of effort.
At times some difficulty was experienced
at 5ZJ in receiving on account of static.
Invariably this would become bad about
noon and get worse until sundown, when
it would remain about the same until after
sunrise the next morning. It would then
clear up and practically disappear. This
trouble did not bother 5FY at all, the
reason probably being the fact that the
antenna at 5FY ·was much lower than that
at 5-ZJ (ninety-six-foot fan). 'In fact _on
the morning of the 20th, work was earned
on while a thunderstorm raged about 5FY.
Had this storm been at 5ZJ, work would
have been impossible, as sparks two inches
long can be drawn from the antenna under
such conditions.
The following extracts from the El Paso
Morning Times of August 19 gives a fairly
accurate account of the flood:
Hatch, N.lYI., a to,-r n of five hundred
residents, was wiped out by a flood, following a cloudburst yesterday, only three
buildings surviving the rush of waters.
Many of the residents had to flee in th~ir
night clothes. - They escaped to the hills
nearby without loss of life. All are hom_e1ess. Damage to buildings and crops m
the vicinity of Hatch will reach a half
million dollars, estimates last night indicated. 'fhe flood began soon after a cloudburst str)lck Santa Teresa, a village in the
foothills two miles west of Hatch. Representatives of the western division of the
American Red Cross and the Salvation
Army arrived at Hatch ·from El Paso _a nd
other cities of the south-west last mght
with supplies, food and tents. The ~as
Cn1ces Chamber of Commerce sent a relief
committee which at once took charge of
caring for one hundred and fifty residents
of the stricken town. Auto trucks from
Las Cruces, El Paso and nearby towns are
rushing provisions to the scene. .
Dean Goddard of the New Mexico Colle.ze of Agrim11t~ll'e, and Mechanic Arts,
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and Thomas Brownlee, installed a radio
telegraph station and kept officers 9f the
Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce advised
of the situation.
The New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Art's portable radio stations
5FY and 5FZ are complete units designed
by Dean Goddard, of the Engineering
School, and built by members of the College Radio Club. Each consists of two
boxes eight by ten by fourteen inches, containing the receiver and transmitter respectively, a larger box in which the ant13nna
wires and ropes are packed when moving
and which serves as a table in camp, a sixvolt Edison storage battery and a fortyfive-foot telescoping mast. This latter is
often dispensed with, a tree, or telephone
pole serving as a substitute.
The transmitter is of the damped
wave type. The spark coil is a oneinch heavy duty wireless coil built
by the Dui!k Company. The fixed gap is
also of Duck manufacture. The condenser
is a single section of the Murdock moulded
type. The oscillation transformer is an
edgewise wound Murdock with special
hinged mountings. There are five turns
in the closed circuit windings and eight
and three-quarter turns in the secondary.
The hot wire ammeter, a General Radio
Company's 0-1 amp., is mounted on the
panel with a heavy short circuiting plug
switch beside it. The antenna switch is of
the double-pole, double-throw baby knife
type connecting the aerial to the transmitter or receiver and disconnecting the
battery from the transmitter when in the
receiving position. The key is mounted on
the cover of the case which serves as
desk when open. All of the apparatus is
mounted on the panel and is thus readily
removed from the case for inspection er
adjustment.
The receiver consists of a case exaetly
similar to that containing the transmitter,
with the apparatus mounted upon a panel
and the B battery .in a compartment in the
base. The tuner is a simple single circuit
hook-up as shown in the wiring diagram,
having a 0.0005 mfd. tuning condenser and
interchangeable inductance coils of tliffcrent sizes for different ranges of wave
length. 'l'he grid condenser is a variable
like the series condenser, a De Forest C.V
500. Remler filament rheostats are used
for the detector and amplifier tubes. Hard
tubes requiring no critical adjustments are
used 'with success.

a
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The antenna system is made up of four
aerial and four counterpoise wires each
eighty feet long, of No. 14 B. & S. stranded
lamp cord. The aerial wires are equipped
with harness snaps at one end which snap
over a copper band around the mast insulator. The other ends have quarter-inch
brass plugs which fit with a taper into an
insulated terminal block secured . to the
mast just above the instruments. 'fhe
centre of each wire has an Electrose fourinch insulator to which the guy rope is
fastened by other harness snaps. These
ropes are also eighty feet in length. Thus
with the centres guyed out at right angles
to each other, the aerial takes the shape
of a cube standing on one corner, the wires
forming the edges. The counterpoise wires:
are laid out on the ground under the aerial
wires and extend outward the full length.
They are . connected to another insulated
terminal block at the ends. The mast is:
in two sections, each twenty-four feet long
and two and one-half inches sc1uare, held
together much like an extension ladder.
The aerial wires and guys support the top
section while the top of the ·lower section
is guyed out with four ropes similar to
those used for the aerial.

January 1, 1922.]
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.good condition. They pit and burn quite
badly after five to ten hours of continual
use. In adjusting them we find we get
better results if they are given a fairly
stiff tension and made to vibrate so as to
give about a two hundred and fifty spark
note. The receivers work with great precision and reliability. 'fheir simplicity and
ease of adjustment make them ideal for
this class of service. Different sized coils
.give a. wave length range from one hundred
.and fifty to twenty. thousand metres.
While the sets were designed and built,
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concludes the writer in The Wireless Age,
for maintaining communication between
the several units and the College of our
Reserve Officers Training Corps while on
its annual military encampment trips to
the mountains, other uses are continually
appearing. Demonstrations at county fairs,
conventions and other meetings, testing
and experimental work, picnics and camp 7
ing trips, Bo:y Scout outings and last, but
not least, durmg the recent flood, represent
a few uses that have proved their worth
and practicability.

HERE AND THERE
FRENCH AIRMAN CLIMBS
34,768 FEET.
The airplane height record made at Day-ton, Ohio, on February 27, 1920, by Major
..Schroeder, was beaten in France recently
by a French airman, Lieutenant Georges
Kirsch.
Unfortunately, however, the
Frenchman's record cannot be accepted
.officially, as he was forced to make a landing at another point than the one from
which he started. His barometric register,
when he landed showed that he had risen
:to a height of 10,600 metres (about 34,768
feet), which is 500 metres above Major
Schroeder's record, which still stands as
.official.

In setting up the station the two mast
sections are telescoped, all aerial wires and
guys snapped in place, the stick raised and
the lower section guys run out and
fastened. · The top section is then hoisted
by a rope and pulley and the aerial guys
run out and fastened . The counterpoise
wires are then laid and plugged to their
terminal block. The instruments are set
up and .t uned and the station is ready for
operation. This has been accomplished by
three men in less than twelve minutes after
arriving on the selected 'site.
In operating little attempt is made to
tune accurately the transmitter to any particular wave length. The closed eircuit is
adjusted to about one hundred and eighty
metres, and the aerial circuit has to be adjusted for each set-up to deliver the maximum antenna current. 'fhis varies accord~
ing to the surroundings of the aerial and
the condition of the spark coil vibrator
points. · It usually runs about 0.6 t o 0.8
amps. The maximum daylight range is unknown. A distance of thirty-eight mi,les
has been easily covered through heavy
summer static. Our main trouble with the
sets is in keeping the vibrator points in
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RADIUM.
Radium is, almost beyond comparison,
the most valuable element in the world
says the Compressed Air Magazine.. On~
gramme of radium, which is about a
thimbleful, costs 120,000 dollars, as opposed
to 150 dollars for an ounce of. platinum.
So powerful is it when mixed with other
materials that even a minute particle is
effective in making surfaces self-luminous
for years. It is this quality which makes
radium-luminous material commercially
possible. The gTeat value of radium is d1{e
~o ~ts sc.arci~y, and to the great difficulty
m isolatmg it after it has been found. Much
of the radium of the world now comes from
the carnotite ores of the United· States. A
great portion of this comes from the Undark radium mines in the Parado Valley
of Colorado. The ore is found in narrow
seams. It is transported sixty miles on the
ba?lrn of burros and mules and then by
rail to Orange, N.J. One gramme of
radium is derived from 250 tons of ore.

'fhe attempt was the ninth which Lieutenant Kirsch has made, but on former
occasions he had never been able to get
much beyond 9,000 metres. To-day he
profited by previous lessons, and when he
reached the 7,000 metre mark he took the
climb more slowly than in earlier flights,
HAWKER'S FIRST FLIGHT.
and got safely through the change of temIt ~s perhaps not generally known that
perature zone into rarefied air without
in Australia, before taking up aviation in
mishap.
this country, Hawker had done a considerWhen he decided to descend, his 300 able amount of motor cycle racing, says
horse-power motor was still working well, Motor Cycling. His first flight in an aerobut on the descent a stoppage in his car- plane' vrns at Brooklands, in 1912 when a
burettor occurred which compelled him to few mornings after his arrival, he turn'ed
volplane to the nearest airdrome instead of up before anyone else was about, . and
landing, as required by the rules, at the pushed one of the biplanes out of the shed.
airdrome from which he started .
Hawker straightway took the machine into
The initial calculation of the height at- the air, confident that the matter was not
tained by Major Schroeder in his flight at difficult, provided one had a complete grasp
McCook Field on February 27, 1920, was of the theory and principles of artificial
.36,020 feet; but after a careful homologa- flight. Soon the machine was a mere dot
tion of his records the Bureau of Standards in the sky, and in due course the biplane
reduced this to 33,000 feet.
made a perfect landing.
·
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Financial . Help for Parer.

IEUTENANT P ARER1 who is engaged on a flight around Australia,
has been advised that the sum of
£12,000 is available in England to purchase a machine to enable him to compete
in the international air race across thfl
Pacific. It has been arranged that a member of Lieutenant Parer 's party will proceed to England in the near future to complete the financial arrangements. In the
meantime the aviator hopes to raise additional funds as a result of engaging in
passenger flights on his tour round the
continent.

*

*

Mail Service Contracts.
The Civil Aviation Branch of the Defence Department has announced that the
tenders of the Larkin-Sopwith Supply
Company, of Melbourne, and Mr. :B~. L.
Roberts, of Brisbane, have been accepted
for the Sydney-Adelaide and Sydney-Brisbane air mail services respectively. The
subsidy for the former service is £17,500
for one year, the distance being seven hundred and fifty miles; and for the latter
£11,500 for the same period, the distance
being only five hundred and fifty miles.
The Larkin-Sopwith Company will use
Handasyde monoplanes of six-passenger
capacity, fitteCl with Rolls-Royce Eagle
VIII. engines of three hundred horsepower.
These machines are practically identical
with those built to the order of the British
Air Ministry for the London-Paris service,
and embody the latest improvemen'ts in
design and comfort. A number of auxiliary 'planes of the De Havilancl-4 and Sopwith~ Wallaby types will also be provided.
Similar machines will be used on the Sydnev-Brisbane route. The service on ea.ch
li.r{e will be once a week each way.

*

*

*

Central Queensland Service.
In this issue tenders are invited for the
establishment and maintenance of a subsi-
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AUSTRALIA'S FIRST AERIAL MAIL

'

dised aeroplane service 'between Charleville
and Cloncurry, Central Queensland. The
term is for one year from May 30, 1922,
and tenders close on J anua.ry 31. It is
anticipated that several firms ' will compete for the service.

*

*

•

Aerial Medical Service.
Some interesting details of the pioneering work which has been carried out in
connection with aerial mails and services
generally, was furnished in the report of ·
the Queensland Section of the Australian
Aero Club at the annual meeting held recently. The need for an aeroplane service
to convey medical aid to people in isolated
localities was referred to by the Hon.
Secretary of the Club, Mr. H. B. Davis, in
responding to the toast of his health.
''What was most needed in Queensland at
present," he said, "was an aerial medical ser.vice in the west. Every day, and especially since the report of the Commission
on the north-south railway, one heard of
the absolute mai·tyrdom suffered by our
finest countrymen-the people of the far
·west-in the event of accident or sickness.
What was required was well-equipped
machines at, say, Cunnamulla, Longreach,
and Winton, and telephonic or wireless
telephonic communication with the neighbouring stations. ''
The Secretary also dealt with the matter
of landing grounds, and stated that in
the New Year it was the Club's intention
to start an intensive campaign of mapping
out grounds throughout Queensland-a
work in which he invited the co-operation
of all members.
That the service suggested by Mr. Davis is
practical, has been proved by the Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial Services
Limited. Not long ago the infant daughter
of the manager of a sheep station, thirtytwo miles from Longreach, became seriously
ill. Owing to the heavy rain, it was impossible to send medicine or bring the child

•

t

On Sunday, December 4, 1921 , Australia's first aerial mail service, between Geraldton and
Derby, Western Australia, was inaugurated. The above photographs, taken just prior to
departure from Perth (W.A.) for Geraldton, show: (1) The aerial mail bags being checked at
the aerodrome; (2) Major Norman Elrearley signing for the mails; (3) one of the machines
about to start; (4) a close-up of the ill-fated "G-AUDI" that subsequently met with disaster,
Lieutenant Fawcett, who was killed, is seen in the machine; (5) Major Brearley saying
"cheerio" just before taking-off; (6) another of the three machines getting under way!
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into the tovvn. Communication was established with the aerial company, and Lieutenant P. J. McGinness left at once by aeroplane for the station. ·within an hour the
child and her mother were safely landed
at Longreach.

*

*

Grafton Interested.
The announcement that Grafton is to be
-one of the three North Coast landing
stations on the Sydney-Brisbane mail and
passenger· service has created considerable
local interest. The service is expected to
be in operation in April next, and a movement is on foot to afford the authorities
·every assistance in establishing an aero<lrome and proper landing facilities. It is
to be hoped this good intention will be
-carried into practical effect, for it is only
by the most cordial co-operation between
the authorities and the public that a full
measure of success can be achieved. It
·c annot be too strongly emphasised that it
is the duty of every citizen to assist the
Government in a matter of this kind. 'fhe
taxpayers have to find the money to finance
.such undertakings, and the greater the success the lighter the burden will be.

*
Scaring the Natives.
On the occasion of the recent visit of
Messrs. Briggs and Birtles to Central Australia the natives were at first greatly
.alarmed at the appearance of the 'plane.
An amusing story is told of the behaviour
,of a black gin who was tending the goats
that provide the homestead with milk. She
crawled and hid in the saltbush, and the
milk-supply scattered in all directions.
Frightened out of her wits, Mary left her
nannies in the scrub and ran the whole
three miles back to the homestead. "No
milk to-morrer, boss," she panted. "Big
feller eaglehawk come down from sky, pick
up one-feller goat, pick up two-feller goat,
pick up lot-feller goat. All gone finish. No
milk to-morrer. ''

*

*

*

Licenses for. Aviators.
A statement prepared by the Controller
-0f Civil Aviation (Lieutenant-Colonel
Brinsmead) shows that to the end of October, 1921, three private and fifty-seven
commercial licenses have been issued as
follows: Ground engineers, ninety-seven;

~
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aircraft registration certificates, fifty; aircraft air-worthiness certificates, thirtyeight; aerodrome licenses, eight. Four applications for commercial pilots' licenses
were rejected on the ground of medical unfitness. Only one applicant for a ground
engineer's license failed to pass the test.
Aircraft registration certificates were refused in seven cases, and air-worthiness
certificates in five. The figures indicate a
steady increase in the number of persons
seeking to adopt aviation as an occupation.
When the various subsidised services are
in operation it is anticipated that a considerable stimulus will be effected. Like
most other undertakings aviation has had
rather a difficult period to survive in its
early days, but there is every reason ·to
believe that it is now fairly upon its feet,
and big things may be looked for in the'
future.

*
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BRANCHES ARE OPEN FOR THE TRANSACTION OF

.

'
In the principal Cities and Towns of Australia and Rabaul
(New Brit:i.in), and London (2) . .
Banking and Sxchange Business of eve_ry de~cription
transacted within the Commonwealth, Umted Kmgdom,
Canada, United States and abroad

Agents and Correspondents throughout the World

Savings Bank Department
At all Branches and Savings Bank Agencies ·at 3049 Post
Offices in Australia, Papua, New Britain, Solomon Islands,
and the Pacific.

*

By Air to Australia.
Mr. G. Holt Thomas, the well-known
authority on aviation, contends that at a
certain altitude the air thrm~ghout the
world shows a great similarity, and although the. ground conditions may vary,
the London-Paris trip may be taken as a
fair average standard. The expense of an
hour's delay on a short trip is considerable, 1\fr: Holt Thomas points out, but a
delay of even a day 'on the run to Australia would be immaterial. A breakdown
would always bring a fresh machine and
pilot within two and a half hours. The
result would be that the time of arrival in
Sydney would be merely delayed a couple
of hours. That the precision of the German air . raids and British retaliations
without the .assistance of lighting proved
that night flying is practical, is the considered opinion of lVIr. Holt Thomas.

Interest at the rate of 3V2 % up to £ 1000 and 3 % on balance in
excess of £ 1000 up to £ 1300, payable from 1st July, 1920.

I
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Sir DENISON MILLER, K.C.M.O., Governor
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The
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Including
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Major J. ANDREW WHITE.

*
Wher·e Aerial Communication is Needed.
A few months back an interesting trip
was carried out by a pilot of the Queensland & Northern Territory Aerial Services
Limited, in a B .E.2E. machine.
Mr. Murray, manager of Brighton
Downs, had be,n held up in Winton for
fourteen days after the heavy rains which
had fallen in the district. The roads were
impassable for any kind of wheel traffic.
One can imagine the position after eight
inches of rain in a country with no made
roads, and no bridges over the rivers.
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A textbook c<;mtaining all the knowledge
of fundamentals required prior to elementary and advanced flying.
Each subject is presented by illustration
and described completely for the reader
1
without turning the page.
A broad treatment of subjects never
before contained in general aeronautic
textbooks.
Only a limited supply available.
Send for a copy NOW.
Price 18/6, post free.
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Ventioa Bea,
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Leaving Winton in the early morning,
Brighton Downs, one. hundred and forty
miles down the Diamintina was reached before breakfast. During the day Mr. Murray attended to corre!;;pondence and general
station business, and then flew back to
Winton again in the evening.
Needless· to say, Mr. Murray was very
pleased with his trip. During the run
along the river he had an excellent view
of the country covering many hundreds of
square miles, and also of the Diamintina
flood waters. But the main advantage was
that he was able to visit his station by air,
whereas it would have cost him another
week 's wait in order to. get down by car. -.
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Adelaide, Mildura, Hay, Narrandera,
Cootamundra, Sy:dney, Newcastle, Kempsey, Ballina, Grafton and Brisbane.
In addition to mails, provision is being
made for the carriage of passengers and
freight in machines of the most up-to-date
and most modern design. These machines
are Handasyde monoplanes fitted with 360
h.p. Rolls-Royce engines, and have recently
been designed for the London-Paris service.
The saloon is arranged to seat six passengers in comfortable upholstered chairs.
Being completely enclos(;ld, passengers are
not subject to any slipstream, noise or cold,
and are able to converse in comfort. Ac·cess to the saloon is by means of two doors,

January 1; 1922.]
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FAREWELL TO FIRST AIR FORCE, LIVERPOOL, N.S.W.

His Excellency the State Governor of l'\lew South Wales, Sir Walter Davidson, paid a visit of
inspection to Liverpool Camp on December 12 last, on the occasion of the parade and sports
meeting, to bid farewell to the members of the First Air Force, who completed their course af
military training on December 15. In the above photograph His Excellency is seen sitting in
the middle of a group of flying officers.

Brighton Downs is only one instance in
thousands where aerial communication is
wanted. There is no telephonic communication; the nearest doctor is one hundred and
fifty miles away; roads and rivers are impassable after rains; while on the station
there are two women and a staff of about
ten men. Are not these men and women
who go oµt into Sl}ch lonely .back places
entitled to some assistance, or is it still to
be ''all for the city'' ?

*

<1

*

*

.AIR MAIL SERVICES.
Adelaide-Hay-Sydney-Brisbane.

About the end of April, 1922, an air
mail service will be established along the
following route:
. .if

one on either side ne·a r the forward end,
and as the machines are monoplanes, passengers step in and out in . the same way
as they would a taxi-cab. The cabin is
nearly six feet high, and unbreakable windows are fitted to enable passengers to
enjoy the exceptionally fine views obtained
when travelling by air.
Immediately at the rear end of the saloon
is a lavatory with communication by means
of a sliding door. Ventilation shafts provided with shutters permit the air in the
saloon to be ·changed sixty · times per hour.
A fireproof bulkhead divides the engine
compartment from the saloon.
There is no fabric on the vital parts of
the machine, and in this respect 'they differ
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from any type of m'achine yet ·imported
into Australia. The wings, which are nine
feet above ;ground level, are covered with
two-ply. This reduces considerably the cost
of upkeep and ~he depreciation due to
weather.
The under-carriage-a most important
feature-is constructed on entirely new
lines. Exceptionally large wheels with a
track of ten feet and a shock absorbing
arrangement, allowing eighteen inches
travel, take up landing shocks.
These main wheels are fitted with brake
drums similar to those fitted to a motor car,
. and in the event of a forced landing, where
it is not possible for want of space to land
-with a low flying speed, the machines .can
be landed actually ''tail high,'' and by
applying the brakes, a pair of smaller
·wheels suspended from the engine bearers,
are brought into contact with the ground,
thus preventing the machine damaging its
propeller or turn~ng on its nose through
being pulled up quickly.
.
As ninety per cent of aeroplane accidents are due to the lack of control after
the aeroplane touches the ground, there is
no doubt that this improvement will be of
great value.
The whole of the machine being well
sprung, no jar or · shock should be experienced by passengers, even with the roughest
of landings.
The maximum speed of these machines
is one hundred and fifteen miles per hour,
and an average speed of ninety miles per
hour will be maintained on the service. This
allows a sufficient margin to overcome any
average wind which may be experienced.
One hundred gallons of petrol are stored
in two tanks contained inside the wings of
the machine, thereby occupying no valuable space in the main body.
A large compartment is provided for
the carriage of mails, freight and luggage,
etc.
Under present arrangements machines
will leave Brisbane on Fridays, arriving at
Sydney about eight hours later on the same
day. The journey will be continued from
Sydney to Hay on Saturdays at noon, a?d
from Hay to Adelaide on Sundays, arriving at the latter city about ~id.day._ The
return journey from Adelaide will . be
started at 12.30 p.m. on Sundays, staymg
over-night at Hay and reaching Sydney at
noon on Mondays. The following day the
flight from Sydney to Brisbane will · be

completed. In this way, passengers can
make fast trips between Sydney and Adelaide over week-ends when the usual express train service is not maintained.
· When the organisation is completed and
the service is running smoothly it is possible that the flight from Adelaide to Syd·
ney will be completed in one day. This
will make it possible for travellers to breakfast in Adelaide to-day and have afternoon
tea in Brisbane to-morrow.
The fares will be £21 single from Sydney to Adelaide and £15 from Sydney to
Brisbane.
The service will be run under the style
of ''Air l\fail Service, I..Jimited,'' under
the management of the Larkin Aircraft
Supply Company Limited, and the directors will include Messrs. H. B. Howard.Smith, L. M . Macpherson, and H. J.
Larkin.
•*
*
*
Manufacture of Standard "Avros" for

the Defence Department.
Squadron Leaders MCBain and · Marsden recently paid a visit to the Australian
Aircraft & Engineering Company's aeroplane factory at Mascot, New South Wales,
with the object of inspecting the progress
of construction of the six machines which
are being built in Sydney for training purposes in connection with the newly formed
Royal Australian Air Force.
Squadron Leader McBain, Director ~f
Equipment, also a member of the ~ir
Board, expressed himself extremely satisfied with the progress that the Company
had made in the production of the first
batch of machines.
A difficulty that the Company has experienced from the outset has been the question of getting hold of adequate supplies
of timbers which have to be specially
selected an'd well seasoned. This is only
a temporary difficulty, however, as the
Company has made · arrangements with the
suppliers in the various districts from
which the timber is drawn to have the wood
specially selected and put aside for
future requirements.
.
. It is a satisfactory state of affairs to
know that there is an unlimited quantity of
this valuable timber available in New South
Wales and un'der the re-afforestation
scheme adequate p.rovi!'lion is being made
for the future.
The Company anticipates having its first
Australian-made standard Avro produced

'
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some time in F'ebruary. The public will
be invited to the aerodrome on the occasion
of its first flight, so that people may have
an opportunity to see exactly what the
A.A. & E. Co. is doing in Australia in
reference to aircraft manufacture.
The Company's engineer, Mr. H. E .
Broadsmith, has completed the designs of
a large passenger-carrying machine which
the Company is producing for the prospective requirements of the Queensland &
Northern Territory Aerial Services Ltd.
This machine, essentially a commercial
type, particularly economical and efficient,
should be :finished by the end of .January
or early in February, and it is expected
that she will give very efficient results on
her test flights.

*

*

..

Story of Parer-Mcintosh Flight.
The story of the Parer-Mcintosh flight
across the world is out at last in book form,
and is most interesting and thrilling,
although it is told in an absolutely unaffected and simple way by the pilot, Ray-

[January 1, 1922.

mond Parer, A.F.C. . It is a good thing·
that the record has not been lost to the
world, for the flight will surely 'be ranked
as one of the big things in Australian history, and especially in regard to the
development of aerial travel and Australian
aviation, when passing time has given the
right perspective. At present we are too
near the achievement to realise its real
gre'atness. The book is called ''Flight and
Adventures of Parer and Mcintosh,'' but
something more sensational and arresting
would have ,been justified, such as ''Across
the World on the Wing,'' ''The Great
Aerial · Adventure,'' or '' 'rhe Flying
Tramp,'' as the letter from the Governor
of New S.outh Wales-which appears as
preface-suggests. He says: ''Lieutenant ·
Parer publishes 'Flight and Adventures. '
I have not yet seen the book, but I doubt
if he will picture the astounding temerity
of it. Not in my lifetime has there been
so careless an adventure; you would have
to go back to Elizabethan days to match
its daring. ''

January 1, 1922.]
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Marketing a Service
Seven years ago the Wireless Company
was incorporated to develop in Australia
the art and science of Wireless Communication. To give to travellers at
sea the benefits arising from communication with their friends on land, and
to the latter reciprocal advantages, has
been our immediate aim .
Modern efficient and economical service is ~he keynote of the organisation.
T 0 this end we direct a large .s taff
engaged in the producti'?n, instal~ation ,
maintenance and operation of wueless
telegraph stations, the direction of personnel and the recording and accounting of thousands of messages daily.

..

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE.

Aeroplane Service Between Charlevilie and
Cloncurry, Queensland.
Tenders will be received by the Secretary, Department of
Defence, at Melbourne, until 12 noon on Tuesday, 31st January;
1922, for the establishment and maintenance of an Aeroplane Service
in safe and suitable aeroplanes between CHARLEVILLE and
CLONCURRY, Queensland, for the term of one ( 1) year, from 30th
May, 1922, or from some such subsequent date as the Minister for
Def.ence may approve, which date should not be later than five ( 5)
months from 1st February, 1922.
Full particulars may be · obtained from the Commonwealth
Gazette, copies of which are available at all Post Offices.
GRANVILLE RYRIE,
Acting Minister of State for Defenc~.

Every ship station is a floating telegraph
office and every post-office a medium
qf communication.
Lodge your message at the nearest
Post-office.

Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd.
OPERATING

AN ORGANISED

RADIO SERVICE

,
Mention Sea, Land and Air when communicating with Advertisers.
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By "SPARKING PLUG"

W

Dazzle. Lights.

HILS'r an agitation is on foot by
some motorists in England to enc~mrage -.:ar drivers at night to
.
switch lights off when approaching other
ears, lVIr. Boyd Edkins, who is the New
South v~ales distributor for several giltedged lmes of agencies, including the
V aitxhall, Hwnber, Renault Mere er and
Oldsm~b~le-" Four," thinks the ·practice is
a permmous one started in all good faith
by some courteous driver who wished to
study the safety of others:
''To me, added lVIr. Edkins, ''it seems
that those who follo'ived the practice have
never thought out the problem. lVIany
have been brought up to consider it the
?orrect thing; more have been coerced into
it ?Y the certainty of abuse if they reframed-which is another case of the
~owdy minori~y frightening the majority
mto the adopt10n of the habit.
. ''~he necessity for switching off is quite
1llo~1cal. Carry the thing to its logical conclus10n, and it will be found that when
~raffle ~s doubled or quadrupled, it will be
impossible to keep headlights on at all and
then how will drivers fare?
"When drivers switch off it may be
alright for one, but not for the one who
has not observed pedestrians, ,vehicles or
obs~acl~s ahe:id of him, in which case his
actIOI_t m switching off virtually amounts
to smcide or murder.
"It would be more practicable and sensibl: to keep _lights on and, as an act of
ordmary caut10n, slow down when passing·
for the sudden change from light to dark~
ness makes observation very difficult and
necessitates slowing down in any case.

I
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hind the blue square when a car is approaching with strong headlights he over·comes the glare trouble and is enabled to
see well ahead .
As in England no doubt there is scop0
for considerable difference of opinion on
the question. Perhaps some of our readers
would like to express their views?

within seven feet six inches of the centre
line of the beam. Side illumination was
much damped down, for fifteen feet from
the centre line of the . beam the effective
illumination was but fifty-six feet. At eye
level no dazzling effect f:rom the lamp was
experienced nearer than eighty-two and a
half filet from the source of light, which
must be considered satisfactory.

The Other Side.

The second device consisted of a lamp
with a parabolic reflector with the bulb
placed centrally at the back. The front
of the bulb was -covered with a patch presenting a silvered surface towards the light
and a black surface towards the front glass
of the lamp. In this model the front glass

* .

*

*

Strangely enough this week's English
mail contains a request in a contemporary
journal that car drivers be requested to
dim their lights when approaching other
.vehicles.
In advocating that an appeal be made
to car drivers, the writer quotes the usual

'' T?ere is no such thing as a glaring

headl~ght unless one chooses to make it so.

'.1'he simple rule recommended to all drivers
to prevent t?e. beam of the approaching
light _from str1kmg the pupil of the eye.
If drivers keep their eyes either straight
ahead, ?r to the left of the road-peeping
at the light from the corner of their eve so
to speak-no headlight however gl~ring
would worry any driver.
''The one thing to remember is to educate oneself to keep to the left both as regard~ _the direction of the car and the line
of VISIOiJ.. I have practised this rule for
some considerable time with great success
an~ can honestly .recommend its adoption'.
Before the 'l'raffic Department institut:d its regulation providing that the
rr_iai~ beam should not exceed three feet
six mches from the ground at seventy-five
feet from the car everyone drove about with
one h_undred candle-power lamps. It was
practicable to approach other cars then
without accident-why not now?
yet
thoughtless p~ople make night driving irks?me by yellmg at others to switch off
su~ply because they hav_e done so.
Glasses have been mvented for antiglare purposes, but they are dangerous in
the hands of some drivers, for all such
glasses destroy the distance view even if
they do give a fine spread in fro~t of the
car-"'.here it is not required. 'rhe driver
travellmg twenty to twenty-five miles per
hour requires his main light at least fifty
yards ahead, and the faster he is travelling
the further ahead he needs to see. ''
. In concluding, Mr. Edkins suggested as a.
likely remedy that a patch four inches
square should be painted on the windscreen. If_the driver protects himself be1~

The new 13.9 "Renault."

Boyd Edkins Limited, agents.

reasons, backed up by an account of a
mishap which he met with, through, he contends, the failure of a fellow motorist to
dim lights ·when approaching his car.

*

*

*

Tests to Solve Problem.

Official certificates have been published
concerning R.A.C. tests of two Salsbury
Anti-Dazzle head lights. In the first model
the device is mounted in a lamp with a
lens mirror behind the electric bulb as the
principal reflector, and with a small lens
mirror in front of the bulb that throws the
light back to the principal reflector. The
upper part of the front glass of the lamp
has saw-tooth indentations facing outward.
vVith a 44.8 candle-power bulb at 12.6 volts
pressure the effective forward illumination
was two hundred and thirty-four feet

had saw-toothed indentations on its mner
side and was plain on the outside.

*

*

*

Australia's Bad Roads.

Despite the eternal demand for up-toclate national roadways for commer.3ial,
strategic, and other purposes, the Government seems to have placed the Good Roads
slogan in pickle for an indefinite period
just as pr evious Governments had jettisoned the r equests of past generations for
the notorious North Shore Bridge.
Possibly all blame does not entirely rest
with the present Ministry, as it certainly
showed signs of earnestness when endeavouring to raise a £2,000,000 loan for
good roads purposes.
The question of good roads should be
regarded by the Government in much the
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same light as the construction of new rail- South African veldt in •others; but the
ways, for the ambitioh in each case is 'black soil' is, I think, unique. The 'roads'
identical, with the exception that the latter are like Topsy-they just grow. In the
encourages communication and transporta- first place, a waggon meanders out to
tion from point to point without the cost some newly opened up cattle or sheep
of permanent W!lYS and other expenditure station, and its tracks are followed by other
associated with the construction of rail- traffic till the tussocky grass is worn down.
way lines.
One can trace it for· miles ahead like a
The vexed question of unifying the rail- long dark ribbon. Where the traffic is
way gauges of Australia and the enormous light the grass between the wheel tracks is
sum it is estimated the work will cost, never worn down, so that you have twin
should be silent sentinels constantly urging tracks running parallel, and each one about
the Governments of the various States to a foot wide. We have months and months
encourage motor traffic in suitable districts. without rain sometimes, and these tracks
Just as settlers in the past followed the beat down firm and smooth; it takes prac-.
railways into the wilds of the Never-Never, tice to enable the motor cyclist to keep the
so will motor vehicles quickly follow narrow track, but once the knack is masthe trail ·of good roadways wherever con- tered it is possible to ride for hundreds of
structed.
m,iles through the pure, dry air and across
In Queensland the Premier (Mr. Theo- glorious country as fast a~ the old jigger
dore) is favourably disposed to the idea ' can clip along.
of ''opening'' nevY country districts in · ''But, if a storm cloud shows on the
this manner, and he has been assured that horizon, it is just as well to give. the engine
a fleet of motor cars and lorries will hasten still more juice. Once rain falls in this
to prove the wisdom of his action.
country it is the end. Twenty points or
A resident of Central Queensland, whose more usually means leaving a motor cycle,
means of locomotion are confined to a motor though a car, with its wide mudguard
cycle, has put his finger on the exact spot cl~arance, can battle along up to a certain
in a breezy and concise statement dealing point. The black soil 'picks up,' and goes
with bad roads. It applies with equal force on doing so till the mud jams between the
to all States of the Commonwealth, and no tyre and mudguards, and both wheels lock
doubt will strike many responsive chords tight. In a frantic effort to keep going the
in the hearts of those who have been there rider gouges this stuff out with a stick or
before.
screwdriver, but another fifty yards pulls
He says:
him up again.
''Sometimes, while the ground is still
''Take the' awful roads' complaint. Australia is the most thinly populated country wet after rain, cattle will wander along
of any size on the globe. Moreover, it is the road for miles. In drying it sets hard,
the 'newest' country from the point of and every hoof track is as clearly defined
view of civilization. Any sane being never as in a plaster of Paris cast, and it will
expects to find in the newer countries roads remain so till the next rain. Under such
similar to the European highways, which circumstances, we lay our motor l,Jicycles
date from the Roman times in many cases, up here and use horses till conditions are
and beyond that period perhaps. We must more suitable. Why make a ma"rtyr of oneaccept. comparatively poor roads as part of self in these matters? The motor cycle
the programme till the population becomes in the outback has a definite place in· the
large enough to · provide the necessary scheme of things; but to ask it to do work
revenue for road-building. The man who that could be done more easily and efficibuys a motor cycle in this country should ently on horse back, or in a light buggy, is
know that he is in for a rough time, more only going to retard its popularity.''
or less, according to locality.
*
*
*
''Australia has approximately the same
Where To Go To-morrow.
area ·as the United States of America. In
A good one~day tour, despite the fact
a iand of such considerable size, all kinds that the roads ar.e bad in the vicinity of
of country are met with. Here, in Centl'.al Liverpool, is that from Sydney through
Queensland, most of the hinterland is ope,n Bankstown (twelve miles) , Liverpool
black soil downs; it is similar to . the (twenty), Cross Roads Hotel (twenty-three
Canadian prairie in some ways, and the and a half), keeping straight on (the road
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RENAULT

RELIABILITY

The outstanding featurt; of the 1,000 miles R.A.C.V.
Trial was t.he marve.Jlous performance of the

1·3.9 h.p. RENAULT

I
~

I

Right through the 1,000 miles the car was nev~r touched, by a spanner.
and dependability were recognised and appreciated by all.
•

Its staunchness

Study These Results:Class A. : RENAULT, FIRST.
PETROL CONSUMPTION: 32% M.P.G.
OIL and WATER, % gal. oil for whole journey.
.
.
2 gals. water were added for whole Journey.
RELIABILITY.. RENAULT-FIFTH, with 777 points o_ut o.f a .possible 8~0-and 1_8 of the
last points were deducted only owing to a miscalcu~atr_o~ rn time of arrival on first day.
Actually o·nly 5 points were lost on account of Re1Iab11Ity.
MAY WE SHOW YOU THIS WONDERFUL CAR?
IT CARRIES OUR THREE YEARS' GUARANTEE.

BOYD ED KINS LTD.
Represent.ing Vauxhall

Humber

Renault, Mercer, and the new Oldsmobile "4."

25 WENTWORTH AVENUE, - SYDNEY.
Telephones: City 926;

City 1179.

I've Moved
I

MY LOCATION
This is the most important
announcement in this issue

R. N. BUBB
The Motor Accessory House
4 & 6 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney
RIGHT AT THE TOP

tlffff llllU
.·

...

'

.

At Your Service
For AII Accessories
......

CALL IN

Mention Sea.• Land and Air when

~~ommunicating

with

.A.dverti.tii~rs.
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tO the right via Campbelltown Road takes
the tourist to Camden) to Campbelltown
(thirty-three). ·Turn left at the end of
the town for Appin (forty-three), a pretty
run over good roads. If, after leaving
Appin, the tourist desires to visit Cataract
Dam, steer to the left at the second turn
(the first goes to Bulli direct-, and keep
straight on for Cataract Dam (forty-eight),
five ,miles from .Appin. The dam is worth
seeing. Returning from, the dam, take the .
road to the right after a mile, following
it for a couple of miles to the Bulli Pass
road, where the turn to the right should
be taken. Another five miles,· arid · the
tourist crosses the Loddon River bridge,
and another half-mile and the Bulli Pass
hoves in sight. A magnificent view of the
South Coast is b,ad from the Look-out,
turning to the right and down the pass
to Bulli (sixty-two).
On the return trip, keep straight on
after leaving Bulli, through Clifton (sixtynine), Stanwell Park (seventy-two) to the
top of Bald Hill, a stiff climb, from the
summit of which anoth~r magnifi.cent view
of the coast-line may be had. Keep straight
on, passing the turn-off to Heleilsburgh
and · turning right just under a mile beyond. After turning right, the route is
through Waterfall (eighty-one), Heathcote,
Sutherland (ninety), Tom Ugly's (ninetyfour') to Sydney, total distance one hundred and seven miles;

.j'

sonal property and can be used as he sees
fit. For example, a man will be notified
that his time ·will be, say, every other Monday from eleven o 'clock to three o'clock;
This plan is carried out with all of the
two hundred stockholders, and each one
gets his share of rides during the year;
The plan nets the company two thousand
dollars for each car sold.
For this enterprise, fifty-five · used Oakland touring cars were purchased in Seattle,
Washington, U.S.A. They were thoroughly
overhauled, repaired and equipped with
new tyres, and in some cases fitted with
special bodies.
This novel imdertaking marks a new de
parture in motor car selling. It may be
assumed that the two hundred persons who
pay ten dollars for their part ownership
in an Oakland were totally unable to buy
a car, and in this way they are able to
enjoy, although for a limited time, the
pleasures of motoring. Further, it seems
likely that a good many prospective car
owners will be found among them later on.

*

*

*

Motor Truck Transport.

No better illustration of the commercial
value of motor transport could be afforded
than the performance of the truck which
recently completed the .one thousand three
hundred miles run from Melbourne to
Brisbane at an average speed of fifteen
miles per hour. The run was really in
the nature of an experiment, and as such
*
*
*
Two Hundred Owners of One Motor Car. the truck had to take the roads as it found
From the community kitchen, community them, ·which is another way of saying that
playground and community market, we it had to travel over highways that in
have come to the community motor car. parts would have tested the stability of
The Japanese were the first to see the even a "tank." That it came through with
advantages which such a plan may have flying colours is not only a tribute to the
for groups of people who are financially vehicle and those in charge, but a tremenunable to · own even · a low-priced motor dous advertisement for the future of motor
car, and who have, however, the ·same need transport in Australia. Old prejudices die
for motor transportation that the wealthy hard, and even in an age of progress like
the present it is frequently necessary to
man has.
draw attention to the value and possibil~
A company was organised recently in ties of a new proposition by performing a
Japan, with a capital of one hundred and feat of outstanding importance.
fifty thousand dollars, for the purpose of
. In a country like Australia an adequate
1selling automobiles. E,ach car will be sold transportation service can only .be secured
to two hundred different individuals, who by the fullest possible development of the
become shareholders, So to speak, in the various forms of sea, land and air carriage
;car. Each of these shareholders .pays ten which 'the ingenuity . of man has devised.
:dollars (£3), in return for which he re- No one form of transport ;need be ' a rival
•ceives a. 0 .ne 'J:'ear '.s int~;est in the car.
of the other; r~ther must it · be an adj.u nct.
A defimte time is assigned to each. shareAs yet our railways · fall far short Of
;holder, _.during . which .the.. car . 1s h.is ..P.er:.. ·- .w.h at -the cguntry requires, and when it is
,. ""·'r "i
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OU buy a Battery to give you Starting and Lighting Service; but
,
~ervice. cannot be seen.
T.he Battery may look good-most Batteries do .
You are dependent on the quality of the
materials and workmanship used in
manufactures for the satisfaction it will
give you, backed of course by the attention you pay its operation.

'

j

"Wonder-Wilkin" Batteries
Made in Your Country
A local product, worthy of your interest, built on a foundation of faith rn
Australian. raw materials and industry.

Bennett &Barkell Ltd.

Accumulators Limited

Distributors,
Meagher Street, Sydney.

Manufacturers,
Blackwattle Bay, Glebe.

UNITED STATES
TYRES
ARE GOOD ..TYRES

SOLD EVERYWHERE

"Ro)'al Cord " · · Nobby'

Mention Se.fL, Land and Air when eommunicating with .Advertiliie?l3.

•Chain'
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remembered that although we are territorially nearlv as large as Europe, we have
only twenty-three thousand miles of railway as against over two hundred ~housand
in that continent, it will be recog~1sed t~at
we have far to go before we can hope to
see Australia in that stage of dev_elopment .
to which she will ultimately attam.
The horse and bullock teams of t~e
pioneering days pl!lJ'."e_d_ a grea_t part m
laying bare the poss1b1hhes of t~~s count!Y,
but they served needs and conditions which
have long since ceased to be up-to-date.
The example, however, .was. a worthy one,
and we would be wantmg m the progressive spirit of our forefathers if we failed
to take advantage of the newer forms of
locomotion which are at our disposal.
The whole position is that if we were
forced to wait until adequate railway facilities were available to open up the vast
spaces of the interior, the outlook for ustralia would be more than unprom1sm~'.
'fhe huge cost involved in building a r.a1lway line (approximately £10,000 per rmle)
is one reason why we must look elsewhere
for additional transport facilities. The
motor truck is no longer a theoretical· proposition, its value has been demons~rated
on countless occasions. The work it has
done and is doing, in America and England '-stands out as a shining example for
Australia to follow. Motor trucks served
England nobly during the railway 1~en's
strike and in America they are provmg a
serio1{s competitor to railways and ·tramways. It need not be anticipated that the
latter event will happen here, at least l_lOt
for many years. The lack of extensrv:e
settled districts and the fact that t~ere is
ample scope opening up the remote mla~d
areas will ensure that motor transport will
be an adjunct and not a competitor of
our railway and tramway SJ:Stems.

A

*

*

*
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138
Miles Per Hour
Mr. K. Lee Guinness (K.L.G.), driving
a 12-cylinder Sunbeam on. Brooklan4s,
was clocked to cover a flying. half-n.ule
at the phenomenal speed of 138 miles
per hour.

'
L ..

K. LEE GUINNESS
is the designer of the World-famed

"K.L.G."

SPARKING
PLUG
Uses them in all his races.

"K.L.G.'s"

are

tihe

Plugs at Sea, on Land, and in the
Air-ARE YOU ON "K.L.G.'s"
Sole Distributors in Australia:

SMITH, SONS & REES ·
LIMITED

30-32 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney.

Allotting the Blame.

Amalgamating
M. W. REES, LIMITED,

•

232 Castlereagh Street.
and
S. SMITH & SONS (M.A), LTD.
(in Australia),
30-32 Wentworth Avenue.

The successful combination-

"M.L." Magii.etos and "K.L.G."
Plugs.

.

'
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less have not been regarded as evidence considerable . education to see things as
that that particular section deserved the motorists see them, but nothing in the·
eensure of the whole community. The regu- nature of a practical scheme towards edulations governing motor traffic in Ne~ cating them was formulated.
South Wales are probably as strict as in
It was pointed out that pedestrians
any part of the world, and out of the ,uany quickly readjusted their viewpoints when
thousands who are actively engaged in that they became the proud possessors of motor
calling the number required to answer for cars, but as nobody came forward with a
even trifling breaches of the law is exceed- proposal to supply every member of the
ingly small. Probably if the whole subject community with a car that channel for con- .
were reviewed it would be found that the version vanished.
difficulties under which motor drivers ply
The finances of the R.A.C.A. were shown
in the crowded, and in many cases, narrow, to be in a healthy state. The assets ex~
winding streets of Sydney and suburbs, ceeded the liabilities by close on £11,000.
makes the record of comparative freedom
Officers and Committees appointed for
from accidents one to marvel at. · It is a. the ensuing year were as follow :
notorious fact that pedestrians consider
Pretiident, Sir Samuel Hordern ( unopthey have unlimited right to the use of posed) ; Vice-Presidents, P. A. Oatley, D.
the road-a right which they exercise more M. Cooper; Hon. Treasurer, A. J. Christie;
in thoughtlessness than in open defiance Hon. Secretary, J . H. Harris.; General
of the requirements of others. When one Committee, H. Daniell, ~V. Epps, G. C.
changes his environment from a pedestrian Hamilton, J. A. Minnett, H. T. Nock, C. 0.
in a busy city to riding in a motor car Sherwood, J. A. Wilson; Election 'Comthrough the same streets, he is able to ap- mitttee, A. S. George, E. D. Gray, "\V. C.
preciate the difficulties of the ,situation, In H. foppman, P. A. Datley, Fred. Walsh;
a community where the rights of all are Hon. Solicitor, E. P; Simpson; Hon . .Archiof equal moment, it serves no useful pur- tect, H. R. Minnett; Hon. Auditor, A. J.
pose to encourage hostility to one section Taylor; Hon. Electrical Engineer, .J. E.
for isofated happenings such as occur from Donoghue.
time to time.
The General Committee met and made
the following appointments: Finance Com*
*
*
mittee, James Kell, E. D. Gray, W. C. H.
One Thousand Miles Alpine Trial.
Lippman; House Committee, Wm. Epps,
The Mother State has reason to feel proud A. S. George, W. C. H. Lippman, W. J.
of Mr. A. V. Turner's fine performance in McKenney, R. V. Minnett, P. :\. Oatley,
the thousand rriiles alpine trial arranged ,J. A. Wilson; Roads. and Tours, vV. T<J. Arby the Royal Automobile ·Club of Victoria. nott, D. lVL Cooper, G. F. Hill, R. V. IfodgHe was the only competitor from New . son, vV. J. McKinney, J. A. Minnett, P.
South Wales and he acquitted himself with A. Oatley; Press and Parliamentary, D.
highest distinction in a test that proved M. Cooper, R. V. Hodgson, W. ;r. Mcone of the most severe ever promoted in Kenney, Fred. Walsh, J. A. Wilson; Techany part of the world.
, ·
nical and Library, W. J . McKenney, Wm.
Mr. Turner has already notched so many McNeil, C. A. Mulholland, B. A. Platt, C.
victories in endurance contests that filling 0. Sherwood; Entertainment Committee,
first place becomes more or less a habit with R. G. Anderson, P. S. Arnott, Rowley Bull,
him. He won the last Sydney-Melbourne H. Daniell, H. T. Nock, A. J. Robilliard.
race, and has landed the bacon in many
*
*
*
other competitions.
Motorgrams.
Mr. Turner is back again at his desk in
Castlereagh Street, Sydney, showing little
The thousand miles Victorian Alpine
evidence of having just emerged from the Reliability Trial gave Itala cars an opportunity to prove their worth for reliability,
strenuous test in Victoria.
economy and speed, which, as already
*
*
*
mentioned, they made full use of.
Royal Automobile Club of Australia .
At the annual meeting of the Royal
*
.
*
*
Automobile Club of Australia on DecemEx-Traffic Superintendent Edward is
ber 8, a lengthy discussion took ·place on very much. in love with his car, so much
the question of accidents. , It was the con- so that he has taken the necessary steps
sensus of opinion that the public required to ensure nobody else of an envious disposi1
•

accepted

An unfortunate happening of recent
date in which the driver of a motor car
was ~oncerned has given rise to an illogical
and unjust outcry against motorists generally. It is altogether unreasonable to
assert that motor drivers, as a ·.body, h~ve
. less thought for . the welfare of hu_mamty
than any other class in the commum_ty. If
we examine practically any avocat10n we
will find that its record is dimmed by a
number of happenings which perhaps could
be classed as "avoidable," but neverthe- .
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place in this classification, with 777 points
-0ut of a possible 800, and 18 of the lost
points were deducted only owing to a miscalculation in time of arrival on first day.
In reality, only five points were lost on
.a ccount of reliability, and these were for
a cracked leaf in a front spring.
· Throughout the 1,000 miles the car was
not touched with a spanner.
The same Renault car was loaned to the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria to
assist in the mapping out of the alpine
route, and covered this strenuous course
twice within a month. It will be readily
recognised that the car put up a wonderful
record for durability and efficiency.
• These brief facts we consider sufficiently
emphasise the reliability and economy of
the Renault.
The coachwork is best quality finish
throughout, colour to suit purchaser, complete with electric lights, horn, speedometer, spare 'vheel and tyre and tool kit.
Boyd Edkins Limited, the agents for
Renault, are so convinced that the quality
of the post-war products of the Renault
factory is fully equal to their generally recognised pre-war standard, that all chassis
supplied by the Company are warranted to
be free from defects in material and workmanship, under normal use, for a period of
three years.
A large and comprehensive stock of spare
parts is carried, and the firm will be

tion making off with it. He has a motor gallon of petrol, and over 1,000 miles to the
car lock-tlie Perry lock-which consists gallon of lubricant.
of a key in the r~volving driving wheel
As indication of the · car's behaviour
attached to his car, and as the car cannot ~nder local conditions is provided in the
be guided without it; it answers the pur- 1,000 miles Royal Automobile Club of Vicpose effectively. Some wag might suggest toria 's trials recently concluded.
that it would not be a bar to a thief who
The trial was the most severe ever held
desired to go ''straight,'' but in that case in Australia, and ir;i.cluded two hill-climbs,
no lock would be required at all. The , on formula (50 pomts each); petrol cone
Perry lock has been placed on the market sump ti on, on formula · ( 100 points), and
and is highly regarded in America.
reliability (800 points).
*
· *
*
The Renault won:
In view of the prevalence of eye trouble,
First prize in class A. Private owners,
owing to the presence of dust from tarred for cars up to 2,200 c.c.
roads, "A Surgeon" in The English Motor
Sixth place in general classification, ob-,
offers this advice: (1) Do not expose the taining 923 out of 1,000 points, as follows:
eyes to sudden differences of light; (2) do
Petrol consumption, 84 points; hill~
not read for any length of time while climbs, 62 points; reliability, 777 points.
travelling; (3) protect the eyes from imPetrol Consumption: Over a 200 miles
pure air ·by means of suitable glasses; course, and weighing 271 cwt., the Renanlt
( 4) en route, bathe the eyes with cold did 321 miles to the gallon, and maintained
water; (5) never rub the eyes with the a speed of 19 miles per hour during that
fingers, and as soon as possible bathe with test.
·
·
boric solution.
Oil and Water: Only three-quarters of a
'Attention to these points will help con- gallon of oil was used during the whole ruri,
siderably to keep the eyes efficient and in whilst only two gallons of watter were
comfort and beauty.
added to the radiator.
*
*·
~~
*
Reliability: The Renanlt scored fifth

The New .13.9 Renault;
. Renault products are so well known on
the Australian market that there is little
Iknffi to elaborate on them in these columns.
Louis Renault built his first automobile
in 1895. He was then twenty-one years of
age, and already captivated by the idea of
automobile locomotion, conceived and put
into execution his idea of a light car. To
his .mind the motor car should not be reserved for the favoured fe>~', not for specialists only, but for easy management and
within reach of .all. From that time this
thought alone has been uppermost in all
his ideas ; to make something simple, solid
and lasting. Since . 1895 the products of
the Renault factory have been recognised
throughout the world as being synonymous
with quality and reliability, and it is a
well-known fact · that any · manufacturer
who has been making the ~ame product for
a number of years has necessarily far
greater experience, and is capable of producing a finer article than others who have
only recently entered the field.
The sturdiness of construction, simplicity
of design and control, and economy ·· of
operation, are outstanding features of the
new 13.9 h.p. car. Owner-drivers are consistently obtaining from 30 to 35 miles per
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pleased to supply further particulars, or
arrange demonstrations.

*

*

*

Expansion of Business.
Through expansion in trading, R. N.
Bubb, ''The Motor Accessory House,'' recently moved from Elizabeth Street, Sydney, to. more convenient and commodious
premises at 4 and 6 Wentworth Avi:;nue.
A representative of Sea, Land and Air
recently visited their warehouse and found
a number of interesting accessories for
motor cars and trucls, including spark
plugs, lamps of all descriptions for burning
oil, gas or electricity, petrol savers in
several varieties, including the popular
A.A.A., which has been doing so well in the
recent reliability trials . .
The Ford owner is specially catered for
with a number of novelties, which make
that very popular car more efficient; the
Master Auxiliary Front Radius Rod, the
Simplex Foot Accelerator, and the Foot
Rest Low-gear Holder, were also noticed.
Among numerous other lines there are
running board mats, either rubber or fibre,
with or without N.P. frames, N.P. footboard grids and mud-guard grids; numerous polishes and all the necessary accessories for repairing tyres and tubes .
We are sure a visit to the above address
in Wentworth A venue will be both interesting and profitable.

WORLD'S ·LARGEST LOCOMOTIVE

Magneto Repairs ·
Good, Prompt Work-At a Reasonable Price
For many years we have been
specialising in the repairing of
all makes and types of magnetos,
and assure work of the highest
standard.
·

MOODY

&

Cd.

MAGNETO SPECIALISTS,
343 Kent Street, Sydhey.
'Phones: City 1740 and 1741.

..
The largest locomotive ever shipped from the United States of America. This mighty engine was
built by the American Locomotive Company at Schenectady, for the Pekin-Suiyuan Railwayone of China's most important lines-construct,ed and operated entirely by Chinese. Locomotive
and tender are ·95 feet long, weigh 320 tons, and develop 3,000 horsepower. When in service it
will be the largest in the world outside of the United States of America'
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VACATIONING BY MOTOR CAR

I

N America one of the most popular ways
of spending a vacation is to tour some
beautiful region in a motor car, going
and stopping where fancy dictates, camping in' quiet valleys, and getting far away
from the usual haunts of men. ·
Other things being equal, the man who
drives a motor car ·s likely to live longer
than the man who does not.
The last century has seen a great increase in the number of indoor workers.
Factories and offices are larger and more
numerous, and the people who perform
their daily tasks in them live a very restricted life so far as physical exercise and
fresh air are concerned.
To-day people in all civilised,. lands are
taking more and more account of the value
of human life, and therefore of good health.
The dissemination of information and
propaganda relative to the maintenance of
vigour and the elimination of disease are
everywhere under the supervision of the
government, so important are they.
The motor car has undoubtedly conferred a great boon on all indoor workers.
In the first place, it permits the motorist to
take full advantage of even a short period
of spare time which is not long enough for
walking or for other diversions. In a
motor car the city dweller can reach the
open country in a few minutes.
The greatest benefit of the motor car is
its gift of fresh air. The car can be used
nowhere but in the fresh air, and the resulting good done to millions of people
throl,lghout the world is incalculable.
Further, the motion of the car gives an
'appreciable amount of exercise; the action
of the heart and the breathing are
quickened, and the increased amount of
oxygen taken into the body is especially
valuable to those engaged in sedentary occupations.
Exercise is most beneficial
.when it is pleasurable, and every one who
has ever ridden in a motor car knows the
enjoyment of swift and smooth motion, the
refreshing air rushing against the face, and
the contentment of mind which comes from
the contemplating of distances.
Another benefit of motoring is the change
of scenery afforded. It has long been an

DIAMOND DRY CELLS

accep~ed truth that an invalid or one recovermg from an illness is improved by
change of scenery. This is due to the
patient's mind being turned from the introspective brooding on his own troubles and
worries to the more tangible evidences of
the soundness of things · in general. The
natural and injurious morbidity of the
sick and overworked is alleviated.
The benefit of new surroundings is just
as noticeable in the case of persons who are .
in good health. The business man who
works indoors all day, and who is not able
or is disinclined to take the physical exercise requisite to the maintenance of good
health, is refreshed and strengthened by
even a brief change. This can be most easily
accomplished by means of the motor car.
Eye .strain is known to be relieved by
walking, which relaxes the tension of the
eye muscles and relieves the headache
which often results from long-continued
work in poorly lighted rooms. This relaxation is also effected by motoring.
There are as many ways of using a
motor car as there are people using them.
It is a common sight nowadays to see literally hundreds of cars being used by entire
families on Sundays and holidays, at picnics or on tours. The family is kept together during the entire day, and all return
'home tired, hungry, contented and
healthier.
Business men use their cars as a matter
of convenience, and by so doing save time
and increase their efficiency ; they also receive actual physical benefit from the slight
exercise and the opportunity to get fresh
air into their systems. It is superfluous to
repeat the statement, so often made, that
the motor car enables the business man to
transact his business in the city and live
in the country, with all the attendant
benefits.
As a daily mode of transportation, as a
means of touring through beautiful and·
restful scenery, and as an indispensable
adjunct of camping and vacation trips, the
motor car has no equal.. And all of these
uses increase good health and make us more
efficient for the performance of our daily
tasks.

Reach you Fresh.
Direct from an Australian Factory.
Over 150,000 Diamond Cells sold last year

QUALITY
THE BEST
RELIABILITY-UNEXCELLED
POPULARITY-RECORD BREAKING

A CELL FOR EVERY USE. OVER 20 DIFFERENT TYPES
AVAILABLE FOR TELEPHONES, BELLS, IGNITION, ETC.
/

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DIAMOND DRY CELLS
If he does not stock them write to

.•

.

AUSTRALECTRIC LIMITED
97 Clarence Street,

422-4 Chancery Lane,

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

Mention Sea, Land and .A'.ir w.hen communicating w;ith AdvertiSP,tS .
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Rotastrop
1:t.1;1q3:;si1?1••;t;fl·';'~'t·'·'''

I

Gives a Life of 600 Shaves to Every Blade
AND YOU DO IT YOURSELF WHEN AND WHERE YOU PLEASE
ECONOMY PROMPTS YOU TO SEND 35/-

S. SCOTT-YOUNG LTD •• 76 Pitt St., Sydney
COMMERCE HOUSE, MELBOURNE
If you have a friend y ou love, send him one for a Xmas present.

It will make him happy every morning.

T

HE H.M.S. Renown successfully
negotiated Suez Canal on the occasion
·· of the Prince of Wales' recent visit
to India.
Those responsible for the
. arrangements experienced a good deal of
anxiety owing to the fact that the warship
was the largest vessel that has attempted
the passage through the Canal. However
not the slightest difficulty was experienced,
the huge battleship pa,ssing through as
easily as an ordinary mail steamer.

*

*

Oil Replaces Coal.

*

The contract for converting the Cunard
liner Berengaria (former Imperator) from
a coal to an oil fuel vessel, has been undertaken by the English firm of Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth. The Berengaria ~s thB
third largest vessel in the world, and on a
recent trip from Southampton to America
the chief steward had ·no less than hvo
thousand passengers to cater for.
The liner is equipped with swimming
bath, gymnasium, winter gardens, orchestra, bank, libraries and other features
which make her a veritable floating city.

*

*

*

Ex-P. & 0. Director in Australia.
Mr. I. 1\1. Shields, w{10 recently resigned
from the position of managing director of
the P. & 0. Company, arrived in Australia
a few weeks ago. With Lord Inchcape and
Mr. F. Ritchie he was one of the three
managing directors of the Line, and he is
now enjoying a well earned holiday after
a long and strenuous business career. In
the eighties Mr. Shields was actively engaged in working for the Company's interests in Australia. He afterwards went
to India, where he eventually became
superintendent for the Line, with headquarters at Bombay. Subsequently he

proceeded to London, where he rose to the
high position already mentioried. It is
probable that he will be succeeded by Mr.
F. C. Allen, one of the assistant managers
of the Line, who is another man of outstanding ability.

*

*

Wireless Worries Solved
Have you heard about our Technical Departme·nt. They give our clie.nts
free advice on all points conce·rning initial equipment, aerial and ear:thing
arrangements, and assist you to rectify that troublesome fault..
Buy
"Expanse" apparatus and you have this service at your d1spo·s al.

*

New Pier for Port Melbourne.
The Melbourne Harbour Trust proposes
to increase the berthing accommodation in
Hobson 's Bay by the erection of a new pier
at Port Melbourne.
The Chairman of the Board of Commsisioners, in making the announcement, said
the structure was necessary in order that
the port might be able to accommodate the
large new ships likely to visit Australian
waters in the near future. The new pier ·
will be larger than the one opened to passenger vessel traffic in 1915; 'its dimensions
being, length two thousand one hundred
and ten feet, width one hundred and
ninety--one feet. Provision will be made
for installing electrically operated travelling portal jib cranes on both sides of the
wharf if required, and· there will be four
berths for deep-sea steamers. The undertaking is estimated to cost £492,880, and
Australian timbers will be used throughout.

*

*

"Eurimbla" at Sea.

Full particulars from-

97 Clarence Street,
Sydney.

Australeetric Limited

422-4 Lit. Collins St.,
Melbourne.

A NEW CATALOGUE.
If you expect to succeed in wireless-know-don't imagine
you know. Snatches of knowledge here and there are useless!

With the right books at your elbow for constant and ready
reference

YOU CAN PROGRESS TEN TIMES AS FAST.

*

The Eivrimbla, the first big steamer to
be built in South Australia, was tested on
a double course of thirty mill:Js in St.
Vincent's Gulf recently, and she more than
fulfilled expectations. She is a vessel of
six thousand six hundred tons weight carrycarrying capacity, and one of the four
which Messrs. Poole & Steel contracted to
build at Port Adelaide for the Commonwealth Government. Naturally a good deal
of intere~t attached to such an event, and

The latest edition of our Catalogue has just been published.
Send for a copy NOW; it's Free.

-

,,

"

.

...

THE

WIRELESS

PRESS

Specialists in Wireless Publications,
SYDNEY: Clarence Street. MELBOURNE: Chancery Lane.
WELLINGTON, N.Z.: Australasia Chambers.

Mention Bea, Land and Air when <:>ommunicating with Advertisers.
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at the conclusion of the trip, which was
highly satisfactory in every way, congratulations were showered upon all concerned
in the turning out of such an excellent job.

*

*

*

Safeguarding Ships.
Shipping masters have few complaints
to make in regard to the lighting arrangements along the Australian coast, but they
freely admit that the lack of fog signals on
certain dangerous points constitutes a
menace to shipping. Wilson's Promontory,
situated on the southern extremity of the
mainland, and surrounded by small island
·groups through which vessels must navigate, is at present not equipped with a
fog-signalling apparatus of any kind. Consequently navigation is fraught with con;siderable danger during foggy or thick,
rainy weather.
The usual procedure is to slow down or
stop until the weather clears, which, of
course, involves shipowners in considerable
losses annually.
Officially, it is explained that the lack
of safety signals is due to the fact that
previous experiments with fog signals were
unsatisfactory. The numerous hills surrounding the point caused the sound to ·
reverberate and echo repeatedly, thereby
making it more of a menace than an aid
to passing ships.
Mariners are also of the opinion that a
wireless direction-finding station should be
erected on Cape Otway in addition to other
points along the coast. Vessels fitted with
wireless would then be in a position to
ascertain their position at any time and in
;any weather. Such stations established on
the American and British coasts have given
excellent results. On a recent voyage to
Australia the steamer West Mahwah
steamed one thousand three hundred mile-;
through a thick Pacific fog, during which
time no stellar or solar observations were
possible. By using the wireless compass
in connection with radio stations ashore,
however, the position was ascertained without difficulty at frequent intervals. Happenings like this illustrate the immense
value of the wireless apparatus for safeguarding · ships under difficult circumstances.

*

*

War-Time Incident Recalled.
In the Practice Court in Melbourne recently, Mr. Justice Cussen delivered judgment on .an application by Mr. Latham
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(representing His Majesty the King) ,
under instructions from the Federal Crown
Solicitor, that the German steamer Pfcilz,
six thousand seven hundred tons, should
be condemned as a prize.
The vessel was leaving Melbourne in
August, 1914, in charge of Wilhelm Kuhlen, when she was stopped by a shot fired
across her bows. Later, on her arrival at
Williamstown, the Pfalz was seized for the
Crown by a Customs officer, an armed
Naval guard being placed on board. Subsequently the vessel was requisitioned by
the Admiralty, and use'd in the Allies' service during the war. She was wrecked,
torpedoed, and burnt in part, but was reconditioned and transferred to the service
of the Commonwealth Government. Mr.
Justice Cussen decided that the vessel was
a good and lawful prize.
·

*

*

Having purchased the
Plant and .Stores of

GREAT COBAR LTD.

*

New North Coast Trader.
Messrs. Langley Brothers' new vessel,
the s.s. Darrigo, recently made her maiden
trip to the North Coast. This vessel is to
take up the run of the ill-fated Fitzroy in
the Sydney, Newcastle, Goff's Harbour and
Woolgoolga trade and should prove a valuable addition to the fleet of steamers own.ed
by this Company.
The Darrigo was previously employed in
the Island trade, and during the war she
was shelled by the German cruiser Scharn"
horst. The mark made by one shell which
penetrated the funnel is still visible. Only
her speed of sixteen knots enabled her to
escape more serious damage.
The Darrigo is fitted with a wireless apparatus capable of communicating and re~
ceiving messages up to a distance of one
thousand five hundred miles; palatial passenger accommodation; ample deck space
for the convenience of passengers; large
and comfortable dining saloon for all passengers;. smoke room, lounge, office, card:
room and all other conveniences, including
bathroom, lavatories, electric light through~
out, electric fans, refreshment booth, etc.
For the conveyance of cargo ample hold
space is provided, and as she will run a
regular weekly service between Sydney;
Newcastle, Coff 's Harbour and Wool~
goolga should prove a great boon to
shippers generally.

*

*
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Shipbuilding in Japan.

Three ten thousand-ton vessels are being
built by the Nippon Yusen Kaisha at the
Mention Sea. Land and Air when eommunicating with Advertiser~.
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Nagasaki shipyards for use on the European run. During the time of the German
submarine menace in the late war, the Company removed superior vessels of the ten
thousand-ton type such as the J(ashima,
Katori Fushimi and 8iiwa from the European t~ the North American run in order
to protect them from that danger, and
their place was taken by ships of six thousand-ton type. It was the original intention of the Company to restore the superior
ships to the European run immediately on
the termination· of war, but this has not
been done.
On the other hand, the Company is building three vessels of ten thousand-ton type
to take the place of the Yasaka Maru,
twelve thousand tons, the M'iyazaki °A'Jaru,
eight thousand tons, and the Hirano Mar'u,
eight thousand tons, which were sunk during the war. The three new ships are
under construction at the Nagasaki works
of the Mitsubishi Shipyard, and are to be
named the Hakone Maru, the Hariina Maru
and the Asama Marn. The places of the
three ships sunk during the war have so
far been taken· bv the Kamo Marn, the
Inaba 11-Iant and the Sato 1lfaru, and these
vessels are to be released when the three
new ships are completed.

*

*

*'

Panama Canal.
The Panama Canal completed seven
years of operation at the close of business
on August 14, 1921, having been opened
to commerce on August 15, 1914. During
the seven years of operation the total number of commercial vessels which made the
transit through the canal was 13,416. The
aggregate net tonnage of these vessels, according to the rules of measurement of the
Panama Canal, was 45,869,942. The cargo
they carried totalled 51,578,920 tons of
2,240 pounds.
The foregoing traffic was made up . of
6,388 vessels, of 21,933,325 net tons, carrying 22,215,402 tons of cargo from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and 7,028 vessels, of
23,936,617 net tons, carrying 29,363,518
tons of cargo from the Pacific to the
Atlantic.

*

*

CASTAWAYS ' CRUISES.
Recent voyages made by mariners of
shipwrecked or distressed vessels in small
. open boats have been reminiscent of similar
happenings of many years ago. Two of
the most recent instances are the Canadian

two boats leaked badly, and the crews were
kept continually employed either bailing,
rowing, or attending the sails when the
wind was fair. Gradually the supply of
water was reduced until the daily ration
became less than half a pint. Then welcome showers fell, and a fresh supply was
secured by using the sails as catchers.
After being cramped in the small boats
without once sighting land for a full month,
the thirsty, hungry castaways landed
at Guam, at which place the boats were
sold for four hundred dollars ( £80) .

Importer and the Colnmbia River, the
crews of which performed feats of great ·
courage and endurance. To hark back a
few years is to learn of a number of remarkable voyages, which only go to prove
that the spirit of the sailor has ever been
one of ready initiative and grim determination.
When the steamer Boveric, of the Howard Smith fleet, broke down in the Indian
Ocean in 1902, and was so long missing
that her loss was almost universally feared,
a fully-manned lifeboat set out for the
Australian coast, the nearest point of which
was one thousand two hundred miles away.
The hardy voyagers completed the journey
in twenty-nine days, after suffering most
acute privations from a shortage of water
and food .

*

*

*
One Hundred Miles a Day.
Only one casualty occurred on the
terrible journey-the mate · accidentally
falling overboar d. As this voyage of three
thousand miles was completed in thirty
days, the average speed was one hundred
miles a day- a magnificent achievement for
boats of the type un der such conditions,
and one which will probably never be excelled as a triumph of navigation in the
trying circumstances.

*

Former Pacific Voyages.
Courageous and marvellous though these
feats were, even more wonderful passages
in cockle-shells were accomplished in 1887
by the crew of the shipwrecked barque
Afton, and a century before by Captain
William Bligh, after the mutiny on board
the Bounty. Though the latter covered the
greater distance, three thousand six hundred and eighteen miles, . between Tofoa
Island and the Island of Timor, north of
Australia, and the Afton covered three
thousand miles on their enforced passage
between the Lisiansky Reef, in the North
Pacific, and Guam in the Ladrone Group,
Bligh's memorable voyage was made in a
boat only twenty-three feet long, which
carried nineteen hands, and covered the
the voyage in forty~seven days.
That made by the crew of the Afton was
accomplished by two thirty-four feet boats,
manned by ten and nine men respectively,
and was completed within a month. The
barque was run by .l\Icllwraith, McEa.charn
Limited, and owned by Mr. David Hunter,
of Ayr, whose son is head of the Australian
interests of the great shiping firm to-day.
Mr. G. Watson, who long ago left the sea
for a shore life, and is now resident in
Melbourne, was an apprentice , on board
when the Afton came to grief; Mr. Woolcott, who is now chief mate of the Australian coaster Perth, was serying as an A .B.
In a description of their long and
arduous journey across the Pacific, they
stated that nothing was saved from the
ship except a. little perserved meat, a tin
of biscuits, and a Sll1all cask of water. The
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Anxious to Reach Australia.
An interesting feature of the voyage of
the steamer Surrey, which arrived at Melbourne from Liverpool recently, was the
discovery on board the vessel when a day's
sail from port of four youthful stowaways.
The boys, whose ages ranged from sixteen
to twenty, had hidden themselves in the
bunkers while the vessel lay moored at
Liverpool, which port she left on October 8
last. The following day they voluntarily
surrendered themselves, declaring that
they had hidden on board in order to come
to Australia, where they hoped for successful careers. Thev were treated well
on the voyage, and on. arr ival at Fremantle
they disembarked and were immediately
taken under the wing of the Ugly Men's
Association, a body of enthusiastic, but
evidently modest men, whose object it is
to populate Australia. Apart from rough
weather in the Indian Ocean, when the
Siirrey was buffeted by north-westerly and
south-westerly gales, and high seas which
broke over the vessel, the youthful settlers
experienced a voyage u~miarred by any
untoward incidents.

SPECTACULAR NAVAL MANOEUVRE

~I
:a ..,. '-'

[Wide world .

A spectacular Naval manoeuvre as viewed from the air. A dozen or more United States
destroyers executing a picturesque and unusua l t actical manoeuvre on the southern drill grounds
of the Pacific Fleet, off San Diego, California. Note the close call from collision of the two
·
destroyers on the extreme right .
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ROBABLY all juniors have wished,
either glued and nailed or screwed-the
at some time or another, to prepare
latter being preferable.
If the blade
proper ,working drawings for a model
could be made of celluloid or vulcanite,
or a piece of apparatus.
so much the better. A great improveNow for this purpose a certain number
ment shown in Figure 2 is that of fitting
of appliances are necessary>--a drawing
a pair of spring clips made of hard
board, tee square, ruler, set square and a
brass to automatically hold the edges
pair' of compasses will be about the miniof the stock and the fixed strip firmly
mum. The compasses and ruler will almost
together and yet permit of free longitucertainly be found in the workshop, but
dinal movement. Since no drawing board
the drawing board and tee square (costing
is used the work must be done on a smooth
at least seven or eight shillings) will for
flat surface; an ordinary table would suffice
financial reasons remain a luxury only to
for the junior's need. If desired the paper
be dreamed of. How
'ecuo=1 /!:f,p,_,,,,,_,," with the strip atthe writer overcame
t a c h e d could b e
this sad state of
pinned down as usual.
affairs is· depicted in
It is almost unnecesSet Square
Figure I. The wooden
sary to add that set
strip is secured to
squares are used on it
the sheet of paper by
in the ordinary way.
~ Stoel!
Blade
means of flat-headed
l!'<g z
With regard to the
DetaMs o/
Drawvu; Pa.rt.er
drawing pins (shown
set sl.1uares, the best
Spmv Ciq<
Hallled •.rouu hUween. investment is a 60°
in d 0 t t e d lines) .
.J'Wck and Bi.adR
Resting against this
Cross-~e o/ Thinner
celluloid. If this is
Wood to be Hou.sed
is a T-square. For
too expensive wooden
small work an ordinary set square may be
squares are quite cheap, but beware of
used, but for the usual run of work the
the bevelled edge type. Quite satisfactory
wooden skeleton frame shown in the
set squares could be made at home out
drawing is the best. This arrangement
of thin fretwood, celluloid, or perhaps old
takes the place of the familiar tee-square
gramophone records.
The writer has
quite satisfactorily.
The only points
never used the last-mentioned material,
about this are that the "business"
but it would probably be quite as good as
edges of the stock, blade and strip must
vulcanite.
be true, and that the angle the blade
In conclusion it may be stated that the
makes with the stock must be a right
''tee-square and drawing board'' part of
angle. The set square or tee-square, whichthe equipment cost the writer exactly fourever you choose to call it, must be fitted topence-a sum' that would not be grudged
gether very rigidly, the halved joints being
by the most impecunious of juniors!

Under the above heading in future will appear items of general
interest t o the j unior mechanic and experimenter, who will be enabled
to construct and experiment at home for very little expense.
In order to keep this section as bright and up-to-date as possible
we seek the co-operation of our readers.
By contributing simple
constructional and experimental items-written in non-technical language
that will occupy space varying from a small paragraph to a full page
or more-accompanied by diagrams and illustrations, readers will
materially assist.
All contributions will receiv·e our most careful
consideration and, if accepted, will be paid for on publication.-En.

HOW TO BUILD A CANOE

ECURE a board fo ur feet long and
two inches square (B), and four
bicycle rims (A, C, D). Cut three of
the rims in half and bolt the rim ( 2),
Figure II., in the middle of the long
board with a quarter-inch bolt two
inches long. Bolt
the two other rims
(1 and 3) one and
a half feet on both
sides from the rim
in the middle (2).
Take one-fourth of
a rim ( C) , J;-,igure
II., and bolt it on
the end of the long
board ( B ) , Figure
II., with two bolts :,

Then go down four inches and bolt a
board there, run it all the way, the same
as before. Put one on the other side, too.
Go down four inches again and bolt a
third board around it on both sides. Now
you will have threP
boards running all
the way around the
canoe, J;-,igure I.
The next thing to
do is to bolt the
who 1 e rim (D),
Figure II., in its
place.
When you
have done that,
measure around one
foot from the place
where the nm is
bolted on to the
board
( E) , and add
(4). the
Do other
the same
with
end. ~~~~~=t~~=~~=~~~~~
~
a wire in a hole in
Next take a board
the rim and run it to
nine feet long, three
the joint (7), Figure
inches wide, and one
II. Put four wires
quarter of an inch
on the rim and run
thick. Bolt it to the
them to the joints
bicycle rim (C) at
(7).
the very top with a
Now secure a
quarter - inch b o 1 t
large piece of canth~ee
inches long
vas and cover the
( 5) , F i g u r e II.
whole canoe, except
Bend this board ( E )
inside the rim (D),
around until it meets
Figure III., and give
the rim (1) and bolt
it a coat of paint.
it there (7). Then bend it to the rim (2
Now get a board four and a half feet
and 3) ., and bolt it at these two places.
long, six inches wide, and half an
Bend it to the end rim ( C ) and bolt it
inch thick for the paddle. Cut a round
there ( 5). Put one on the other side
handle two feet long in the middle (Figure
the same way.
IV.), and the whole thing is complete.
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A USEFUL DODGE FOR "JUNIOR" DRAUGHTSMEN

MECHANICS SECTION

The c onsistent and increasing demand on the part of a number of
our readers has induced us to inaugurate this new section in Sea,

S

SEA,

ui

SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
By GEORGE A. MacELREE, Jr.

I

F

f

OR many years, the man or boy who
indulges in chemistry for its amus-.
ing or educational value, has always
stuck
to
experiments in inorganic
chemistry, because he believes them to be
simpler and of greater interest than any
others. However, this is not the case.
Organic chemistry furnishes some of the

'.lP'

most interesting experiments known. Of
course, real organic chemistry is a very
difficult subject, but you do not need to
know all about its principles to do some
simple experiments; any more than a man
lighting a fire neP-ds to understand the
principles of combustion.
As most people know, one of the greatest

---
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Into a six-inch test tube pour about oneuses of organic chemistry is the preparation of synthetic perfumes and flavours. half inch of alcohol, it does not matter what
Perhaps one of the easiest and most inter- · kind, and to it add an equal amount of
esting of these for the dabbler is the mak- sulphuric acid. As the acid is the heavier
ing of what is termed ''artificial oil of of the two, it will sink to the bottom. Now
wintergreen.'' This compound is in general drop into the tube several crystals of potasuse at the present day and can be bought sium permanganate and wait a little while. ·
in all drug stores. However, it is far more In about a minute, sparks will begin to fly
interesting to prepare it in the home within the tube and a veritable sham battle
will ensue, accompanied by a loud cracklaboratory.
ling.
The flames will be so violent that
Artificial Oil of Wintergreen.
To about two ounces of methyl alcohol, they will appear to penetrate the glass and
which is commonly called wood alcohol, by appear without the tube. This action will
reason of its being obtained by the de- continue for quite a time. Do not attempt
structive distillation of' wood (and this to empty the tube before action has ceased,
kind can be bought without .a prescrip- because some of the alcohol might take fire
tion), and about as much sali"ylic acid as and a catastrophe result. The effect will
will go on a threepenny piece, add be heightened if this experiment is perone cubic centimetre of sulphuric acid formed in a dark room.
Spontaneous Combustion.
and then heat. Allow this to boil for
An equally interesting experiment is one
several minutes and the thin colourless
liquid will gradually turn brown and be- of spontaneous combustion. Mix equal
come oily in nature. Now cautiously smell quantities of common sugar and potassium
the end of the tube and notice the distinct chlorate, and place this mixture in a basin
odour of wintergreen. When the liquid or other high-walled container, as the action
has become cool, any extra salicylic acid is vigorous when it starts. Now cautiously
will crystallize out and leave a clear add a few drops of sulphuric acid to this
brownish solution. In the presence of the and stand away. In a few seconds a loud
.sulphuric acid, the salicylic acid and alco- crackling will be heard and the basin will
hol combine to form methyl salicylate, or appear to be in a state of eruption. Sud''artificial oil of wintergreen,'' which is in denly a purple flame will dart up with all
common use to-day, as a flavour and a the brilliancy of flashlight powder, and
will as quickly die down. This is caused
medicine.
by the sugar robbing the chloric acid of
Artificial Extract of Vanilla.
Take equal quantities of carbolic acid its oxygen, and burning up the carbon.
and chloroform. Heat ~his in a test-tube Naturally this theft makes a strong action
and then add half as much by weight of and produces heat. 'rhis heat serves to
sodium hydroxide, any other alkaline ignite the carbon, which burns with great
hydroxide will serve as well. Raise this brightness. The violet colour of the flame
mixture to the boiling point, then let it is due to the potassium chlorate.
These are but a few simple experiments
cool. A white solid will fill part of the
tube. Separate this from the liquid, and dealing with this wide and almost inexheat it with >vood alcohol. This will form haustible field of experimentation. For
anisic aldehyde, which is the perfume of when organic chemistry is properly studied,
hawthorn blossoms. Save the liquid, which it is not hard to imagine imitation ivory
is very fragrant, and to it add dry acetic being made of formalde~1yde and cheese, to
acid. Cumarin, the perfume of the tonka realise that the phonograph record material ·
bean, will result. This is much used as may be made out of the interaction of formaldehyde and carbolic acid, that exquisite
a substitute for vanilla.
dyes and perfumes are obtained out of a
An Experiment in Combustion.
One of the most interesting experiments pot of tar, and that the worst of poisons
in organic chemistry, after synthetic and the best of medicines are based upon a
flavours is one of combustion. 'rhis experi- lump of .coal. All these interesting things
ment can be done with little or no danger, are possible with organic chemistry, which,
providing the proper care is given acids. I think you will agree with me (concludes
As the reaction is accompanied by some the writer in Science and Invention) is a
heat, it is best not to hold the tube in the very interesting and entertaining branch of
:science.
hand.

SEA, LAND AND AIR.

A BOOK FOR ,EVERYtBOY
..

)

J

'
"

Mr; Addyman-the author-recently wrote:"A certain lady of my .ucquaintnnce once told me that every
time I entered her house it Was a signal to her boys 'to make a mess
all over_ the place.'
'l'llat was &. long time ago, and though I have
never yet found a certain _cure for the 'mess' I managed to stop itmore or less-from· being 'all over the place' by suggesting that boys
should hav_e a wo1kshop of their own. . . . Since then I have
written this· book.''

In this popular book the author,_has arranged his description of things
in. such an order that one piece of work sl..lgg.ests the next and helps to
exp.lain it.
The whole contents are written in simple 'and interesting language, and
are profusely illustrated with diagrams and illustrations for the experiments
mentioned.
THIS BOOK WILL INSTRUCT AND

ENTERTAIN YOUR BOY.

You should therefore Buy him a Copy AT ONCE.
Price, 10/6, post free.
Obtainable from all lead'ing Booksellers;
or

THE WIRELESS PRESS, Clarence Street, Sydney, and
Chancery Lane, Melbourne.
Mention Sea, Land a:nd Air when <:'ommunicating with AdYertiser:-;.
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Make Sure of receiving yo~r copy of
"SEA, LAND & A I R" by mailing 10/with your full name and address to :
"SEA . LAND & AIR,"
97 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY

NEW SOUTH WALES DIVISION

A

GENERAL MEETING was held at
"Wireless House" on November 22,
at which there was a large attendance
of members.
Mr. J . F. Wilson occupied the chair.
_ After the reading of the minutes, Mr.
Maclurcan drew members' attention to certain alterations in the competition procedure. These alterations had previously
been broadcasted by Mr. Maclurcan during
transmission on the previous Sunday. It
was very gratifying to note that many
members received the broadcast verbatim.
'fhe Chairman then called on Mr. Mordin
for an address on ''Automatic Telephony.'' After introducing the subject
and giving, with the aid of large paper
diagrams, a brief sketch of the various
machine switching automatic telephone systems, the lecturer entered upon a more
detailed account of the ''Relay System''
of automatic telephony.
With a working thirty-line ''Automatic
Relay System'' switchboard in the lecture
room, on which actual telephone connections were set up, he very clearly demonstrated the operations of the system.
Various members of the audience were
enabled to converse with each other, while
the remainder observed the effect upon the
apparatus of the various actions which
delineate the stages of an automatic telephone connection, e.g., taking off receiver,
dialling, the reply of the called subscriber,
the release of the connection, etc.
The meeting was impressed with the
speed and reliability of the apparatus
employed in the ''Relay System'' due, as
might be expected, to the total absence of
mechanism with its attendant mechanical
inertia.
After surviving a severe cross-examination by members of the audience, Mr. Mordin was accorded a sincere vote of thanks,
which terminated an enjoyable evening.
Another General Meeting was held at
''Wireless House'' on December 13, 1921,
Mr. J .. F . Wilson presiding.
Before proceeding with any business the
Chairman drew the attention of members
to the presence at the meeting of Mr. C. P.
Bartholomew, who had recently returned

from a ten months' trip to Europe and
America on business. The Chairman requested some of those members who were
better acquainted ·with Mr. Bartholomew's
long connection with the Institute to speak,
and Mr. Renshaw and Mr. Maclurcan supported the Chairman's words of welcome,
Mr. Maclurcan describing Mr. Bartholomew as the ''Father of Experimental ·wireless in Australia.''
Mr. Bartholomew responded.
The Honorary Secretary then read the
minutes of the previous meeting.
The election of the following members
was then proceeded with.
JJJembers: H. A. Warden, Public School,
Mungindi, N.S.W.; G. McMahon, Ariah
Park, N.S.W.; P . L. H. Sewell, 12 Dillon
Street, Paddington; A . B. Cummings,
Atherton, North Queensland.
Associate ilf embers: P . Parker, Weldon
Street, Burwood; J. S. Barling, 287 Stanmore Road, Petersham; J. McMahon, 137
Sutherland Street, Paddington; J.P. Cureton, '' Maruna, '' Burwood Road, Burwood.
Mr. Maclurcan then stated that the results achieved in the Wireless Telephone
Competition had been more than satisfactory, and exhorted those .members participating to do their best on the occasion of
the final transmission, Sunday, December
18, 1921. The results will be announced
.at the General Meeting on January 10-,
1922, and published in the February issue
of Sea, Land and Air.
The Chairman called on Mr. S. N.
Newman, who read a very interesting paper
on ''European Signals Amplified by
Twenty Valves,'' which was illustrated
with blackboard diagrams. At the conclusion of the paper questions were asked
in regard to amplification which resulted
in a fund of useful information being
gleaned by the members.
Mr. Newman's paper will be published in
our next issue.
The meeting closed at 10 p.m. The subject set down on the syllabus for the meeting on January 10, 1922, has been altered
on account of Mr. F. Basil Cooke being
away in Queensland, and a series of "Short
Papers by Members" has been substituted
as the business of that meeting.
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STERLING PLATING & MFG. CO.
(Late Stokes & Sons),

225 . CLAR E NCE STREET, SYDN E Y.
ELECTRO,
All

kinds

SILVER, NICKEL AND BRASS
PLATERS.
of Lacquering, Gilding, Uronzing and
Oxidising Done.
'Phone : City 6088.

.'
W.

©. H. HENRY

GENERA L WOODWORKERS
Ma nufacturers of Office Fur niture, Wireless
Cabinets, Instrument Boxes, Etc.

586 Darling St., Rozelle, Sydney
'Phone : Wl304

BUILD YOUR OWN MODEL LOCOMOTIV E "

The India Rubber, Gutta Percha
and Telegraph Works Co. Ltd.

Mo!~;•rn' ~Ir?:
Supplies

from-

- ~~~~~
.
·
~ L:::b

King Street. Sydney

ill anufacturers o.f

EBONITE, C.M.A. WIRES
and CABLES, LECLANCHE
CELLS,
TELEGRAPH
INSTRUMENTS,
PALMER
CORD TYRES, &c.,
&c.
Sydney Branch

279 GEORGE STREET

EDWARD WATERS & SONS
(Established 1859)
Patent and Trade Ma rk Attorneya
905 CULWULLA CHAMBERS,

67 CASTLEREAGH ST., SYDNEY
Tel. City 1187

(And at Melbc.urne)

Telephone 1180 City

For Service

BACON & CO.LTD.
Blockmakers, Engravers

The Rapid Freight Despatch Co.
CUSTOMS, SHIPPING & FORWARDING AGENTS

98 Clarence St. (Opp. Hotel Grand Central), SYDNEY

Illustrators
31a PITT STREET
SYDNEY
Phone City 4837.

.,

CJ>RINTING is a silent salesman.
Our service will make a strong
appeal to discerning business men who
know the Yalue of high-grade printing
as a business getter. Phone, City'1870
Commonwealth & Hunt Sts., SYDNEY

!

O. BURNABY BOLTON, Daily Telegraph Building

JONES

&

PIKE "°4T~ET.

CABINET MANUFAOTURDS
Specialties:
LETTER FILING, CARD CABINETS
AND GENERAL OFFICE FURNITURE

Macquarie Street, Leichhar dt, Sydney

SHIPH.11\D
tlJllZ"W"MAW
TYPOCIV\PHIC Al'\.Tl.llT_,..
COMM&~l-AL. COLOI'\. AJID
HALI! TO'NE PMJllTE"-"'·
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Wireless Men !

The Monthly General Meeting was held local press advising members of the change
at Alfred Chambers, Currie Str eet, Ade- of locality, previous to the next meeting.
laide, on Wednesday, December 7. There
At the close of the business a lecture on
was a large attendance. Mr. Hambly Clark ''A Wireless Receiving Station .' ' was given
presided.
by the Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. E. Ames.
The minutes of the previous meeting
Mr. Ames explained the different types.
were read and confirmed.
of aerials, how to obtain a good earth, and
Two applications for membership were also the use of a counterpoise.
read and approved.
He explained the construction of Spider
It was decided to forego the January
Web Inductances and Burndept Coils with
meeting, owing to the number of our memcondensers for tuning, and different
bers who will be away for the Christmas
methods of mounting these coils.
and New Year holidays. The next general
A few brief remarks on the working of
meeting will, therefore, be held on Monboth Crystal and Valve Detectors, and the
day, February 1, 1922.
·Owing to the increasing numbers of mem- importance of the proper potential on the
bers, it is desirable that a larger room be plate of the valve concluded the address.
obtained for meetings. The next meeting
A hearty vote of thanks, moved by Mr.
will therefore be held at new premises, and Dunstone and seconded by Mr. Bland, was
an advertisement will appear later in the accorded by acclamation.

MAGAZ I NES YOU WILL L I KE.
"THE WIRELESS WORLD"
Contains many elementary articles and valuable
information for the experimenter.
Written and
edited by experts. Fully illustrated,
Published every fortnight.
PRICE, 1/2 per copy, post free.
Subscription rates :
One year (26 issues) . . . . . . £1 6 0
Half year (13 issues) . . . . . .
13 0
"THE WIRELESS AGE,"
An American magazine presenting topical wireless
news and information in a most attractive manne!,
The beginner as well as the advancad '9xper1·
menter and professional wireless man are cate1ed
for.
Published once a month,
PRICE, 2/2 per copy, post free.
Subscription rates:
One year (12 issues) . . . . . . £1 4 0
Half year (6 issues)) . . . .
12 6

KITCHENER

~~~~~-LIMITED~~~~~-

Tailors & Mercers
Specialists in

NAVAL

MILITARY
and

MERCANTILE MARINE
UNIFORMS
Regulation Badges, Braids, Buttons,
Caps, etc., always in Stock
Uniforms made at short notice
Price List on Application

SPECIAL NOTE:
As all subscriptions a.re payable in advance, r&mittance MUST accompany order.

Send all orders to "The Wireless Press,"
97 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.

227 George Street
(Near Bridge St).

Tel.: City 3449

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
G.S. (Western Australia).-Question (1) : Is it
possible to receive wireless tel'ephone mgnals
using a detector .such as Galena, with other instruments shawm in diagram, from a transm.itting station twelve miles away?

Answ€r (1): Yes.
Question (2) :How much would the receiving
range . of my set be increased bi/ raising the
aetrial twenty feet higher, and -what should be the
range of the recei1iing set shown in the diagram?

Answer (2): Your receiving should be in creased by approximately twenty-five per cent.,
and the receiving range· . of the set shown :·n
diagram should be about five hundred mil€s at
night.
Wireless (lVl:osman, N.S.W.) . -Question (1) :
Will you please give . me. the design of three
wireles sreceiving sets?

Answer (1) : We refer you to a publication entitled "The Wireless Experimenters' Manual,"
by Elmer E . Bucher, obtainable from all leading
booksellers. This book contains data regarding
the design of wireless reeeiv ing sets covering all
wave lengths. If you have any difficulty in obtaining the book communicate with us again.
D. J. Harkin (Salisbury, S.A.) .-Question (1):
What would be the approximate range of a
cabinet wireless receiving set comprising: Two
rotary 11ariable condensers, variometer tune1-,
loading coil, crystal detector, two thoiisand ohm

'phones, and an aerial one hundred feet
and forty-five feet high?

R. HOFFMANN &CO.

lonq

Answer (1) : With such a set you should easily
receive signals from the following radio stations:
Adelaide, Melbourne, Esperance and King Island,
as well as a number of ship stations.
Question (2): What is .the salary of a icireless

telephone signals in Sydney which are transmitted in Melbourne?

Answer (2): As announced on page 648 of the
last issue of Sea, Land and Air, radio-te].ephone
concerts are radiated frelm Melbourne every
Monday ev ening. Although the power used is
only half K.W., it is possible to receive the signals in Sydney by using .several stages or
amplification.

UNIFORMS

MELBOURNE
'Phone: Central 6921

REGULATION
BADGES,
BRAIDS,
BUTTONS,
Etc.

1

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING and
FORWARDING AGENTS

I

a two-wire inverted "L", aerial, one hundred and.
twenty feet long, give better results in receivinq
than a single-wire of the same length?

Answer (1): Yes: ·
· ··
QJHistion (2) : Is it possible to receive radio-

AND
MERCANTILE
MARINE

58-60 Spencer Street

officer in the mercantile marine?

Answer (2) : The salary of a junior wireless
o$cer is £12 per month. An officer in charge or
a .ship station with twelve montl).s' experience.
receives £14 per month, after which the salary
is increased £1 per month per annum, rising to
£24 per month. In addition to salary, first-class.
aqcommodation and food is supplied on board all
snips.
B. A . (Ashfi·eld, N.S.W .) .-Question (1): Woitld

WIRELESS

Alfred

GENERAL CARRIERS

:Bowley .&Co.

.,

MANUFACTURERS

I
•

~

AGENCIES THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

I

156-8 FlinderslANE
MELBOURNE, VIC.•
Tel: 1063

Mention Sea, Land ana Air when communicating with

Advertise•:~.
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LIST OF WIRELESS OFFICERS ATTA~HED TO VESSELS
OF THE AUSTRALASIAN MERCANTILE MARINE
Revised to December 15, 1921 .
SHIP.
Aeon ..
Alabama
Aldinga
Arafura
Arahura
Araluen
A.ramac
Arawatta
Aroona
Ashridge
.ltua- ..
A ustralbrook
A ustralcrag
:.-tustralford
Australglen
.-t ustralmead
Australmount
.-! ustralpeak
Australplain
A ustralpool
Australport
Australrange
Bakara
Baldina
{Jam bra
tBarambah
,

Barunga
Bing era
Bombala

OPERATOR.
T. G. McEwan
G. W. Rowland
G. I. Betteridge
j J. H . Hawkins (s)
.. j H. Taylor (2nd)
LT. Dines (3rd)
G. M. Gormlie
H. H. Black
F. L. Scott
J. Doggett
J. Carty

Eastern

J. E. Cleary
S. J. McVeigh
H. E. Young
L. C. Patey
F. Ouvrier
G. Vincent
J. B. Ponsonby
A. Stuart
E. J. Glaisher
S. R. Dixon
E. F. Hayes
I G. Maxwell (s)
.. 1 S. R. Haworth (3rd)
l T . 0. Sexton (3rd)
• • A . W. Hooper
. • R. C. Williams
IM. L. Robertson (s)
· · j 0. S. Kelly 3rd)
l E. Searson (3rd)
S . M'. Brown
H.F. Harman

j F. A. Cook (s)

Boonah
BooraZ
Boorara
Bulla ..
Bunninyong
Burwah
Ottlulu
Camira
Cttnberra
Carina
Cantara
Ceduna
Century
i:Jhangsha

Char01'I
Chrones
Oooee
'

.

.. 1 A .
l R.

S. Figtree (3rd)
Thompson (3rd)
• • T. V . Tressler
j T . Alexander (s)
.. 1 L. C. Farnsworth (3rd)
l G. T . Davies (3rd)
R. T. Stephen
H. Bashford
W. R. Baird

r
r

E•mita
Enoggera
Era
Eudunda
Echuca
Eurimbla
Eromanga
Erriba
Eurelia
Flora . .

H. J. Byrne
F. Stevens
R. J. Webb
R. W . Barnes
F. Exon (s)
. . { E. McPherson (2nd)
J. Carew (3rd)
W. Reithmuller
A. L. Short
P . J. Manley

Gorgon
Goulburn
Hexham
Hobart
flwah Ping
fron Baron
'I ron Monarch . .
1
lron Prince
Ju nee
Kadina
Kaia poi
'fl a-ikorai
Kaimanawa
Kangaroo

IMPORTANT-·
With the advent of direct wireless
between Australia and England,
together with the rapid expansion
m wireless as applied to shipping,
a great number of positions as

I. R. Hodder

Wireless Officers will be available

F. Marsden

for successful students of the Mar-

f A.

S . Dening (s)
N. Olsen (3rd)
] F. _Kettlewell (3rd)
A. H. Jeremy (s)
. • { T. M. Johnson (2nd)
H. M. Watson (3rd)
A. R. Catford
A. R. Smith
C. J. Lilley
H. F. Hartley
C. C. Ullman
J. W. McKay
J. M. Camps
J. R. Gilligan
J. A. Guy
E. A. Miller
•• J

Kaitangata
Kaitoko
Kaituna
-Kaiwarra
Kanna
Kanownri
Ka.roola
Ka.rori
Katoa
Katoomba
Kauri
Kawatiri ..
-Kekerangu
l[omura
l(ooringa
ltoonda
Tfooyon_q
(Continued on page 796.)

R. L. Beatty
M. Sedgers
f V. E. Stanley (s)
.. i H. F. Tye (3rd)
l A. C. H'.ickey (3rd)
. . J. F. McGinley
. • E. T. Prentice
. . W. H. George
A. S . Smith (s)
.. 1 J. W. Fairley (2nd)
I K. T . Harrison (3rd)
A. G. Ross (s)
.. 1 J. R. Kennedy (!!nd)
l E. W. Burrows (3rd)
P. C. Gillon
F. F. Standen

OPERATOR.
_C. Waite
V. ·M. Brooker
W. Hill
H . F. Giles
R. H. Alexander
R. T. Murray

SHIP.
Coolana
lloomu
Delunura
Uilga
Dilkera
Uimboulu
Dinoga
Uongarra
Uromana
Dumosa
Uundula

coni Schools from time to time.
In your own interests it is advisable that you enrol as early as
possible, in order that you may be
able to accept one of these positions as they occur.
WRITE TO-DAY.

f C.
.. 1 C.

W. Scriven (s)
W. Carthew (2nd)
[ J . Baird (3rd)
W. A. Hawkins
L. E. Ternes
K . L . McSwan
R. R. P\lmore
M. Webb-Watte
J. H. Bennett
T. A. Jones
W. H. Richardson
R. P . Ginders
W . H. Jowett
V. J. Foreman
M. G . Crockett
E . S. Eailes

. THE MANAGER

:Marconi School of Wireless
422-4 Chancery Lane

99 Clarence Street

MELBOURNE

SYDNEY
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(Continued from page 794.)
SHIP.
OPERATOR.
SHIP.
OPERATOR.
Suva . .
L. S. Lane
Koromiko
I. B. Gibson
F. E. Duggan (s)
KOW<llN"a
Tahiti
. • { L. H. Jones (2nd)
.K:urow
C. Drew (3rd)
Lameroo
Taiyuan
J. Elmore
J. H. Wilkin
Levuka
Talawa
A. W . Watt
Loongana
Talune
C. F. Green
Macedon
Tarawera
G. Poole
Mackarra
Tarcoola
S. L. Filer
A. D.R. Davis
Macumba
Time ..
W. J. Washbourne
T. J . O'Leary
Maheno
l'ofua
G. H. Hugman
L . R. Dickson
Toromeo
Maindy Lodge
H. S. Chown
J. A. Guy
Makambo
mimaroa
M . A. Prudenc-e
H. Tuson
Urilla
F. A. Hunter (s)
N. W. Marshall
Makura
.. i N. W. Leeder (2nd)
H. Fullerton (s)
Victoria
l P. J. Banney (3rd)
· · i G. B. Fullwood (2nd)
Malayan
l F. M. Barsden (3r6l)
Mallina
A. G~ Dixon
· Waihemo
C. Williamson
Manuka
J. A. Heavey
Wahine
R. S. Taylor
Maori
Waihora
E. A. Hunter
)lfapourika
C. F. G. Taylor
Waikawa
V. P. Nevins
Waikouiti
J. A. Cooper
:Marama
{ C .. F. Griffiths (s)
Waimarino
• · 0. Ling (2nd)
F. L. Dawes
Waiotapu
M'.araroa
G. Illingworth
T. H . McWilliams ·
Waipori
W. H. Harris (s)
N. W. G. Scott
Marella
.. i H. W. Barnfield (2nd) Wairuna • .
F. N. Davidson
w'aitemata
l G. J. Flynn (3rd)
K. J. Dines
Marawah
J. L. Skinner
Waitomo . •
E . M. Bain
Marsina
Wanaka
A. Cuthill
.T. G. Henderson
Mataram
War spray
C. H . A . Kidman
R. E. Robinson
Maunganuf
Wea.r .. .
L . F. O'Donnell
Melbourne
Werribee .•
A. B. Monks
R. J. Inglis
Melusia
Westralia
E. J. Giles
,Merriwa
WhMlgape
J. H . Pullen
·'
A. 0. Sutherland
Milluna
Waingatui
J. Overbury
A . E. ·L aurence
Wodonga
J. G. C. Higgins (s)
G. Pow
Afinderoo
Woolgar
•• 1 A. F. Plowman (2nd)
J. Glennie
, Wyandra
l S . Kings (3rd)
T. Chalmers
Mindinf
Wyreema
R. Jordon
Moana
Yankalilla
W . C. Lucas
Moeraki
Zealandia
B. Boni
Moira
S. Y. Blight
Mokoia
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited
Monaro
G. H. Hore
Operators Temporarily Attached to Radio- '
Monowai
A. L. Dixon (s)
Holland.
Jiontoro
.. i W. S. Ringrose (2nd)
iiI '
l F. B. Harris (3rd)
Houtman ..
{ H . R. Allen (2nd)
,.~orinda
· · L. G . Helbach (3rd)
F. C. Davies
Wairana
Nardoo
R. McNamara
N:avua
D. N. Quinn
Ngakuta
'I
W. J. Martin (s)
!Viagara
.. i E. W. Coldwell (2nd) .
j . .
l R. G. Wright (3rd)
Omana
A . J. Sawyer
:Ooma
A. E. Sheppherd
CIVIL and NAVAL TAI LO RS
,Qonah
F . G. Forrest
Paloona
G. M. Whiteside
K. L. Simpson (s)
SPECIALISTS IN NAVAL
Parattah
.. i E. C. Bouel (3rd)
AND
.i ;i
l E. Pollard (3rd)
Mercantile Marine Uniforms
Period
H. Wormwell
All work executed on ou~ premises
Rakanoa
~iverina
L. G. Devonport
BY EXPERTS
l?otomahana
PJtiros
H. Warner
Hauth Africa
F. G. Lewis
~t; Albans
• • • . T. Bannister
Eotablished 1882
~t ... -.G:e<J.rg_e: = :·. n ~:- ' -. -: :; . S. G: Jo:nes·
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